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CHAPTER I 

DEVELOPING A BASIS FOR CXJMPAqiSON 

The growth and development of sociology of education 

cannot be divorced from the uneven tract Sociology had to 

traverse,because it had to denend on the conceptual and 

t heorP ti.c al do.velopments in the 1 atter. EVen for many 

years it was not recognised as a part of Sociology. Rather, 

' it constituted a part of the di~;cipline of Pducation. ~Tohn 

Dewey gave it the initial push that finally culminated in 

its acceptance in the colleges and universities in the u.s./\. 

As a result tr.ere was a marked increase, between 1910-1920, 

in the colleges teaching a course in educational sociology 

and a good number of text books on the subject were published 

betv;een 1916-1936. 3ut by 1940s it suffered a decline only 

1 to be revived recently. According to Robinson, in spite of 

the contributions of Durkheim towards the end of 19th century 

and Karl ~1,::mnheim's writin'1s in the 1910s, the subject came 
..., 

to be recognised as a distinct field of enquiry very recently.,;. 
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Durkheim,among the classical sociologists, took up 

the subject of e:iucation with special interest,because he 

viewed education as a pro.cess that recreates sociPty and 

is linked to the survival of society. In his writings the 

beginnings of a functional sociology of education are clear. 

It became the •traditional conceptual framework' in the 

< 
study of: education.~ In Durkheim's '"'ritings education 

formed part of an institutional analysis in the functional 

framework that ultimately is directed towards the maintenance 

of • social cohesion • an:'J • social unity'. 

The structural-functionalist tradition dominated 

sociology in the 1950s. The emphases in this approach 

centred on the function of education, and the need of the 

society that it fulfils. The views of Durkheim on these 

points were brocdly applied by Talcott Parsons in the 

American context. Parsons in late 1950s dealt in detail 

the functions of soci~lisa~ion, selection and allocation 

performed by education. 4 

Soci~lication as an import~nt aspect is emphasised 

in much of thA anthropological literature. But, the under-

3. Banks, .2.P· cit., p.1; Also see Shukla, s. and Krishna 
Kumar, ·"Introduction" in Shukla, s. and K. Kumar 
(eds.), ..§2_gJ:ol_E>~s;al P~rs..P~S_!iv~j.n E_9_2~at2on, 1985, 
p. 1. 

4 • Banks, .2.!2. SJ.!.. , p. 4 • 
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standing or the process of substitution of traditional 

social_ising agencies by tbat of educational agencies, is 

what m.al<:es sociology of education important for the stu:ly 

of industrial societies. In this context Floud and Halsey 

pointed out that the reverse may also be true, i.e., such 

speciaiising agencies like education "may promote or impede 

change, produce unintended as \vell as intended, dysfunctional 

as well as functional consequences". 5 The examples they 

give are the attempts by well-entrenched institutions dis

alloHin'1 any change in .the 'curricula' or 'teaching methods' 

or teachers acting as strong nressure groups for promoting 

educational change. 

The structural-functional approach related education 

to other institutions of society like the economy, the 

stratification system, the value-structure of society etc. 

It made possible a ''macro cosmic •• study of educational insti

tutions.6 But it also contributed to the laconae in sociology 

of education. These include the dominant concerns in social 

integration, consensus, social equilibrium etc.,which Floud 

and Halsey found to be problematic in their application to 

the industrial societies. 'I'hi:-; difficulty still rPmains 

when equilibrium is considered to be a'dynamic one. The 

5. Ib_ii· 

6. lEi~., p.s. 
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problem arises because these societies are charact..,rised by 

'social change'_, thcit implio.s the over-riding concec-n for 

consensus.~nd inte~ration has littl~ sen~e in this context. 7 

The questions of change and reconstruction of society i.'1 a 

capitalist society 1 i '..ce 1\mer ic a received Dewey's at tent ion 

who focussed on the role of individual in •re-orienting' 

d 
.. 8 

e ucat 1o.n. 

The :cole of education in the recreation of an "oppres-

sive" order came from the Nazi rule in Germany. This 

disturbed Mannhei:n and 'tJith his socio-historical analysis 

of the aims an::-1 objectives of education he souqht education 

to be helpful for a 'progressive social change'. He examined, 

if it was possible for education and culture to reverse the 

b . ~ f- . 9 o nox1ous state or a ta1r. Mannhei:Tt's recognition of 

social conflict did not prevent him. from .[X)stulat ing a 

't' 1 f d . . b. . . 1 . t t' 10 pos1 1ve ro e . or e. ucat1on ln , r1ng1nq soc1a 1n egra 1on. 

The development of mar al staniards depend on the 

chances of soctal mobility, availability of justice etc., 

which in turn cannot b;:::> n:::::1lised 'tJithout aJequate educational 

facilities. In this rl?soect thP 'tJorks/thrust of l\1annheim 

7 I l • l ,-• --12£ • I p • ::) • 

8. S huka and K. Kumar, QI?· _s~_!:;. , p. 2. 

9. .lbii. 

1 0 • I~ id • I p. 3 • 
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and his colleagues resembled the works of Durkheim and his 

followers. Both t~e groups emphasised~ among other things, 

sociology's vital function of putting educ.ation in the 

context of society and in treating 'school as a social 

institution'. Later psychological analysis contributed 

to this, taking up many of the issues which Durkheim empha-

sized namely 'discipline, the social and moral development 

of the young pupil and the question of variable talent 

..:l to t' 1 1 l1 an....t po . -n l a • 

In sri tain, 1950s an:J 1960 s sa\·/ the wi d-:?r acceptance 

of sociology as a discipline which initially, of course, 

had little impact on colleges an::l faculties of education. 

In the teacher training curricula sociolo<;Jy came to be 

taken up \rJith ps~rcholo9y. The British sociology of: educa-

tion concerned itself with the issues of "educational 

provisi::m, achievement and the relationship between social 

class, schooling and social mobility. n
12 

F lou:] and Halsey pointed out the dominance of "Poli-

tical arithmatic 11 in the British sociology of education 

prior to 1960, though they recoqn ised it not to be the only 

influence. Political arithmatic was a British rationalist 

invention in 1830s which emphasised that, the central concern 

11. Fen·ton, steve, _Qurkhei_!!l _ _§nd_~_2_9_:;1J}_~_2Sj._2_l._£gy, 1984, 
p.165. 

1 2. Ibid. 
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of the Social Sciences shou1d only be the 'collection of 

facts' without any opinion being added to it. The ot71er 

• influences inclu:J.ed the 1t1orks of f-.1argaret l\1ead and Karl 

Mannheim~ Mannheim's sociology of the school included the 

aspects of orqanisation of knowledge and how the 'school-

ing and experiences' of the students ar:e guided by the 

13 assumptions of the teacher. The British sociology of 

education ·.vith a dominant tr.:dition of political arithmatic 

was strengthened by the grov,1th of structural-functionalism 

in USA, which had roots in the v.Jorks of classical thinkers 

like Comte, Spencer, Durkheim, Radcliff-Brown and Malli-

nowsk i etc. but popularised bv Talcott Par sons in the 

1 9.50s. 14 · 

The exp<m:::;irm of teachers traini'1g in which e:lucati'Jn 

formed an important part, the academic •stu:'ly of education 

and the concern of th~ academicians and policy makers to 

explore thP types of social inequalities~an1 the influence 

of class background on educational attainment were responsi-

ble for the grow·th of sociology of education in the 1950s. 

The theoretical emphasis changed from order to control. 

Floud and Halsey appreciating such a trend, commented it to 

be replacement of a 'dehurnanised', 'over-socialised', •a-

moral soc ioloiJic a 1 :nan' by ont? of • autonomous' , 'ere ati ve', 

13. Robinson, .2.P· .£2:.!·, pp. 21-22. 

14. 12id., p.23. 
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'morally responsL':>le sociological man •. 15 

The sociology of education. took. a new direction in 

the 1970s, the changes were effected by the failure of the 

reform-oriented educational policies of the 1960s. The 

inequalities in e:J.ucational opportunities !=;till persisted, 

Functionalist exolanations ,.,ece inadequate and it was -· . 
increasi~gly felt th~t differential educational achiev~ment 

has roots outsHe thp classroom, especially lying in the 

home and cl=Jss background of the pupil. Secondly, the 

emphasis changed from ~aero to micro perspectives. Lastly, 

there was a revival of the influence of !'1arxism applie:J. 

to education and also ra:lical writings on the subject. 

This became critical of the role of educ::1tion as being 

used by the ruling class for maintaining its dominant 

position and the recreation of the class-structure of 

the society throu(Jh education. 
16 

The works of Gr amsci, 

Al th uss pr
1 

Bour:J. ien etc. guided the views on social and 

class repro.iuction through e:J.ucation which will be taken 

up later in this study. 

1S. Ihl2., pp. 2l- 25 ~ Banks, .212· _52~~., p. 3. 

160 !:{obinson, oo. cit., p~J.2IS-27; Shukla and Kumar, 
.2120 c i! 0 , Pt:) o 3-:4. 
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According to Fenton, the Sociology of Durkheim grew 

as a recoonse to the crises of the French society of his 

time, their historical analysis so as to trace the causes 

and advance ways of social rPconstruction. The defeat of 

France in the hands of Prussi~ and the uprising and set-

back of the Paris Commune in 1870-1 had not only a dragging 

effect on the material development of France but at a deeper 

psychological level affected the sense of national pride 

and solid2.rity at the social leve1. 17 The solidarity of 

the people gave way to divisions, as class conflict grew 

in an industrialising country. The growth of v.Jorking class 

had to be reckoned as a force. The sociology of Durkheirn 

could not ignore the divisive potentials of inequality 

th . . 1 f . 18 at glve rlse to c ass-r.on llct. 

Durkheim grew up as a young man when the Third 

Republic was just formed. and which was facing a great 

deal of instability. A crisis arose when the monarchists 

adopted a constitution in 1875 calling for a presidential 

system of Government. It set, the church, the big bour-

geoisie and the protectors of law and order against the 

Republic Left consisting mainly of the lONer middle classes, 

·---------

18. Ibie!. 



the 'anti-clericals and the working class. But such an 

authoritarian design could not succeed after the political 

victory of the Republicans in 1879. 19 

The Republic was relatively stable. · But the initial 

period under even the control of the Republic Left could 

not prove to be a security against the major social and 

economic problems. This is ascribed to the 1 ack of prin-

ciples and branded as an I • • 'JQ opportunist lC Republlc 1
• ~ 

But at least in the arena of secular education the achieve-

ments were commendable,considering the opposition of the 

church to it. 

Though staunch anti-clericals demanded a complete 

replacement of church-controlled schools by the state-

O'Nned ones but legi slat ion could only provide for a ban 

on religious instruction in Public schools and its replace-

ment by civic education. The expansion of new schools 

covering particularly the girls, the training of the 

teachers according to the new secular system assumed too 

21 
much importance. While the antagonism betvJeen the 

clerical right and the secular left was still continuing, 

19. Coser, .Lewis, ~_gst~rs of__§Qcigloaical. Th.2E.9.b_!:, 
p. 156. 

20. Ib_~. , p. 157 • 

21. Ibid. 
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the Boulanger affair temporarily shook the Republic. The 

authoritarian design of General Boulanger following the 

election of 1885 were frustrated and a greater degr~e of 

political st;:1bility accru.ed after this affair. 22 

It was also considered to be another step forward 

towards the ach,ievemerrt of Democra.cy ·and 1/leakening of the 

Bonapartist influence among the people. The last tW) decades 

of the forty years life of the Third Republic since 1870 

is described as a period of rapid strides, of economic 

prosperity. As industrial development picked up, French 

overseas investment increased so also their internal savings? 3 

The intellectuals among others hoped for a durable stability 

in their professional careers. The developments during 

this period resulted in a shift in the emphasis of Durkheim 

from 'orthodox Judaism to rational philosophy •. 24 The 

intellectuals like Durkheim, Henri Bergson, Jean Jaures 

etc. were extremely happy oyer the bills of 1882-84 making 

primary education compulsory and free and a parallel weaken-

. 25 
I ing of the confessional schools. 

2 2. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

Fenton, .21?• _s:_l.,!., p.9. Henri, Pyere, "Durkheim: The 
man, his time and his intellectual background" in 
KurtH~ TiVolff (ed.), ESE.§.Y.§...E!l_Soc_!ol_?_g.Y_§nd so_£iaJ 
PhilOE2EDY• Emile Durkheim et. al., p.6. 

Coser, ~· ci!., pp.57-58. 

Pyere, Henri, £E· Eit., p.6. 
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The social order cant inued to remain unstable even . 

during this relatively peaceful period. Two events, namely 

the Panama scandal and th= D~yfus affair gave rise to 

cleavages in national opinion and the question of morality 

became the central issue of· a debate that in turn was linked 

to the issue of social order based on secur:e foundations. 26 

The Republic survived when the defenders of Dreysfus won 

the battle. The consequences of th:is were significant for 

the French society. A strong anti-clerical regime under 

the ~anner of the Radical party came to po"'~r which put 

an end to all forms of opportunism. The regime lasted till 

the World ~..Jar I containing a clear-cut division between 

the Right and the Left in its political spheres, between 

loyalists of the anciPnt regime and those inspired by the 

French Revolution.
27 

Durkheim supported the forces fighting for Dreyfus. 

The anti-Dreysfusards criticised him as a spokesman of the 

liberals. This propelled Durkheim to write the article 

•individualism and the intellectuals',in which were expres-

sed his v ievJs on the glorification of the values of 
I 

26. Panama Scandal involved a bribery of officials by 
the Panama Company to get the approval of the Parlia
ment of a lottery loan. Freyfus affair involved the 
conviction of Alfred Dreyfus on the change of selling 
information to Germany. For details, see Coser, 
22• cit., p.158. 

27. Coser, .2.P· .fl!·, pp.158-59; Fenton, s., _212. ci_!., 
p. 12. 
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'intellectual inquiry•, justice, liberty, rights an:J dignity 

of the individual. He differentiated the two shades of 

individualism, namely, one v.rhich promotes the above-mentioned' 
. . 
values in the individual fran one that encourages 'disrup-

tive' or 'unrestrained' individualism which he was falsely 

. f . 28 accusea o: advocatlng. 

But Durk.heim's support for the Dreyfusards was not 

because of his JeHish origin. He viewed the slow rate of 

assimilation of Jews in the national life as detrimental 

for the whole nation. The right of Jews forms part of the 

rights and liberties of all men. 29 It could not be isolat~d 

as confined only to JevJs. Despite the renunciation of a 

.]"ewi sh life I Durk.heim, however I could not get rid of the 

indelible early Je,..,rish influence of a 'disciplined', 

'solidary' moral community which ;remained all through his 

life. That is why he looked for an alternative moral order 

when the social conditions coul:J no longer uphold the 
. . •o 

· traditional foundations of morality.~ Durkhe im • s ideas 

gained ground in the aca:Jemic circle and outside before 

---------------~ 
28. Fenton, s., .£!?· cit., p.15; Giddens, Anthony, 

Durkheim, 2E· sit. I pp.l0-17; also see Thompson, 
Kenneth, Emile Durkheim, .QP • .E.!!·, p.44. 

29. Fenton~ 2E· cit.; Lukes, Steven, Emil~_Qurk~eim, 
His_b~fe_anj_~ork, see the footnote 44, p.333. 

30. Fen ton, .2E· _sit., pp. 15-16. 
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the first World rtJar when t;he church was separated from the 

state and the clerical and military groups were cut to 

. 31 
s~ze. 

The intellectual tradition of France also influenced 

Durk he im a lot. To name a few, Rousseau,. Montesquien, Comte, 

Saint-Simon were foremost in shaping his thought. The inter-

relatedness of social and cultural phenomena, the holistic 

view of society Wi'!S inherited from Montesquieu. 'l'he notion 

of soci i'll solidar-ity and difference between ind iv id ual, 

psychological facts from social facts were an outcome of 

the Social contract of Rousc:eau. In his methodology and 

quest for positive la,.rs of social behaviour, Durkheim 

appreciated Comte but he was not fascinated by the theolo-

gical or methaphysical analyses of Comte. The interrelated-

ness of social phenomena in the TtJritings of Comte also 

attracted Durkheim. Also Comte's notion of consensus 

is reflected in anothe~ form as 'conscience collective' 

i kh . 32 n Dur e l!Tl. But, at least on two major points Durk.heim 

differed from Corrtte. First is 1 attel!"' s • Pmphasis on the 

need for value consPnsus in modo.rn society' and secondly, 

the •vie\v that division of labour ie inherently socially 

31. Pyere Henr:-i, 22· .sit., p.6. 

3 2. Cosec, .9J.?. £i!. , pp. 14 9- 50. 
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divisive•. 33 

The influence of Saint-Simon on Durkhei:n \,..ras second 

to none. Saint-Simon was among a fe\v who reali'sed the 

direction of change toward~ an industrial civilization 

containing a new type of division of labour offering 

34 grandiose technological and social avenues to people. 

An organic and rational social ord,er could be possible 

despite the comple~ity and differentiation of such a tech-

nological society. Besides, the importance of science, 

its application to society and the possibility of construe-

ting evolut"ionary stages of society together with the 

direction of progress .were the influence of Saint-Simon 

D 1.-h . ]5 on ur" elm. 

~"/hat impressed Durkheim most in Saint-Simon was his 

view of Socialism. This was reflected in his ideas of 

social reconstructirJn in an increasingly industrialising 

society,i-vith complex division of labour as the basis of 

33. Fenton, QP• cij;., p.17; Pyere, H., .212• cit., pp.23-
24. 

34. Pyere, H., 2£· ~it., p.21. 

35. Fenton, 2..P· ..s;l!·, p.16. In this context it should 
be worth noted that despite his appreciation of S~int
Simon • s. works on Sociology and Socialism, he praised 
Comte • s seoar at ion of Science from Practice which is 
an improvi~sation of Simon•s attempts at applying 
Science before they gained firm roots.' Thompson, 
.2.P· cit. , p. 3 3. 
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sociaJ. solidarity. Socialism, he advocated, but not in a 

Marxist or revolutionary framework, because he believed 
, ' 

that,not social revolution but prolonged social evolution 

brings substantial social change.· He. held a view of "ref or-

mist socialism" which· alone could help in 'progressive 

social reconstruction'. For him state, far from being 

an instrument of cl3ss domination could act effectively 

36 for social reform by advancing •equality of opportunity'. 

9y follO\>ling Saint-Simon • s footsteps in drawing a 

relationship between economic institutions in industrial 

society and em~rging forms of social and political organi-

sations, Durkheim sought to bring a rapproachrnent betv.€en 
. . 

the conflicting Marxian and Comtean views. He attempted. 

to combine the four comtean focus of •regulating moral 

• . h . h . • . . t . t . • 37 norms Wl t r-1arx1 an .emp asls on econom1c 1ns ltu 1ons • 

This is in line with his socialist prin~ipl~s of forming 

occupational corporations that provide moral regulation 

as well as control of the property after abolition of 

. h . 38 1n er ltence. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

Gidjens, ~E· £it., p.17. 

Gouldner, Alvin, "Intro._iuction" in Marcel Mauss (ed.), 
Q~k~~im~~-~2£l~]jsm, p.20; Thompson, gp. £it., p.33. 

Durkheim, Emile, Professional Ethics and Civic Morals, 
pp. 216-18; also Thompson: 2E· ci}., p.33:-----------
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Durkheim was also influPnced by Charl~s Renouvier, 

Taine, Renan an:i Gabriel Tarde. The neo-Kant ian Philosopher 

Renouvier is credited. with bringing to Dut'kheim's knowle:ige 

the principle that "the whole is radically different from 

39 the surn of its parts .• " Taine and Renan provided insights 

and mato.rials f.or Durkheim to cri'ticize in course of his 

own theciretical formulations, Taine•s con8eption of racial 

determinism in explaining soc~al phenomena. In this he 

agreed with Renan. Also, he favoured Renan•s claim that 

it is not proper to expl~n the complex by the simple. 

Moreover 1 on posing society as combination of idea~, beliefs 

and feelings particularly moral ideals, Durk.heim had no 
I 

difference with REfnan. 40 Durkheim criticized the social-

psychological explanation of Tarde that the aggregate of 

'individuals in interaction' constitutes society hence 

individual actions, motives etc. are the main focus in j 

the explanation of society. Durkheim recognised the exis-

tence of societv as beinr:r different from individual:"! who 

constitute it. It is hi(!Jher than the mere SW71 and Social 

phenomena have to be explained in structural-social terms 

rather than social-psyohological 

39. Thompson, 2P• ci!. 

4 0 • P ye r e , H • , .2.12. ~_!j:. 1 p. 2 6 • 

41. Coser, .22· ~it. 1 p.153. 

41 ones. 
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In his holic::tic and structural vie\v Durkheim followed 

Espinas. The superiority accorde-:1 to collective conscious

ness over that of the individual and the way like-mindedness 

is produced in simpler societies had their reflection in 

the works of Durl<heim. Also the superiority of society 

over the individual had its. influence on Durkheim. 12 

Three.others who stirred the thought of Durkheim were 

Spencer 1 Kant and 'tlil helm ~t>lundt. They were not French. 

The ind i'ti::lual istic approach bf Spencer that v ie1.ved 'cont

ract' ·between individuals lyinq at the root of social 

order. was rejected by Durkheim 'who argued' that such cont-

racts are governed by age-old general norms. The individual 

striving for· hapniness does not account for his social 

nature, rather this stirring results out of social condi-

tions in ·a particular type of society at· a particular 

. 4 3 historical per 1od. 

Durkheim ,,...as critical of the similarity drawn between 

human soci et ie s and animal societies and the d ivi si on of 

social work with that of the organs of the body. 14 However, 

Spencer's evolutionary view of movement from 'coherent 

4 2. Thomps<.:m, 2£· _sit 0 1 p. 37 •· 

43. Coser 1 .21?· .£}_!: • I p. 154. 

44. Pyere, 22· .sl!. , p. 24. 
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homogeneity• to 'coherent heterogeneity• was reflected in 

Durl.cheim's views on •progressive differentL:~tion • from 

. mechanical to organic soli:iarity i • .r:-. frem a likeness to 

a mutually ::Jependerit unlikeness. In this l~o::lafTI Smith had 

also some infltlence on him. 45 

The episte~ology of general pholosophy ofi Kant did 

not have that much an impact on Durk.heim as his philosophy 

of moral duty. The 'notion' of a-priori or innate catego-

r ies of Human mind of Kant had no price in Durkheim • s 

system of social origin of categories of thought, of time 

and place. But Kant's idea of duty and moral obligation 

was expressed by Durkheim as the 'desirability• of moral 

46 acts. Wilhelm Wundt's concept of the •volksseele' or the 

• group soul' was ref 1 ected in Durkhe im • s not ion of the 

'conscience collective'. He also inspired Durkheim in 

providing a moJel of scientlfic research for the socL3l 

. 47 sclences. 

The influence on Durk.heim of Ferdinand Tonnies can 

be traced to the distinct ion ·which Tonn ies made bebrJeen 

~ ~ 4 ~ 
Gemeinschaft an::l Gesellschaft. For Dur'kheim, it was between 

45. Coser, 22· .s;_:i_!., p. 154. 

46. Durkheim, E., .2.2..s;2:-o1Qgy_.§n::l_Philo~2P.bl'• pp.44-45; 
coser, EE· £it., p.155. 

47. Coser, 212· _s;it., pp.lSS-56. 
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mechanical ar1d organic solidarity. But the differertce 

lies in Tennies• characterisation of Ge-neinschaft or 'older 

form of social organisation • to be more organic, more 

natural, whereas Durkheim characterised the organic type 

d f r 1 'd • 48 to mo ern arm o-r so 1 ar lty. 

Th~_§2~12J_coE!~~!-2i-~an~E~im: 

Mannheim was not confined to a particular; society, 

rather he had to spend a considerable period in three 

different societies. ·He <;:~as born in Budapest, Hungary 

in 1893, had to migrate to Germany in 1919 after both the 

post-war r<:;vol 1:ltionary regimes in Hungary collapsed.. But 

again he had to mi1rate to England in 1933 when Nazi 

atrocities in Germany became intoler.able a.nd when he '"'as 
' 

deprived of the post of Professor of Sociology at Frankfurt 

because of his Je•,vish 
1
6rigin ,after the National Socialist 

en act rne nt s . f . 93 4. 9 h f h cam8 1nto orce ln 1 3. T ere ore we ave 

to analys~ the social contexts of Hungary, Germany and 

England in order to understand their influence on Ma.Tlnheim. 

Mannheim \vas born in a Jewish middle class of 

Budapest and spent his formative years in '-{ungary. This 

48. 

4 9. 

Ibid. 

Kettler, Davi::i, Volker Meja, Nico Stehr, Karl 
.!::!.§_D!.!_hei ~, p. 11 ~ also R emml in q, .9.1?· _£it-. , -p:Xii. 
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period of Hun<Jary Was marked by almost a total absence 

of any creative irmovation in the social ?Jnd political 

spheres. The societal forces were responsible for this 

t t f ff . 50 s a e o a - alr,. 

While the majority of the mijdle class in the city 

were the commercial Je'i,-JS, the power-base remained in the 

~ ' ~ 51 countrysiJe that was traditional and ~anti-sP.mitic. · New 

ideas had no Place in such a society where labour was 

undermined and both church and landholders had a decisive 

dominance over the tradition-oriented peasantry. The 

Social-Democratic party and the union activities dealing 

with labour issues were more concerned about immediate 

52 problems of a day-to-day nature. The 'dominant aristo-

cracy'• and the 'impoverished gentry• subservient to it 

strived at maintaining the stat us.:.. quo. The Jew ish middle 

class, instead of challenging this social .arrangement 

preferred to remain as conformists and rendered their 

service to the old regime, in order to keep its 'monopoly 

on financial and commercial affairs' in tact. The 'paro-

chidlism' and 'conformity• of the capitalists was shared 

50. Loader, .Ql?• _s;it., p.lC; Coser, .21?• .fit., p.457. 

51. Coser, Ql). £1!· Remmling described, "Hungary was 
held in est,_:tes belonging to the socially and poli
tically dominant magnates who were the favourites · 
of the court. " 21?· cit., p. 16. 

52. Loader, 22· £1!·• p.1C; Coser, £P• sl!·• p.10. 
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by the intellectuals. The society gave an overall static 

. t 53 p1c ure. 

The first decade of the tv•entieth century witnessed 

the grovvth of a small but progressively-oriented intelli-

gentsia mainly concentrated in Budapest. Chall~nging con-

to the traditional setting, they emphasised the 

of intellect and learning and the need to change 

. t 54 
SOCl,:, y. Though they espoused thP cause of democracy, 

but an elitist stance was found in their position, when 

they believed change to follow from their idea~. These 

were the intelligentsia ~ a fre~-floating nature not tied 

to anv party, class or thP functioning of the society. They 

considered themsPlves ~o be guardians of the interests of 

the whole society '"'hen those at the helm of PO'I'ier were 

busy in ftlrthering th~ir own interests. 55 

But they could not identify themselves with the 

important segments of Hungarian population; with the labour 

movement and on the other hand, had to fight the opposition 

from the conformist middle ~lass and the traditionally 

minded academic circle. 56 The intellectuals placed 

53. Loader I .2.I!· c ij:.; Coser 1 .9..P· c i!. 

54. Loader, .2.I?· cit. DISS 
306.43 

5 s. Coser, .22· cit. P2742 Co 

!II!! I! II UliiiiUIIIIIIIIIIII i I u 
56. Loader, CD. c lt. TH2690 _..._ 

) 
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themselves ov<?.r the peasantry and the pro let ari at who 

they could not unite because o:= the vast differences ex is-·,, 

ting between the city and the countryside. They attempted 

to unite the progressive cultural elements of the west 

. h h 1.-J • l 57 w1t t e o.w. Hungar lan cu ture. 

Ho1,vever, the reformist Budapest intelligentsia had 

internal divisions. There were t.wo important groups, one 

led by Jaszi and. the other by Georg-Luckac_:::s. Lukacs group 
etc. , 

opposed western-oriented group of Jaszi~ and their 

positivistic and social emphases. They argued that a 

rat ion al social science and poli 'tics could not be alter-

natives for the decay of the tr.aditional c;::ultur~", ·rather 

a •new cultural totality• had to be constructed. Their 

commitment to social chang~ w-as couched in rather idealist 

terms i.e. that of the creation of a new culture insteo). 

of a nevv society. 58 However, both the groups were .:":~qninst 

the tradftional forces differing mainly on the nature of 

goals that the intelligentsia had to advocate. 

Though Mann he im was initially inclined to ,J asz i, 

later he came under the influence of Lukacs. "He remained 

primarily an academician in line with the political 

57. Ibid., p. 11. 

58. Ibi~., p.l3. 
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position of Lukacs group. A bourgeoisie-socialist govern-

ment was formed under the leadership of Hichael K..srolyi 

after the first revolution in October 1918. But it \oJas 

replaced by a Communist ·soviet Republic led by Bela Kun 

after the second revolution in March 1919~ But the Commu-

nist Sovetnment was shortli ved when the forces of .~dmiral 

Horthy came to pmve'r in July 1919. Many intellectuals 

incl u.Jing Mannheim were forced into exile •. The LTungarian 

experiences led Mannh~ im to identify the nroblem of 

change an:l adaptation in cultural rather than socio-

economic terms. He belie-ved in accelerating~rather than 

sq 
retarding change. -

The German context: ------------·---
Though Germany presented a static picture in the 

twenties, but it w::~s far from a static society. It .con-

tained groups belonging to conflicting ideological camps. 

The social structure characterized by a industrial-tradi-

tional order "''as not affected much by the revolution of 

1918. The authoritarian structure continued with the 

Judiciary, bureaucracy and military exercising pm.ver as 

they '~'~ere in the preceding Kaiser regime. Also, till 

1933, they kept in control the forces of change unleashed 

59. Loader, gp. _sit., p.15: also see Remmling, .9..!?· _s;it., 
p. 17. 
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by the revolution and the establishment of the ;<'leimar 

Rep ub 1 ic • 6 0 

German unlike Hungary, experienced a strong 1 abour 

movement which, of course, could not muster sufficient 

strength to challenge the existing state of affairs'and 

bring about radical social changes. Its dominant Social-

Democratic wing, after 1918 had some share in the state 

power and remained busy in extracting benefits from their 

off ice and position. The revolutionary socialists, consi-

dering the Weimar Republic as the best possible order 

despite its loopholes, were not interested in any radical 

I 

reorganisation of society. The communists got a shat.tering 

blow to their revolutionary hopes in 1923. 61 

The Left-\·..ring intell~ctual s were frustrated with 

both the communists and the SocialDemocrats. They now 

confined themselves to political and soci Fll criticism. 

The basic debate in the German academic circle was between~ 

those who favoured and strived at maintaining the 'atomis-

I 
tic-organic nature of society and the section of the intel-

. ( l 

ligentsia favouring the development of nomadic individualism. 
J' 

While the essence of former wascmaterial, the latter had 

60. Coser, 2E· _sit., p.459; Loader, 2.£· cit., p.15. 

6 1 • Co se r , .2l? • .sl-! • ; R emml in g, .2E • .s.t!: .. , p. 20 • 
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. ( ) 6 2 
a spiritual essence. Whereas, former wanted to revert 

to the state before the first World War, the latter welcomed 

the new forces of Weimar and ·wished a rappr:-oachment between 

the old elite with the ne\v industrial and democratic forces, 

and develaprnent o:: national. spirit ~long democratic lines. 

In a politically charged atmosphere, they adhered to the 

traditional values of culture giving it a primacy over 

th th . th t. c . i 6 3 o er 1ngs, us genera 1ng a sense 0.1.. cr1s s. 

Under these circumstances Hannheim founi the concept 

of cultural organism not sufficient to link his old Hunga-

rian culture and the new Gerr.,an culture. The dilemma 

of an organic unity and the need for change led him to 

propose a synthesis between these two. But the rise of 

• 1 I f j • • • • 64 H1t er s Nazi power orce hlm to m1grate to Br1ta1n. 

Mannheim's emigration to England ·was the experience 

of a totally different nature than that of Germany. Here, 

he confronted a society anJ culture that required careful 

readj u,stment because in the academic circle he was consi-

dered a refugee only. Moreover, the nature of the social 

62. Loader,· .2.P• ~it., p.18. 

6 3 • I b id • I p. 2 5 • 

64. _!bi~., o.27. 

• . 
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contexts differed so much in their political and social 

arrangements that he had to shift his emphasis. The 

inter est in 'sociology of knor.vled ge • was replaced by a 

•sociology of democratic planning' and 'social reconstruc-

ti I 65 on • 

Large-scale unemployment and faulty economic develop-· 

ments characterized England in the thirties, a situation 

that was similar to Germany. The progressive intellectuals 

looked for reorganization and change, but differed among 

them regarding the nature of such change and reorganization. 

Some thou9ht of radical changes, some opined Fabian type 

of reforms while others argued reform and capitalisTD to go 
c 

66 
to9ether. Mannheim•s interest vJas direct"'!d at this stage 

to·;,vards analysing the crisis of libPralism an:i the social 

and political developments resulting from this. 

During the thirties English society expprienced a 

contradiction. The emphasis upon change ·was countered 

by the a:lvocates of stability who ha:l an upper hand because 

of their positions in the Sritish Governm~?.nt. 
1
Even a 

majority of the people appeared to be supporting order 

and stability. This might be because of the fear that 

6 5 • Co ser , .22 . s: i t . , p. 46 1 • 

6 6 • L o a.1 e r, .2l?. c i! . , p. 14 9. 
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67 
change would lead to chaos and anarchy. tv1annheim advanced 

his theory of social planning as a way-out of this contra-

diction in which he assi9ne:t a responsible role to the social 

scientists, who occupied an intermediary position between 

h d h .. lj. . 'f 6 8 t e masses an t e povJer-wle .. lng ew. · 

The Second 1tlorld War changed the situation in line 

with ~·1annheim• s thinking. The Labour party replaced 

Churchill and the laissez-faire Government was replaced 

by one of welfare-state. ~eforms \vere· un:iertaken. to cover 

all aspects of life. Mannheim now could dravv attention for 

his theory of social planning, as the English people who 

earlier wer·e re 1 uct ant for any c han9e an:J prefer red stab il it y 

apprehending chaos etc. to follow from change, nov1 carne 

to recognise the importance of social change and social 

69 
planning. But, the war-crazy German ma~>ses made Mannheim 

apprehensi';e of the fate of democratic societies lacking a 

strong ideological unity. He was afraid of their landing 

up.into totalitarian systems.- He believed, the theory of 

highly rational soc~al planning nas to be supplemented 

with the •ethical an~i religious values of \!\€stern humanism•. 

In this mass e:tucation has the crucial role of mobilizing 

67. lbi3., p.150. 

6 1
. . r . . . .. 

8. Remm lWJ, .2.2· ,£.2;..::;•• pp.XlJ.-Xlll. 

6 9. Loader, .22· _s:it., pp.150-51. 
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the 'emotional and volitional forces•. 70 

The stability of the liberal-democracy in England, 

unlike Germany, where democracy could not meet the challenges 

of socio-economic disturbances, impressed Mann he im and re-

established his faith in democracy. The English society, 

he viewed, ·rJas marked by a 'spontaneous collectivism• 

that transcerded both 'complete individualism' and the 

'comple.t•:: absorption of the individual'. 71 The spontaneous 

collectivism was reflected in the capacity of the individuals 

to control themselves and conform to the interests of the 

society. Su t Mannheim still felt democratic planning was 
: 

necessary to confer 'rationality' and •responsibility• to 

that spontaneous collectivis'l1 so that the problems arising 

in the complex, industrial society could be adequately 

dealt with. 
72 

To\,;rards the end of his life, Mannheim tried to formu-

late his poli~ical sociology in the ·context of the post-World 

War II superpower rivalry. A cold •,-Jar continued, that 

witnessed growing misuse of political and military power 

and the race for nuclear supremacy posing the menacing 

threat of another World War. Against this he advocated a 

vigorous 'planning for freedom' through 'fundamental' and 
I 

'militant democracy' as the only panacea to this threat. 73 

70. Remrnl ing, oo. _ .... p.xiii. 

71. Lo,e>1er, .212· ~j_!., p.152. 

7 2. lEi~ . , p. 1 s 3 • 

73. Remnling, .2.1?• S.i!·, p.xiii. 



Since Mannheim lived in three different sociPties 

the influences that worked on him were .many. The scope 

of this chapt.:>r allovJs only a brief analysis of these. 

During his university days he was influenced by the 

.•positivistic', opti.mistic, and 'reform-oriented' ideas 

that prevailed in the intellectual sphere, which he could 

not totally leave~though in his later writings he critJcised 

many aspects of these ideas. At this time he also took an 

interest in the philosophical and not the '"r; itings on formal 

sociologv of Si~mel. 74 
His lecture on •soul and culture• 

had imprints of Simmel's analysis of culture. The influences 

were apparent pArticularly in the differences between subjec-

tive and objective culture, between the individual actor 

and his objective culture. The s'immelian interpretation 

o£ cultural crisis -when the objective culture stunts the 

initiatives of the indivijual was reflected in the writings 

f h ' 75 o Mann elm. 

Mannheim' s Hungarian ::lays came under, a strong 

influence of LukGcs, particularly latter's contribution 

to aesthetics. Mannhei'll like Lukaq:; (befor~ 1917 since 

74. Coser-, 2l?· ~1_!., p.450; Remmling, .2.1?· ci_!., p.14., 

7 5. Ibid. 
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Lukacs • conversion to Marxian took place beb.;een 1917 to 

1919) assumej_ a metaphysic al1 id'=al ist s ta'1ce in showing 

the interconnections of the cultural elements and raising 

aesthetics to a level of metaphysical absoluteness so that 

the principles related to the formation of ne1 . .v cultural 

. . 76 
elements and their expression could be comprehended. 

Mannheim and Lukacs give an impression of having similar 
. 

intellectual connections starting with neo-platonism of 

Dithey and Simmell phenomenolo]y of Hussert anj_ neo-

77 Kant ian ism of Rickert I Lask and Max-\ieber. 

Mannheim was attracte:-1 to the revolutionary character 

of Marxism and recognised the historical role of proleta-

riats in overthro,..,ring the bourgeoisie. Prolet-3riats ·,.vere 

the social carriers of an ideoloqy oriented towards the 

future. The·r ha:1 no traJition except the antagonistic 

bourgeoisie. They created their tra:'litions : . .;1-Jen they 

organise.:-] themselves into a class.
78 

But conservatives 

"had a tradition in thP past. 'Their i:Jeolo']y came as a 

reaction to thP emergence of capitalism and industrialism 

1 ' . 79 and in support of the pre-capitalist socia relatlons. 

76. R emml inq 1 .£2· .s;i t. 1 p. 13. 

78. Mannheim 1 Karl 1 "Conservative Thou1ht" in _f:.§S a_y§ __ in 
.§~.l2l.29.Y_§!21_.§9~i al P;:yc ho!9.9Y, (ed.) Paul Kec s kemet i, 
p. 101. 

7 9. Ibid. , p. 91. 
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But ~1annheim did not accept Lukacs• view that_..pr<Jle-

tarian thought was the only true reflection of rPality, 

and thoughts linked to other classes ~!lere ideoloqical 

distortions. He could not grant absoluteness to Marxist 

thought and claimed that all thought was 1 inked to its 

socio-existential reality. 'Ihis \<Jas perhaps because of 

the influence upon himJ>of other relativistic ideas in 

German historic ism. 80 But the interconnection of ideas 

to the action of men in the social structure was definitely 

a Marxist influence. 

Mannheim was impressed by the "synthesizing" and 

"anti- atomistic" aspects of Gestalt· psychology that argued., 

an understanding of the part must be pursued in relation 

to the whole. This helped Mannheim in placing the 'histo-

rical events' or cultural products in their proper histo- · 

81 
rical and structural context. The writings on culture 

and intellectuals by Alfred Weber had some bearings in 

. 82 
the works of ~1annheim. Alfred T.-Jeber • s distinct ion between 

a • Process of Ci vi 1 ization • and a 'movement of hi story• 

was supported by Mannheim. 

80. Kecskemeti, P., "Introduction" to Karl Milnnheim, 
~~~y~~-t~~-§~~~~l99Y_~f-~now1~99~· pp.84-85. 

81· Coser, oo. cit., p.453. 
~ --
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According to Alfred Weber culture implies 'irrational', 

• psychic-emotional • phenomena 1 ike art and religion which 

could be grasped only through intuition, whereas civillza-

tion means a 'linear progress• in which a scientific, techno-

logical system develops gradually an:J. cumulatively. These 

developments can be explained with the help of methods of 

natural sciences. 83 This prompted Mannheim to investigate 

the dualism between natur3l sciences and human sciences. 84. 

The natural sciences lack me~~ing and value and the subject 

has no importance si nee objects of nature are same for all 

subjects. But human or cultural sciences c_annot be explained 

without the •creation, interpretation and communication• of 

85 meaning. A change in such meaning from one generation 

to another also changes the problems and issues of culture. 

Therefore, the method must vary from physical sciences. 

On this ground he differed from Alfred Weber. 86 

The concept of • socially unattached intelligentsia' 

formulated by Alfred Weber and their role was echoed in 

the writings of Mannheim. The neo-Kantian influence on 

Mannheim carne through Rickert and W indleband in their 

8 3 • R emm 1 in g, 2E. s; it. , p. 3 2 • 

84. Loa:J.er, .22· £~!·, p. 3 9; 

85. Ibid. 

86. Remmling, .2.1?· _sit., p.32; Loader, .£P• sll·• p.ss. 
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assertion that methods of natural scil'?nces are not suitable 

for analysing cultural phenomena. 
87 

Husserl's phenomenology stressing the active relation-

ship between the subject and the object of knowledge was 

appreciated by Mannheim. There is an 'intentionality• when 

the subject is actively engaged in knowing the object of 

88 
knowledge. Both Scheler and Mannheim had roots in 

Husserl's phenomenology. Scheler made a distinction 

between •essential knowledge• and 'factual knowledge•. 

Through phenomenological, factual knowledge, the •eterna~, 

• immutable • value essences or essential know ledge can be 

approached. This was rejected by Mannheim who later 

advanced the active role of ideas like Troeltsch and 

Lukacs and the correlation existing between ideas and 

h . . 1 89 t e1r socla bases. 

Mannheim praised Kant's philosophy of •conscious-

ness' for excluding the 'dogmatism' attached with the onto-

logical explanations. The world according to this philoso-

phy1 is no longer taken to be immutable, an existence 

independent of the mind of men, but depends on the cogni-

tive faculty of the subject for the form attributed to it. 

87. Coser, .212· s;_!~. 1 p. 453. 

as. .!J.?id. I p. 4 54; also Loader I .21?· E.!!. I p. 57. 

89. Coserl ~2· ci~., p.454: Remmling, .2.!?· _s!,.!,., p.40. 
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Hegel also showed the same relationship between conception 

of the object with the activities of the mind. 
90 

H<?gel's 

'dialectical' method helped Mannheim to fonnulate his 

'dialectical-rational' method for explaining the evolutionary 

changes in the philosophical and historical spheres. This 

also helped him to counter the charges of .'reL3 ti Vi sm • 

levelled against him since every 'new centre of intellectual 

organisation' is characterised as qualitatively hi<;:rher than 

the previous one thus maintaining the overall truth value 

of the philosophical process. 
91 

Development cannot be 

taken as the progress of a 'single static .system• unlinea-

lly nor of many autonomous systems but represents a process 

in which elements are organised continuously forming new 

92 
cen ttes. 

Mannheim considered, e'long others, the •versthen• 

method developed by Max Weber as useful for the historical 

analysis of the values and standards of the past by the 

present observer. !'1annheim credited Weber for combining 

the 'interpretative un:lerstanding• of social action 

(versthen) \-vith the 'causal explanation of its cause and 

effect •. However, Mannheim noted, he has not satisfied 

90. Remmling, .21?· _s:it. I p. 23. 

91. }_9id., p.33. 

92. Load.:.r I 2.P· .s:.!.!., p. 57. 
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with the one-sided emphasis of causal explanations in the 

theoretical works and interpretative understanding in the 

historical \nJri tings. This Mannheim tried to modify with 

his categorisation of three levels of meanings: 93 (i) objec-, 

t ive meaning - ,,.,here knowledge of the observer of the 

given social context is sufficient without requiring the 

use of meaning or consciousness; (ii) expressive meaning 

that includes the 'knowledge of subjective• intentions by 

the observer; and (iii) documentary meaning - expressing 

neither the objective context nor the subjective meaning, 

but the unintentionality involved in the action as a part 

of the total personality of the actor. 94 

Mannheim was of the opinion that with the documentary 

method the 'spirit of an era• could be grasped and the 

theories constructed with its help gave a picture of the 

social structure. This is because, the 'social space' 

and 'historical time' of the proponent affects such theories:S 

This he later elaborated in his sociology of kno•..vledge. 

The influence of pragmatism· on Mannheim is reflected 

in his vJOrks on planning and reconstructi0n. The roots 

93. Remml ing, .Q.p • .s:.J:.!., p. 25. 

94. Ibid. 

95. 1.1?13· , p. 26. 
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can be found in the -..vorks of Dewey, Mead and easley. In 

'Man and Society in an NJ8 of Reconstruct ion • he stressed 

the importance of pra<Jmatism for 'social planning• and 

I ' d d th' ' I 
96 lntec epen- ent , lnklng • These writers, particularly 

Dewey, dre,.., his attention as to how one can reach the 

general from the particular, e.g. from indivLJual inter-

actions to a macro-level of social ~md philosophical re-

. 97 
constructlon. 

The psycho-analysis of Freud and others gave him 

insights to consider 11ar, fascism etc. as psychological 

abnormalitie~_;. Mannheirr stressed th~ need for a 'socio-

logical psychology' that would combine analysis at a 

psycho.logicaJ level and 'institutional analysis' at .a 

soc iolor:J j r ,3] 1 eve l. The intense anxi et ie s to '1J hich men 

in modern, industrial societies ar~ exposed, the insecu-

rities of a collective nature etc., he believed, coul:i 

be explained •:Jith the help of the 'sociological psycho-

logy'. In this the vJOrks of Harold Lass\vell etc. 

• .l 92 influenced hlrr a loc. 

97. Coser, £P. SJ1· 

98. Ibid., pp.456-57. 
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The works of T.s. Eliot,~iddleton Murry etc. caused 

him to ponder over the role of religion and he came to 

99 
believe in the integrating role of religion. 

The views of Mannheim and Durkheim on education in 

relation oo society cannot be ignored in tracing the 

history of the growth of sociology of education. The 

analysis of their social contexts showed the turbulences 

in the social, economic and political spheres. They were 

men of their times responding to the major problems that 

resulted from the instabilities in these spheres. These 

instabilities were characterised by rapid changes in the 

political power re~ations affecting the socic.l and economic 

spheres. Both of them reacted to the authoritarian ten-

dencies in political power positions. While Durkheim 

witnessed changes in the correlation of forces in the 

political life of France linked to its economic development, 

Mannheim exp~rienced the socio-economic and political life 

of three different societies which led to his change of 

emphasis albeit trying to maintain some continuity in thern. 100 

9 9 • 1!?1-~ • , p. 4 57 • 

100. Remmling Gunter divided Mannheim's areas of interest 
into different phases. See Remmling, G., The Socio
l£9y_of Karl_~..9EE~im, 1975, pp.6-8; also seehis 
"Karl Mannheim: Revision of an intellectual Portrait 11

, 

§~1~~-~or~~, vol.4C, No.1, October, 1961, p.2•o 
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Durkheim was upset by the development that led to 

a growing egoistic individualism, an increase in suicide 

rates, social conflict etc. which he termed as pathological 

having a dis integrating effect on social so lid ar it y. 

Mannheim also stressed this in differentiating social 

disintegration from social change. The social disintegra-

tion is reflected in various forms of mass-irrationality, 

mass-unemployment and the tendencies to go for war etc. 

Durkheim prescribed an element of morality and 

ethical code to be developed in all social, occupational 

and political spherF?s to counter the ills of a fast-

changing irrlustrial society. Mannheim also stressed the 

need for developing a morality.that makes the task of 

elites easier in undertaking a democratic planning of 

reconstruct ion to act as panacea for the disorders of 

society. Durkheim sought a restoration of the social 

equilibrium and a stable social order, whereas Mannheim 

put stress up on a dynamic equilibrium which •established' 

and •reestablished' sooner than one could expect it to 

b 
101 e. 

101. Durkheim's vie• .. vs on this has been discussed in the 
context of the growth of Sociology of Education. 
For Mannheim, see Mannheim, Karl, Freedo.!!l..t. Po~! 
and _Qem_2~ atJ-~2.12EE1.!!.9, p. 308; also see Remmlmg, 
G.,~E· £!1., p.76; Loader, Colin, !he_!E!ellectual 
_gev~lopment_of _!_§.r 1 Mi3!}ll_tlei_g~, p.175. 



They had an aversion for revolutionary solutions 

and a radical restructuring of the whole society. This 

is because of their stress upon consensus and co-operation 

as the mechanisms of the survival of society. 

Qbj~ti~_2!_the StE£Y": 

Against this background the comparison between Emile 

Durkhe im and Kar 1 Mannheim is undertaken to find out the 

similarities and differences between these'two writers. 

The comparison derives its justification from the fact 

that, though there are plenty of works on these two writers 

separatelv but no substantive work has been done comparing 
~- ~ 

these two, especially, in the field of sociology of educatio~ 

though they still influence works in this field considerably. 

A detailed comparison will point out the wi:ie-r.anging 

contributions of these two sociologists including the 

similarities an1 differences between th.em. In other words, 

this, study aims at making a comparative analysis of the 

views of Emile Durkheim and Karl Mannheirn on education as 

related to society • 

.§~rc~_§_£>i._ d a:!; 2-SE..!.!~ct ~Q~: 

As this study is purely theoretical in nature, it 

is confined to the revievl of literature. The works done 

by Durkheim and Mannheirn and also the works written on 

them form the sources of literature for this comparative 

study. 
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~hem~_gi-~E~2!~Elsa~~2~= 

The study has been divided into four chapters. The 

first chapter has discussed the development of sociology 

of education to locate the place of Durkheim and Mannheim 

in this development, their social context that indicates 

whether their theoretical works were connected to the 

social issues of their time an::l the intellectual influences 

acting upon them, and lastly it contains the rationale 

behind undertaking the comparison between them. 

The n<:>xt chapter,i.e., the second on~, is devoted 

to an analysis of their approach to the understanding of 

society. It would be difficult to understan::l their views 

on education without discussi'1g their viev-1s on society 

and the relationship between these two which will be 

discussed in the third ·chapter. The third chapter compares 

their vie\vS on education. The fourth and t~ last chapter 

presents a summary as 1r1ell as the conclusion. It also 

discussed the relevance of their ideas on education to 

the conte mpor ar y Indian society. 



Int rod uct ion -----------

CHAP'rER II 

DURKHEIM A..ND MANNHEIM -
THEIR APPRO ACHES TO SOCIETY 

Though ·the contending theories ahd schools of thought 

with their many variants differ on the point of the ideal 

type of society but they all agree, at least, on that 

certain ::legree of interaction takes place among the insti-

t u tion s of society, e.g., between ed uc at ion and ec anomy, 

economy and polity, education and polity and so on. The 

question as to which of these institutions is the ultimate 

decider or has the ultimate control upon the other institu-

tions is differently answered by these theories and the 

schools. For example, the function of a particular insti-

tution in the same capitalist society is viewed diff~rently 

by the functionalists and the ~1arxis.ts. 

When the institutions are in interaction with each 

other, one may either start with the particular institutions 

and then move; up to macro-analysis of society or start with 

the m~cro-system and examines his views on it by analysing 

the micro-systems or particular institutions. One may not 
I 

adequately draw links between these two systems but unless 

an analysis of his view of society is undertaken it bt:?comes 

difficult to know 'tJhether the proper links exist or are 
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lacking. Moreover, an isolated analysis of one's writings 

on a particular institution does not clarify many things 

which are mentioned in other contexts, particularly that 

is the end-in-view of the writer. In this chapter their 

ideas on social change, social control and social order 

in relation to the institutions of society will be discussed 

which will help in placing education in the social context 

in its relation with other institutions of society. 

DU[~~im~~EEE~2ch_!~~9S!~!~ 

Durkheim presents an evolutionary view of social 

change. In this evolutionary perspective he identifies 

two forms of society, namely, one characterised by mecha-

nical solidarity with simple division of labour and the 

other marked by organic solidarity with complex division 

of labour. The transition takes place from the simple or 

primitive type of society to a modern, complex, industrial 

society. 

Along vJi th this transition there are changes in 

the institutional spheres. The institutions in the ·modern 

context are also ge.:1red to bring solid~ ity and maintain 

the social equilibrium. But now they function according 
I 

to the changing needs of the society. For example, the 

change in the nature of sanctions from the •repressive• 

to the restitutive type. While the repressive law is 

punishment for the sake of punishment until the pas::> ion 
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that the crime has evoked dies ·down, the restitutive law 

intends to bring back the normal state of affair by creat-

ing a fear of punishment riot for avenging the of fender 

but for defending the society. Whereas the repressive 

law fun·ct ions to surrender the individual completely befor,e 

the collectivity under coercion, the restitutive law 

recognises the freedom of the individual from the strong 

collective conscience of the mechanical solidarity brought 

about by the increased division of labour. 1 

The division of labour has replaced the strong 

collective conscience of the primitive society as the 

basis of solidarity in the modern, complex, industrial 

society. Now everyone does not have to act mechanically 

like the other members of the group, but a differentiation 

of social functions has taken place. These social functions 

now require specialisation and expertise as no one can 

perform all the functions but a particular one. This 

has made room for individual talents and creativity and 

a realisation that the growth of individuality is necessary 

for a healthy performance of the division of labour. The 

1. Emile Durkheim, The Division of Labour, 
pp.6 9, 85-89. ourkheunargues-thatthe punishment 
for the same offence decreases in organic type of 
society because the attitude towards crime and 
views of the function of punishment have changed. 
It is now essentially one of re-establishing social 
harmony. Ibid., p.l27; also see Giddens, Anthony, 
Q_yt'k~e:i!£1, pp-:23-29. 
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respect for the in:Jividual :lignity is a result of this 

development. Moreovec, the funct~ons are not isolated, 

but an interdependence and cO-operation exists among the 

2 members and the institutional 'Spheres in which they operate. 

we do not have to go into the details of the factors 

that account for the growth in the division of labour or 

the mechanisms through which it takes place. 3 It is impor-

tant to note that Durkheim related the progress of the 

division of labour and the specialisation of functions to 

the needs of the society.
1

. When the existing conditions 

no more satisfy men, the needs of the society change. 

There takes place a change in the social organisaticln, 

the type of division of labour being a reflection of it. 

But Durkheim, unlike the economists, does not consider the 

division of labour to be a purely economic one mainly 

concerned. ·..vith greab;!r production,which of course is 

necessary but not sufficient reason of the ::1ivision of 

-----------
2. Durkheim, .£!?· cit. --
3. The causes of the gro~h of division of labour 

Durkheim gives as the ;increasing moral density that 
results from a growing material density. The mache
nism involved in this is the Darwinian principle of 
the struggle for existence and the need for diffe
rentiation. Ibid., pp.266-68, for the growth of the 
division of labour see pp. 257-62; according to 
Kenneth Thompson the theory of change described in 
the Division of Labour consists of an 'interplay 
bet-v1een material an:J ideal factors', E. Durkhe im, 
QP· £1~., pp.83-84. 

4. lEid., p.272. 
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labour. For example, specialisation of functions, Durkheim 

argued, is not solely for more production, but for better 

5 
adaptation to the changed circumstances. 

The division of labour, according to Durkheim, calls 

for both material and moral links among individuals. If 

the sense of competit.i'on brought about by the division of 

labour is not regulated by linking it to a feeling of soli-

6' 
darity, it will have damaging consequences for the society. 

The social solidarity is provided by the division of labour 

through the development of a law and a morality. 7 Morality 

becomes a source of solidarity when it·compels man to be 

concerned about others, regulates his conduct and prevents 

him from the mere strivings of his ego-satisfaction. 8 

Social solidarity depends on a moral order and the. division 

of labour can bring social solidarity when it establishes 

9 
this moral order. 

The division of labour, Durkheim argued, brings 

organic solid e.ri ty under normal circumstances. But it 

is not directed to this end and even has contrary and 

5. Ibj~. I p.275. 

6. Ib_!3. I p.277. 

7. IbJ-~. I p.xxiv. 

8. Jb i~.!.' p. 3 98. 

9. I bid. I p. 4 c 1. 
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negative results when some abnormal forms are developed 

in it. Labelling these as the ills of capitalism, Durkheim 

categorised them into three types:
10 (1) The anomie division 

of labour, (2) the forced division of labour, and (3) ano-

ther abnormal form (the improper co-ordination). 

The anomie for-m of the division of labour is ch;=Jrac-

ter ised by the absence of the set of rules that spontaneously 

establishes relations between social functions. 11 This, 

according to Durkheim, "either does not exist, cr ifl not 

in accord with the degr~e of development of the division 

of labour. "12 The proofs of such a state of affair Durkheim 

adduces in the industrial or cOmmercial crises that shows 

a lack of adjustment of social functions and the conflict 

between labour and capital. The ;:>eginning of the fifteenth 

century, unlike the middle ages was marked by a sharp 

division between masters and workers, the formet having 

all the decisive po1,.;ers. The rise of specialiRation, 

instead of bringing more solidarity brought more conflict. 

Durkheim calls this absence of regulations,·or laws governing 

relations between labour and capital as a state of 

10. lbid., pp.353-54. 

11. ll?id., p.368; Fenton, ..9.P• _S'j_!:., pp.53-56. 

1 2 • · E • D ur k he im , .9 .E. s; it • , p. 3 6 6 • 
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I' 'd' 1 'd ' ' I 
13 Jurl lea 1n eterm1nat1on • 

In this context Durkheim also pointed out the 

importance of sufficient contacts between the organs of 

a system, with the expansion of the market, the distance 

between the producer and consumer has increased, making 

it difficult for the former to know the needs of the 

latter. The regulations on production has also slackened. 

All these explain the reasons of .Periodic economic crises 

arising o,ut of a breakdown of equilibrium between demand 

14 and supply. There is the need of a new type of social 

organisation)to cope with the changes brought about by 

increasing industrialisation, namely, changes in the 

relations of employers and employees, replace~ent of men 

by machine, regimentation of the worker from the employers 

and from his f ami 1 y. A new type of· social organ is at ion 

with adequate regulating mechanisms does not evolve,because 

of the rapidity of the changes that does not give time 

15 for the different conflicting interests to settle dm-m. 

When the v1orker is considered simply as a machine 

repeating the s.:;rr.e work without understarding the meaning 

of his collaboration with others, as he does in normal 

13. I bid. I p. 36 7. 

14. 1£i~ .• p.370. 
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. d . . th d . . . f 1 16 con 1t1ons, e lVlslon o abour becomes abnormal. 

Thus Durkheim concludes that the division of 1 abour has 

to be view-ed as a source of solidarity and not simply a 

means of increasing the social prod'uce as the economists 

consider it. 17 

The 'Forced division of labour• is for Durkheim the 

second abnormal form of division of 1 abour. This indicates 

a lack of harmony of individual with his function because 

18 
the latter is imposed upon him by force. Durkheim gave 

the example of conflicts taking place in a caste or class-

based societies. Class-war is the result of imposition of 

functions on people according to custom or by la\.V which 

differs from their tastes and aptitudes. Between heredi-

tary dispositions of an individual and the social function 

he has to perform there is vast possibility for change on 

the basis of changes in his intelligence, tastes and 

ambitions. When this is not recognised the sufferings 

of the individuals tend to be ventilated through class-

wars. Similarly, the caste system is not justJif it does, 

not reflect the occupational diversity but a situation 

16. Ibis., p. 37 2. 

1 7 • Ib 1~ . I p. 3 7 3 • 

18. ],9id., p.xxii; also see 'Thompson, 52E· _s;_!_!., p. 81. 
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where people are forced to do certain functions that they 

d 1
., 1 g 

o not lKe. 

According to Durkheim, in both these cases people 

are constrained by an external force to perform certain 

functions. In the normal condition, the division of labour 

is one in which "social inequalities exactly express 

natural inequalities" and it makes people happy through 

the realisation of their own nature. 20 Inequality he 

considered to be abnormal that is external to the division 

of labour and equality consists in linking individuals to 

one another and also to link them to their functions. 21 

He cites contract as an example of external condition ,of 

inequality. The external conditions of contract should 

be equal_, which means the contracting parties must have equal 

social 'lllorth in terms of their labour. But the possession 

of resources helps certain class to ab'stain from labour 

that makes the contract unjust in which all hereditary 

and status inequalities are S=!nctioned by law. 22 

19. Ib_:i2., pp.374-75. The writings on Forced division of 
1 abour sho'tJS Dur kheim • s conce .tn for social justice 
and equality, an equality of opportunity in the 
external conditions in which people occupy diverse 
positions according to their meri1=. See Giddens, 
QE· £~., p.32; Thompson, 2E· £it., pp.Sl-82. 

20. E. 8urkhe;l.rn, .2.P· .cit~, pp.376-77. 

21. Ibi~· I pp.381-82. 

22. Ibi'l·• p.384; also see Fenton, .212• _£_!_:;., p.lOl. 
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The contractual relations, Durkheim maintains, are 

not well ~evelope~ an~ the existence of a strong collective 

conscience more or less neutralises whatever injustice 

emanates from the external con~itions of it in the primitive 

society. But the ~evelopment of a common morality contain-

ing the ideal of equality and equal dignity of man now 

questions all forms of unequal contract and injustice in 

modern society. Durkheim pointed out the essence of liberty 

as the "su':Jordination of external forces to social forces", 

where man raises himself above nature aro dominates it to 

create another worl~ called society where the la\oJS do not 

have amoral, fortuitous an~ absurd ch<':lracter. 23 

The third abnormal form, Durkheim identified, was one 

in which 11the ~ivision of labour does not produce solida-

' rity because the functional- activity of each worker is in-

ff . 0 24 su lCl.ent." When the functions in an in~ustrial, commer-

cial or any other enterprise is so distributed as to provide 

insufficient mat""'cial for injividual activity there is an, 

economic waste because of loss of effort. But Durkheim was 

interested in another fact - "a more or less great lack of 

25 
co-ord in at ion of these functions. " 

2 3. Ih.il. I p. 387. 

24. Ibid. I p. xxii i. 

25. Ibid., p. 38 9; also see Fenton, £!?· £,!!;., p. 59. 
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The solid ar it y is disrupted when an "employee in a 

busir,ess is not sufficiently occupied". This results in 

a bad adjustment of the movements to one another and a lack 

o :[ unity in the operations. t>Jhat is expected to avert 

this danr,Jer by an intelligent, scientific man-in-charge 

is to do avJay with all useless works and to distribute 

the v!or k in a manner so as to keep the employees engaged 

with their functional activity enhanced. Moreover, a 

grov-itr: of functional activity contributes to the growth 

of solidarity, v:hen the functions are more 'continuous and 

11 d . d ~6 we co-or :1n ate • Because "being more continuous, 

they are in a much closer:· relation and more continually 

h d ~ th .. 27 ave nee or onn ano .. er. 

No.rnwlly, the division of labour develops along 

with d. pro port ion ate grmvth in the functional activity. 

Also, it cal:ses the functi .. ons to be more active ard conti-

nuous. aecause, as economists argued, in the .absence of 

division of: labour onr:; has to pass from one occupation to 

another. Durkheim quotes f,'1arx, saying that the division 

of labour helps to make up for the lest tirre as it "con-

tracts the rXJrPE; of the i.Jorkir.g day''. Secondly, as the 

division of labour Jevelops, so also the talent and an 

26. E. Durl.::hP im, £1>· .sit. I pp. 3 e 9-92. 

2 7 • ll2i.::=!:. , r. 3 ? 2 • 
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increased functional activity results from an increased 

28 complexity. 

So far_,we have been analysing Durkheim's account 

of social change in an evolutionary perspective in which) 

the division of labour arises out of the needs of society.' 

This need is to place individuals into various positions 

which are interdependent. This is demanded by the complex, 

industrial society which needs org~nic solidarity to replace 

the mechanical oneJthat no more fulfills the conditions of 

the changed circumstances. Moreover, for Durkheim, that is 

vital to a just stratification of the soci~ty.,because 

division of labour only reflects social inequalities in 

terms of the natural inequalities i.e. talent, aptitudes, 

tastes etc. But inequalities in the external conditions 

of division of labour,like property, s~cial ranking as in 

the caste system etc. based on ascriptive criteria are 

imjust. In this context,he discusses the abnormal forms 

of the division of labour. For the division of labour 

not to show abnormal forms Durkheim stressed the need for 

developing a moral order appropri3te for the modern, 

industrial society to build up a strong collective con

science to be reflected in the orqanic solidarity of the 

people. 

28. Ib~~., p.393. 
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Durkheim relates the development of such a moral 

order to the need for societal controls. He argues that_, 

morality is what binds an individual to the society. But 

when the need.s of the individual incessantly increase and 

he strives for the fulfilment of these needsjhe does not 

show any concern for others and for society. The survival 

of society is threatened when this individualistic attitude 

dominates. Therefore, social controls are necessary to 

reduce the needs of the individual only to the vital nee::is. 29 

Further, he contends that when the society functions with 

proper regulations)the individual gets an idea of what 

should be his ambition so that he does not go beyond it. 30 

But when the influence of the society on the individual 

is eroded and there is no control acting upon him, the 

individuals are left on their own. The ind.ividual finds 

it difficult to decide what would be the nppropriate beha-

viour as the societal noms which help in maintaining 

social equilibrium are no more effecti'?e. This state of 

relative norr.,lessness Durkheim called "anomie". 31 

---------
29. Durkheim, Emile; ~icid~, p. 248. 

30. Ibid., p. 250 - According to Thompson the main 
concern of Dur khe im was to bring a reconciliation 
bet..,.;een individual frPedom and social solidarity,, 
.2.I? • ci t . , p. 87 • 

31. Ibid. 

• 
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In the complex industri~l society there is speciali-

sation of the roles,and expertise is needed for various 

roles. Such a society provides abstract rules that the 

individual has to apply to particular situations. While 

the absence of such things accounted for the strong collec-

tive conscience in simple societies, an industrial society 

is nm-1 relatively free to take decisions and to apply the 

b t 1 t t 
. . 32 a s ract ru es o concre e s1tuat1ons. In this,he needs 

the co-operation of others and also co-operate with others' 

to perform their roles. When this type of an adju~tment 

is not there because people are not properly socialised, 

it is called a state of anomie. Why does this happen? 

'l'he answer to the problem of anomie, "'•hich is a 

deviation from the normal course of conduct, Durkheim 

sought in the process of social change. When social change 

leads to a situation when the old institutional arrange-

ment is not properly replaced by a new one, it leads to 

much anxiety and indecisiveness. The collective judgement 

of mechanical solidarity makes room for, individual judge-

ment in organic solidarity. The set of traditional values 

and faith are replaced by another one, but the rapidity 

of the change does not allow enough time for people to 
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adjust to this new type of values. This gives rise to 

social conflict, social disintegration in which people 

are led to corrrnit suicide. Suicide rate remains stable 

over a period of time in a society. But it becomes a 

matter of concern when this rate is suddenly accelerated, 

for example, due to ineffective adjustment of the people 

t . 1 h 33 o soc la c ange. 

Durkheim dravJs a relationship bet1r1een the rate of 

suicide and the degr~'"'e of solidarity in a society. In the 

altruistic typeJindividual sacrifices himself for the cause 

of the group, collectivity or the society showing a strong 

social bond acting upon him. In contrast to this_, 'egoistic' 

and 'anomie' forms show the weakening of this social bond. 

Anomie suicide indicates weakening of the normative regu-

lation guiding the individual conduct_.d,ue to rapid changes 

that leads him to commit suicide. Egoistic suicide is the 

result of a weakening of the social bond between the indivi-

dual and society because of detachment that thro1..;s individuals 

h i d . 34 to t e r own ev lees. 

33. Ibl~·• p.370. 

34. Apart from these three forms Durkheim talks of a 
category of 'fatalistic suicide • which he has not 
elaborated. Fatalistic suicide is the case of exces
sive regulation, e.g., childl.ess married women -
Thompson , 2.1?. _s!_~. , p. 113. 
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Durkheim is concerned about these later tv10 forms 

because they threatened social solidarity and the survival 

of the society. The individual has to be attached to the 

society and there should not arise a situation in which~ 

the norms do not guide him what to do. This is why an 

alternative morality should be developed and societal 

controls should act upon the individual through the develOP

ment of ethics and morality in the different institutional 

spheres. For example, he views_, egoistic and anomie forms 

of suicides can be prevented, by developing moral values in 

the occupational and political spheres. 

The vit.al role of the corporations in the occupational 

sphere,consists in pr-eventing the social functions, parti-

cularly the economic functions from the existing state of 

disorganisation. Recognising the failure of corporations 

in this respect_. he identifies>the lack of moral discipline, 

separation of activities from obligations,as the main, 

reasons for s.uch a state of affair. While opposing the 

system of inher-itence of property, he did not consider.the 

socialist economy based on the state control of all property 

would do anything good unless a moral discipline develops. 

This is essential, since, given the insatiable nature of men 

it would be difficult for him to control himself unless 

there is som~thing to contr-ol him. 35 However, Durkheim 

35. Durkheim, Emile, Pr-ofessional Ethics and Civic 
~orals, pp.l0-11.------------------------
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realizes that a totally socialist type of society in which 

there exists no in:lividual .ownership, will ever ccme. He 

writes, ''l'herefore as long as such sharp clc;J.ss :l.ifferences 

exist in society, fairly effective palliatives may lessen 

the injustice of contracts; but in principle the system 

t . d . t . h . h d t 11 f . t . " 36 opera es 1n con, 1 lons <tJ lc, o no a ow or Jus lee. 

For Durkheim )the inher itence of property, a survival 

of the age-old system of family joint ownership~ does not 

have any ethical basis and its abolition does not affect 

the moral structure of present day societies. It would not 

disappear altogether but has to be weakened_,so as to have 

no effect on. the contractual relations. When the family 

is declining,gradually being replaced by occupational 

groups, the right of inheritence should go to the hands 
I 

of these professionai groups, instead. of the state as' the 

socialist system envisages. This is because state is 

incompetent to f ulfi 11 such a vast and complex task and 

only a secondary group like professional groups can take 

f h h d . 37 care o sue property w en someone 1e s. The state he 

visualised to be the brain of the society _which should 

function as a moral agent for the welfare of the people. 

37. Ibid., pp.215-16; Fenton•s criticism of it to be a 
vague for mul at ion of Dur kheim, see Fenton I 212· .fit. , 
p. 101. 
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He was against giving too much power t~ the state as the 

state control of all property in the socialist system. 

But~as the moral custodian it must see to it that people 

38 conform to the norms and values of society. 

The discussion so far indicates Durkheim•s concern 

for the maintenance of social order. social order, he 

argues, can be maintained if people are placed in functions 

for which they are best fit and they co-operate with each 

other. Seccndly a moral on'ler appropriate for the organic 

type of solidarity has to be developed which guides i ndivi

duals in their conduct. The division of labour brings 

social order if these conditions are metJand the conditions 

external to the division of labour that bring inequality 

are taken care of. When these external c0nditions based 

on ascriptive criteria are eliminated~different classes, 

groups a.rd indivLiuals cO-operate with one another in their 

functional spheres. The individual then finds no problem 

in attaching himself to society. In this the state has a 

vital moral task of helping individuals to carry out their 

functions. The secondary institutions like corporations 

have to be developed.)that inculcate moral values in the 

individual and take care of the property after an indivi..:. 

dual 1 s ::leath as a measure foe the abolition of private 

property. 

?8. Ibid. 
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Mannheim identifies the roots of dissensus, disinte-

gration of the modern society~in the increasing complexity, 

industrialisation of it. With this there are also changes 

in the values, roles and norms of the society that are 

supposed to guide the conduct of people in these changed 

circumstances. But disintegration follows;as the fastness 

of the changes give very little time for people ~¢ ddjugt 

1 h 
. . 313 

sui tab y to t e ne\,.,. slt uatl.on. ~h15 neing the state of 

affairs in the modern, complex, industrial society, let us 

Q~amine how he explains the social changes that gave rise 

to such a situation. 

Mannheim classifies the historical stages into three 

main types. These three historical stages are not ll)eant to 

be a definite course through which all societies had to 

pass, but it was only a tentative classification of histo-

rical societies~to deal with the problem Mannheim had at 

hand. 
40 

39. 

40. 
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The first stage, according to Mannheim, is one of 

horde solidarity like the solidarity of the Germanic hordes 

in Europe by the turn of antiquity. A strong solidarity 

and submissiveness were the main characteristics of the 

group. They showed a "relative 1 y homogenous beh~v iour" 

sanctioned by tradition and fear. The individuality had 

s urrend ~red before the collectivity. The awareness of the 

indivi.-iual as a separate being was absent. This is evidenced 

by the existing system of "morals, range of foresight, 

consciousness, and capacity to shoulder responsibility". 

Therefore, there was a group-adaptation to the factors 

that lead to collective life>in which the individual formed 

an integral part. In short, his life-chances depended upon 

the process of group-adaptation~! 

Mann he irn recognises a strong group inf 1 Gence to, be 

acting upon the individual at this stage of horde solid.arity. 

This is clear 'tJhen he ~r~rote, 11The actions of the group were 

the result of a relatively homogenous behaviour ultimately 

42 
enforced by tradition and fear. " 

41. Ibid. Mannheim agreed with the characterisation 
of Primitive society by Durkheim and his use of 
the term •rr,echanical hord'? solidarity•. 

42. Ibid. ·similar to the notion of collective conscience 
that Durkheim used. 
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The second stage is "the world of individual competi-

tion". This stage though arose from the stage of mechanical 

horde solidarity, but sharply contrasted the latter. In 

this stage the group convention and tradition do not form 

the world view of the individual, rather he develops his 

own outlook and is also ready to take up personal respon-

sibility. There is an elemPnt of individual interest which 

grows out of the individual competition characterizing this 

stage. The adaptation to the competitive struggle is a 

personal responsibility)the "stimulus" for which is provided 

by small property holdings. The 11 subjecti.ve rationality" 

guides the individual in his selection of the best available 

means)that serve his pPrsonal ends and also a preconception 

of the imme:i iate ef feet s of such means and act ions taken 

on thp basis of these means. In this, the individual is 

not concerned about the possible consequences of his action 

on the society as a whole. society is just the fortuitous 

integration of these conflicting atomistic individual acti-

vities - "Society was not the result of a preconceived 

plan but developed from a chance integration of m;:Jny anta-

gonistic activities. Every man was for himself against the 

others, without caring what sort of society was beiBg formed 

out of the chaos of these conflicting activities and limited 

1 . . 1 't. .,4 3 per son a respon sJ_ bl 1 1e s. 

43. Ibi9.·• p.69; Loader, S?.P· _sit., p.133. 
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Those who can see the harmful effects of their 

activities based on personal interests on society do 

not try for a change an~ let the things go as they are. 44 

The third stage is .the present society based on 

larger groups. The atomistic individuals now form a part 

of the larqer groups sacrificing their individual intPrests 

for the interests of such 1 arger groups. In the induc:tr ial 

sphere, the small-holdings in conflict with each othPr are 

now merged to form large-scale industries which are in 

competition ·v.~ith other such larger industries formed on 

the same basis. The formation of trade unions has given 

rise to the solid;:;rity of the workers and their joint

action, although it is because of a conflict with the 

employers' organisations in asserting the riqhts of the 

,,,orkers. This stage is different from the mechanical horde 

solidarity in that the larger groups into which the indivi

duals are absorbed are not all-inclusive like that of the 

mechanical type. It is also different from the stage of 

individualized competi tion}in the sense that a greater 

realization has dawne::'l upon the in-Hvidual to fulfill his 

o,..m interests only by furthering the collective interests 

through safeguarding the sociAl and economic system. The 

individual no1;v possesses a ho list ic perspective, an 

44. Ibid. 
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understanding of the interconnectedness of the events and 

th i 1 \..- . .£: th. . t . 45 e soc a mec1:an2sm o~ ls ln erconnectlon. 

This is the stage of planning)in which the individual 

is imbibed with the "highest level of r;-eason and morality" 

and shows a growing realization of the need for planning. 

The planning is not for any part_. but for the whole. The 

existing state of development till then was lacking this 

concern for the whole because the dominant groups used 

planning as a means to suppress their rival groups. This 

sort of Planning_,Mannheim calls "biasEd planning" in which 

the ·individual instead of becoming concerned about the 

whole of mankind is only concerned about his o• . ..m particular 

group. But Mannheim is optimistic of the individual who_. 

by usinq his "faculty of considPred judgement" shares 

responsibility for the whole society. 46 

t--1annheim is concerned a~Jout the role of rational and 

irrational forces in the social life.
47 

HO•tl far do they 

influence the course of history? \.Vhat is the scope for 

moral standards to be realised in society? and "HO'tl far 

blind impulsive reactions are decisive of the turning points 

of history"? 

46. Ibid. 

4 7 • lE id • I p • 4 0 • 



There has been a "disproportionate d.evelopmen t" of 

human faculties. This is an unequal and. disharmonious 

development of the historical and social· gr'ouos. This IT' JY 

give rise to disintegration of the society. Therefore, it 

follows that for socicl order not to collapse, there should 

be a harmony between the rational self-control, individual •s 

mastery of his own impulses and the level of development of 

technology. Secondly, the level to which the reason would 

apply itself to society, impulses be ordered and the form 

morality \-vould take do not depend on individuals, nor are 

they chance phenomena, but they depend on the problems that 

. 48 
the society at any t1me f-aces. 

The -".Lvision of functions in society in the middle 

ages gave rise to an inequality giving dominance to some 

groups and depriving others of the psychological and intel-

lectual functions. Sut modern society requires a different 

type of social organisation because of two processes at 

work: {i) fundamental d.emocrati7,ation of society and 

(ii) the growing interiepenience of indivi:1ual activities 

forming l~r~er ~holes. 19 

Corresvon:J.ing to th8 three stages of society, :-.1annheim 

identifies three stages of th~ development of rationality 

4 8 • I b ];~. , p. 1 3 • 

4 9. 112!..9·, p. 41. Mannhei:n gives the example of the nobi
lity, clergy and. the caste structure of Ind.ia in the 
Mid3le ages giving rise to such inequality. 
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and thought. The first stage of horde solidarity is charac-

terised by substantial irrationality because they are either 

false or are not acts of thought like drives, impulses, 

. h t 50 wJ.s es e c. This type of thought lacks the element of 

intelligence which is characteristic·of substantially rational 

thought. Substantially rational thought is associated with 

the third stage of society, i.-=., the stage of planning. It 

shows the inter-relations of phenomena or events in a parti

cular situation. 51 In bet<>Jeen these two the functionally-

rational thought develops in the second staqe of liberal, 

laissez-faire society->vvhich involved unregulated competition 

for the satisfaction of in:Jivi:iual interests. The functionally 

rational thought involves the achievement of a particular 

goal and the calculability of means for the achievement of 

this goal. DevoLl of these two, it becomes functionally

irrat:ional thought. 52 

At the level of thought, "chance discovery" char acte-

rises the primitive staqe of food-gatherers and hunters. 

"Invention" m3rks that of the second stage of individual 

competition. Man first thouqht of a goal an::i then attempte,d 

to organise his activities to achieve this goal in a def 1nite .. 

per io:'l. of time. Though he was not concerned about anything 

------- ·------...-.:---
50. 1!?Jsl• I 

p.53. 

5L Ib iJ. I pp. 53-54. 

52. 1!21~• I 
p.5 9. 
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beyond that irnmediate task, but he was somehow 1 a't~are of 

the interconnection of his thought to the particular environ-

53 
ment. 

The third stage of the development of the thought is 

that of "planning" or "planned thinking". Though, the society 

by and large is stuck at the level of invention, but the 

general tendency has been towards this third stage. There 

has been a conscious change from the preoccupation with 

"inventions of single object" or institution to that of 

"deliberate regulation and intelligent mastery of the 

relationships between these objects". 54 The advantage 

with the planned approach is that, it not only takes care 

of individual aims or goals but also consiaers the reper-

cussions of these individual limited goals on the ,_..,hole 

social structure. There exists some "key positions" in 

every si tuatlon )and plannin::r tries to comprehend the 

totality or interconnection of events from these key 

't. ss posl lens. 

The transition from individual competition and 

invention to the stage of planning depends upon the success 

of bringing unplanned events to the fold of planning and 

53. .lb ig o I p.151 • 

54. ..!J:?id. 1 p.152. 

55. _!bi:l• 1 p.154; also see Loa:J.er, 22· Cit. 1 p.130. 
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the technical control of nature. Sometimes, the transfor

mation of natural procesces to planning also gives rise to 

some problems. The example Mannheim gave of the inventions 

in division of labour an::1 technology, that though by 

raising productivity of labour mitigates the st1arvation 

problem, but the complex process of production and distri

bution makes them incomprehensible, an:i their ineffective 

functioning makes ,people suffer more than when there is no 

control on natural forces. 56 

The analysis of the types of society and social change 

shows Mannheim• s a:l.vocacy for a planned society, which 

according to him is commensurable with the ration.:llity an:i 

the thought pattern of an industrially and technologically 

growing society with com~)lex division of labour. Before 

we discuss in detail about this planned society, identifi

cation of the factors that lead.s to the disintegration 

of society is neces:~ary. liecause Mannheirn advanced his 

theory of: elite and plan ned reconstruction against the 

back:lrop of these factors. Mannheim • s ideas on culture_, 

is related to his analysis of disintegration taking place 

in modern society as a result of the disintegration of thE:! 

structure of elites. Therefore, it is necessary to analyse 

the impact of social changes on culture. The cultural and 

56. 1.21~· I p.15S. 
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intellectual life is governed by two so.ci al processes: 

(1) There is the unr.ogulate.j part of social life that spon-

taneously shapes the cultural and intellectual life, and 

{2) the regulated part which are organized into "institu-

tions", e.g., the influE'mce on the cultural and intellectual 

life of modern methods of propaganda by radio, newspaper, 

h . . . . . t 57 researc 1nst1tutes, un1vers1ties e c. 

The 1 aissez-f aire liberal mass-society is based on 

la1:vs of an unregulated nature ,whereas the dictatorially-

governed mass-society is organised on the basis of insti

tutions. r,.,rhat are' the effects of these two types on culture 

needs to be examined. Mannhei~ classified the elite into: 

(i) the organising or political elites that has the main 

function of integr3ting more and more individual wills, and 

(ii) the intellectual, the artistic, the moral, and the 

religious that try to sublimate the remaining psychic 

energies that have not been exhausted by the dailv struggle 

for 
. 5F~ ex1stence. 

Kno·:JlEd<J·e comes to be. grasped in two distinct forms: 

{i) the continuum of everyday experience - this is n:?l ated 

to the problems that thE: individual confronts in his daily 

life and his attempts to solve these problems wit.h the 

-----------------
57. Ibij., p.Bl. 

58. _!bi9_. 1 PPo 82-83 o 
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spontaneous, casual knowlAdge at his disposal. This is not 

a continuous method, and (ii) the esoteric stream of trans-

mission - the "product of dedicated effort and cultivated 

d . . .. 59 tra 1t1on • t.!Jannheim usPd. the word "Public .. for those 

who mediated between elites and the others, as the elites 

were not in direct contact with the masses. 60 

Mannheim categorised the public into: (i) the organic 

public, (ii) the disintegrated public, and (iii) the orga-

nized public. They bAlonC}ed to the three different stages 

of society rAspectively outlined by him. According to h~m 

there has been "a transition in the development of the public 

from the organic through the disintegrated to the ar.tifici-

11 . d l' .c h f i' 61 a y organ1zer pub 1c 0( t .e _ uture. 

There is no differentic::.tion of elite in the first 

stage of society. The same elite dominates and monopolises 

both the 'esoteric stre&Tt of transmission' and the 'conti-

n uum of. everydc:;y existence •. The audience for it is provided 

by the organic public. 1\ subst an tiall y i rr at ion al con text 

prevails in which both elites and masses participated. But 

the separation .of the two spheres of kno\..Jledge and the 

destruction of the organic public comes about in the liberal 

60. Ibid., p.96. 

61. _Ibid. 1 Po 97 0 
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and democratic stages. The separation of these two spheres 

is the result of replacement of substant-iAl irrationality 

by functional rationality and a predominance of inJividual 

competition. The exposure of qreater·nllr.lber of masses to 

the political, cultural an:-J oth~:;:- areas of society has 

broken th~ monopoly of the elites. This is a consequence 

of the process of i nd u~tr ial is ati on and spread of rat ion alit y 

to masses. Thus, there is a change in the selection and 

composition of elites, wherP achievement principles are 

gradually being recognised. This has opened up elite 

positions to thosA who can compete and prove their v..1orth. 62 

But thr:> socii'll coniit:ions of the masses do not fAvour 

their participation in the elite functions. The op~ration 

of unregulated social forces leads to the crisis of culture. 

The cultural elite cannot fulfill its task, because for 

culture to survive therP. should be a small, creative group 

to give proper expn'ssion to cultural and psycholoqical 

forces and guide the masses in this respect. This crisis 

in culture in liberal-democratic society ;leads to "neqative 

6 2. Mann and Society in an age of Reconstruction, .2P• ci!., 
pp.Bl-96; Because of the process of fundamental demo
crat·ization, there is a breakd.o\-m of the political and 
cultural monopoly of the elites and .social groups who 
were earlier d. en ie:l access to these are no'J partie ipa
ting in thf".?se functions - 11?2:.9:·, p. 25; also see Coser, 
Lev.J is A., iJ.9.:?!~.E....9i_.?2Sl:.2l9_:...'J.iSal_Iho_yg!l_!, p. 4 38. 
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liberalism" and "negative democratiL;ation".
63 

Mann heim consL~er s the maladjustment and :i i:dr.tegr a-

tion of the social structure, i.e., the ills of Capitalism 

to be lying in the rapidity of transition of society from 

64 
small groups to great ones. If the soc ic.l unit is small 

the lack of guijance and regulation involved in this process 

of transition does not cause much concern. But the lack of 

these result in social :iisintegration in larger societies 

where the outdated patterns are either not replacedJor not 

adequately replaced. In this context,l'1annheim differentia-

ted social disintegration from social change. So_cial change 

is the substitution of one socic:l structure or order by 

another. But when the social structure is weak~ned gradually 

~ithout the emergence of another suitable one-'it is called 

. 1 d' . . 65 soc l. a l. sl. nte gr a tl.on • 
•• 0 .. 

He cites mass -unemploym<?nt and 

:n'?r al degeneration as examples. Unemployment and moral 

degeneration exist in all societies>but when these assume 

a mass-scale)they lea:i to mass anxieties an:i become symptoms 

f 1 d
. . . 66 

o- soci a 1!? 1ntegr at 1on. 

63. Ibid., pp.84-85. 

64. Free:Jom, P01~Ver, Democratic Planninq, .£P· cit., p.4.; 
also see Remrnl ing, 2P· ~it., p.128. 

66. Ibid. 
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According to Mannheim,though modern society is passing 

through a period of disintegration but there cannot be total-

disintegration c;S. the effects of disintegration are dimini-

l ) 67 
shed by self-healing processes and spontaneous adjustment. 

But if the effects of disintegration go on accumulating 

fin ally going out of control, it leads to a chaotic situation. 

The factors responsible for social disintegration are discus-

sed bel ovJ. 

(i) ! he ~3. ta.QJ.! shm~_£1_!:_2.f_M inO£ it _y_.E9le 
. pre 

Var l_ou.::; methods of manipulationL used by the ruling few, 

that ultimately leads to disintegration. The influence of 

these social technic;-ues are felt in the spheres of politics, 

education, warfare, communication, propaganda etc. ;2\11 

these help the power to be concentrated in a few hands. For 

example, in the modern Ar;ny, the military tech~iques_,novl 

than ever oefore,can lead to a much greater concentration 

of po'vver; in the field of: government and administration too 

much of c~ntralised control is possible through telephone,. 

radio and a i c comm un ic at ion. Thi s rapid comm un ic at ion also 

helps to bring industrial units together. In the bureau-

cracy a fe'l'1 departmental heads control the majority by 

f . 1 . . d j . . f t h . 6 8 "1 ormul atlng po 1c1es an ec1s 1ons o e1r own. ,..._ so, 

67. Ibid. 

68. I9L1., pp.S-7. 
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education helps in the manipulation of human behaviour in 

favour of this minority rule. All these share a common 

property of establishing key positions from where decisions 

t th . . b. . ,, 6 9 
o govern e maJor1ty are e1ng ta~en. 

The present situation, according to hirn, calls for 

an end to the laissez-faire system and the use of planning. 

The main question that emerges in this context is "who shall· 

use the means of control a.11d to what end." The modern 

techniques and tee hno log~r are ass oc ipted ',~ ith the striving 

for pmver. This ultimately threatens the survival of man-

k . d 70 
lfl • 

The economic system o.f free competition and private 

ownership of the means of production developed in a historical 

phase 1 ies betwer~n the local, self-

sufficient economy of agrarian and handier -3ft communities 

and the planned economy spread over a larger area supported 

by international exchange and. integration and. a highly 
' 

developed tF>chnologv. Free competition on indivi:i.ual basis 

developed. when the tribal units could. no longer respond. to 

6 9. r'b i:l. 1 Po 8. 

7 0. Ibid. I pp. 8-10. 
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the needs of the econo:-nic development and private ownership 

of means of production snfeguacded the interest of the 

. d' 'j 1 . t t . f 71 ln lvl, ua agnlns: sta e lnter erence. 3ut when the 

size of these economic enterprises grew more and more w.ith 

a decline of their numbers, individu'3l initiative began to 

decrease and also there was no free competition truly speak-

ing. The Dl ace of independent owners was noV·l taken by a 

new business bureaucracy. There 1flas a change in the a:lminis-

trative techniques and also a change in the key positions. 

I!1 these changed circumstances the laissez-faire system and 

private ovmership of means of production loses its signifi-

72 cance as these are use:l by some groups to their ovm ends, 

thereby threatening the stability of the sys tern. 

!'-1annheirn praises the small groups at least in one 

respect, that .vas the integration of thP social pattern 

with the characteristics of "common living, functional 

interdepen.3ence awl the clarity of common purpose,. which 

are _..:] . . . , f th . f . t 73 0.ls1ntegrat.1ng as a resu.~.t o e expanslon o: soc1e y. 

The rapid an:i lopsid.ed transfocmation of the society also 

7 1. 11.?.1~! o 1 p o 1 0 o 

7 2. I:)J~., p. 11. 
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has weakened the t r adi ti onal group controls. The subst i-

tutes to thP l2tter in the form of '\rm~T, the f<'.lctor-y or 

the civil services etc. j6 not effectiVely satisfy the 

needs of the smaller groilps. Moreover the control of 

these have a demoralising effect. The main danger comes 

from the overdiscipline like that of the factory worker 

when there is a closure of the plant or there is nobody 

d h
. 74 

to comman 1m. 

Mannheim treats the lack of co-or-dination between 

large-scale organisation as one of the disintegrating 

factors. !'1annheim, hov1ever, did not favour. corporations 

of a medieval or fascist typP. in the name of co-ordination. 

What is needed is a clarity in the minds of people of the 

educational and moral si-gnificance of their associations 

that was lacking in the corporations of the medieval or 

75 fascist type. The lack of co-ordination leads to a 

"general .:l.isorientat-.ion 11
, in which associations are used 

as means to manipulate peoole. 

76 
freedom of people. 

74. ,l:bi~.' p. 14. 

7 5. Ibid., p. 14. 

76. Ibid. 

Here come s the quest ion of 
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While Mannheim has no belief in absolute freedom 

which accocding to him results only in anarchy, he combined 

freedom with commitment. Freedom is no more there when 

lav1s cannot impose control upon the behaviour of indivi

duals. 77 

The co-operative controls characteristic of small 

groups are no more suitable for a society which is large 

and has a complex division of labour. In small groups the 

cooper~tive control helps to indicate the level of agree-

ment s and differences and also the sharing· of po•.-I.er.. It 

also results in consensus and shared responsibility. Rut 

there is no con sen sus in d~mocr at ic· soc iP.ties based on a 

voting pattern of sharing of control because of manipulation 

of opinions, organized parties and the operation of 

pressure groups. No successful method has been evolved 

in this sphere that meets the demands of the modern society. ?ta 

Mannheim is against the revolutionary solutions to 

social problems. He expresses anxiety regarding the 

77. Ibid. , p. 16; Dur"k heim cons id~=:rei the absence of 1 aws 
~-;-2 statP of juridical indetermination. 

78. !2id., pp.16-17. 
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disruptive effects of class-antagonism and the resulting 

disorganisation of society that does away with freedom and 

the democratic agreement on which the society is based. 7 q 

'rhe disintegration of behaviour and pPrsonality cannot 

be accounte.j for solely in terms of conduct and character 

in action, but the weakening of the force,of religion that 

providec'l the ideological an.i spiritual impetus for integra-

tion. Religion offers a common purpose, and an interpreta-

tion of commonly experienced events in moral and religious 

terms. This spiritual unity beyond the level of daily 

activities was the basis on which religion acted as an 

integrating force. But one separation of functions of state, 

industry etc. left religion in a truncated form. The 

experiments of Nationalis~ and Socialism have failed to 

be substitutes to this function. of religion. No<.v religion 

is used as a basis of antagonism and intolerance betvleen 

adherents of different reliqions. Religion again h9s to 

perform this integratinq role, not as a "creed or denomi-

. ...... . . . . f . +- .. eo nat1on, but as a 0as1c 1nst1tut1nn o socle_y. 

Mannheirn argues in f;,vour of dPvelopmpnt of co:ies 

in army, professions, bu~ness and the moral sphere th~t 

7 9. I b i:i . I p. 1 7 • 

80. I b_i:i. , pp. 19-21. 
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helps bring a good neighbourly relation. The large orga

nisations should develop their own standards. 81 The absence 

of these and an educaticn that teaches the virtues of good 
' 

citizenship etc. ult.imatAly affect the character of the 

individual. r1annheim felt the need for C'l morr.lity to govern 

the social life, otherwisF> a state of anomie prevails. 

People 1 i ve in t hi'3 st-=1te of anomie in mass society 

based on laissez-L~.ire. Such a soci~ty :1oes not provide 

alternative 'tJays of orient at ion when old social controls 

prove no more effecrive. Hence it has got no moral basis 

1 . • r • t • 82 or no mora J ustl: lc a lon. 

Mannheirn outlines two distinct reactions in moc'l,:::.rn 

times to this process o:: disintegration: {i) the "Totali-

tarian planning" 'N"hich -3gain can be subdivided into Fascism 

and Communism, ( ii) the "Democratic planning". The to tali-

tarir.n system rested on the use of force, 0ressure etc. 

and a strict-regimentation in social organisations. These 

systems can be understood not totally from the point of 

view of terror and brutality they unleashed but the problems 

they were dealing ,:ith. Hort~ever, by solving one they were 

. th 83 ere atl ng a no .er. 

81. Ibid., p.lE:. Aqreed vJith 'Jurkheim•s analysis of anomie, 
T:e., the 1 aHle s c;ness that di sin tegr ates the oerson ali ty 
vJhen a ne•:J moral order has not emP~~ged to replace the 
old one. 

82. l_2icL, p.1C?. 

83. _Ibi.~~o 1 p. 23. 



The basic simil.::qr-ity betvieen the com:mmi~;t and fAscist 

types is their, entphasis on "planning in the econo:'1ic~ 

84 
social an:-1 moral spherE:s. 1"':-)rPover, both rP.gard planning 

to flow from certain cPntr'31 key proc~"':::iurPs. Lastly they 

shO'tJ simil2rity in carry5nq out planning by :'lictc:-,torship, 

>.Jhich amounts to doinq a·,Iay with the rights and freedoms 

of the individual and conferring power to a few individuals 

84 in the fr amevvork of a single party. 

The basic difference betvJeen the t\-JO types lie in 

their approach to society. ';vhile ccmmunism rests on a 

Marxist Utopia of ameliorating the condition of working 

class and to establish a better type of social rel C"lt ions, 

Fascist type has no such utopian vJill. It only depends 

on immediate gains for the fev; individuals \·lho have power 

to rule others. Mannheim criticized both these tHo t:r~es 

85 and plea:::led for a planning basf?..i on democracy. 

<ahile rejecting revolutionary solutions based on a 

Harxian analysis of class-\oola):". Mannheim ho~..vever retains 

the Marxian emphasis of the economic structure. }\ccording 

to Remmling, he tries to solve this Marxian problem in a 

structural-£ unction al par ad.igm that required social 

-------~----

84. I bid. , - ......... ._....... .PP~ 23- 24. 

pp. 24-28. 
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revolution to be substituted by social adjustment. 86 

t1annheim visualises economic development to take a course 

of peaceful social interdependence. The reason he advances 

for this is thatJthe individual economic self-interest by 

engendering a number of social controls, the control mecha-

nisms that are different from the older practice of bureau-

cratic, military or political force and ,>Jhich produce 

rational, homol)enous behaviour, increases the economic 

interde~en -lence an ':1 acts as ;:Jn unifying fo~ce. 87 

BY planning Mannheim does not mean planning only in 

the economic sph~re, it emhraces political, cultural and 

educational spho.res also. He aims at a social reconstruc-

tion th2t v.JOtlld be based on the virtues of cO-oper at- ion, 

spirit of social service etc. The extension of the Social 

services,he considers_,\vhat planning is for, becausr:! the 

o-lder forms of neiqhbour.-ly help are no more suitabl·~ for 

a largec society with all i~s complexities. The main 

function of social services is not only to extend material 

assistanc>" hut also to t)rin::J al")OLlt a ps~rcholoqical aJjust-

ment, a "~ceaJjuo=:tment of groups :md individuals \vho have 

lost their way in the wilderness of moJ~rn society. "
88 

87. Ibid. 

88. 
in :m aqe of ~eco:1str:-uction 

!'1an and Societ?i .22· ci_!., p. 352; also see Remmling, 
.21?• 2~~- I Po q:~. 
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~he social reconstruct inn is possibli? aft~r a recons-

truct ion of man. This reconstruction aims at developing a 

democratic person~litv in him. The democra~ic personality 

is capabl"= of int-egrative behaviour. Integrative bPhaviour 

implii?~ a reaiiness Eor co-oo=~atinn with others while being 

aware of the differPnces r?v:isting in society. gg The 

.J.emocratic personality ha:> qol: ti-JO sLles, viz., inlividua-

1ization an~} sociali7.ation. The former is conc"'>rned about 

the interest of the individual whereas the latter tries to 

integrate him 0ith society.
90 

Mannheim s0eks a harmonious balance between the bJo 

sides of personality, i.e., the individual an::l the social 

beings. He wants a iemocL"atic consensus to prevail in 

society \vhich neeJ s a social eiucat ion that orients the 

individual towards the society. The democratic consensus 

and co-o;-,erc:tion, he argues, can be achieved by social 

adjustment rather than social revolution. The elites 

which play an imoortant n~rt in reachin~ at such a democratic 

consensus are select:ei on the 'J(J:·ds of mi?citocracy. ~annheim 

founj the Drinciples of d,,.,,n·l and supply to be at the root 

of mecitoccatic principlr-:s in professions. Thosr:o hovi.l1g 

the necessary qualificatians and aptitudes for wor~ rise 

--------------
j ., ol.. i{econsl:::-uctlon, oo.cit., 

-...:- --
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to the top that constitutes the category of planners. 

After analysing the disintegrating factors in a 

li.beral, laissez-faire society and the various reactions 

to tackle such forces..,finds both fascism and communism 

as unsuitable for this purpose. He considers democratic 

planning to be the appropriate measure for countering the 

I 

forces of disilltegration and bringing stability in the 

society. For him, ho,,vever, it is a dynamic stability 

that is maintained in the quicK: succession of changes at 

every moment when change takes place. 

To conclude, Mannheim and Durl~heim have no differences 

in the characterisation of the primitive society. t·1annheim 

refers to the group contr-ol acting upon the in:lividLlal 'l'lhich 

for Durkheim is a strong collective conscience. The next 

stage for Durkheim is the mo:;'l~rn, industrial sociAty based 

on an organic division of labour. t1annheirn and Durkhei:n 

more or less agr~e on the char-acterisation of this stage 

of soci~ty v1hich is of a liberal, laissez-faire type. Here, 

the compPtition is not rt'?gulate:i and individual stt"iving 

knows no limits. 9oth of them oppose the emergi11q forms 

of excessive individualism where the concern for the society 

is rele•:JateJ to th"" b;:Jckground. 

Mannht'?i m and Durkheb1 :'3-::J-ree on the fact that the 

rapidity of the changes brought about bv incr""asing 



industrialisation causes pr-oblem for P~">ople to' aJjust to 

the changing situ~tion. ThPr:-e is the need for an alter

native moral ordRr to guiie ~eople in this new situation. 

\A/hile Durkheim holds the conditi_ons external to the division 

of labour as mainly responsible for the abnormal and patho

logical for-ms in the division of labour and disintegration 

in the society~ Mannheim traces the disintegration process 

as startinq with a breakdown of tradition.::Jl elite control.) 

because of the opening up of these positions to the masses 

in the liberal-laissez faire society. 

l'1annheim's analysis of some of the factors of dis-

i ntegr at ion are similar t') thi=! t of Durk hei '11. ThourJh he 

was not against the private ownership of the means of 

production, but he '.vas against its concentration in the 

hands of a fevJ as in the liberal-laissez faire society. 

Durkheim, we have noted, Has against the privnte oWr1ership 

of the mr:~ans of production which he calls the external 

co.ndi tion of iner.~uali ty. 

Mannheim talks of the loss of traditional small 

group controls by the expansion of society and its ineffi

cient substitution in the army, factory etc. which has a 

demoralising effect on the masses. Durkheirn also empha

sises the loss of S!)ecificity of rules in the modern 

society \·Jhich cre::~tes confusion in the minds of the 

people. 
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On the point of failure of large-scale co-ordination, 

their vie',-.JS an:? similar-. For Durkheim it is one abnormal 

form of the division of labour whereas Mannheim calls it a 

situation of 'general disorientation•. !Jurkheim views 

liberty as consisting of the commitmPnt of the in::lividu?.l 

to the society. The la\"'S shoul::1 guide the relationship 

among individuals; othenvise a state of juridical indeter

mination follows. Mannheim also considers tha+' fr~edom 

cannot be possi'Jle without i=!p~ropri~te la\vs <JOV<=>rning 

behaviour of the people. 

Both Durkheim and Mannheim are against the use of 

revolutionary methods to bring order in the socio.ty. They 

resort to a consensus model in which development of an 

appropri.CJte morality forms an integral part. Therefore, 

both of them argue in favour of developin9 codes in the 

professional and occupational srJheres as necessary forms 

of controls- to guide the individual behaviour. Mannheim 

agrePs with Durkheim in his analysis of anomie. DurkhPim 

emphasises en soci~lisation for converting the individual 

being into the socic:'l being vJhich for :--iannheim is a balance 

betT,/f>P.n the t~ . .,ro sides o::" person-"'llitv, i.P., ''ego-sPcurity 

and socic;l-rootejnPsc;" as he dPscribes them. 

Man~heim's stress on meritocratic principles in 

profess ions and co-opF'r;:Jtion, consensus pte. brings him 

closer to ·JurkhPim ;:mj the functionali:sts. Ho•..vever, bis 
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emphasis on plannir.g .=JS i'l measure of conscious intt=:rv;:::ntion 

different ir-:tes him from Durkheirn. Thus, like l)urkheim his 

goal was rme of br inginc; social stability and maint 3 in ing 

social or-:ler an:::1 equilibrium. For DurkhPim the stability 

was more static but Mannheim recognises that it cannot but 

be a dynamic stability as changes are taking place very 

rapidly. 

So L':lr we have discussed the vie•rJs of Durkhe im and 

t1ann heim on society with particular references to social 

change, sociAl control and social order. Before we turn 

to the ne~<t chapter on e;1ucat ion let us nm-v examine their 

views on sociology of kno,,;ll?dge. This gives the L3ea as 

to ho·w- indivirlual's thou<Jht :Jevelops, ho·,, he co;nes to know 

of the socic-1l situation aroun~'l. him->and what are the influences 

he is subjP.cted to that c1etermines the contents of his 

thought and act ion • 

.§QS iol2.<J.Y _ _Qf l<D..s?~Jed~.-9.!2.93£'!~~!_2.2.!} 

Kno.;lt=:dqe for r'1annheim, thou')h influencec1 by the 

nature of the object, but the way in ·which it has· to be 

approached der)ends u:)on the nature of the knovJer in two 

ways. Pirst, it pertains to the 0u~litative depth of the 

knovJlec1ge a"'ld secondly, it requires the perceptions to be 

organised in to c ateqories. 'The fr arne s of reference in 

which such onJnnis,"tion t,kes place in terms of concPpt.s, 
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comes from a given histor-ical moment. The dependence of 

thought on socio-existential conditions at a particular 

historical pPrioJ is evjJAnt when rv;annheim wrote, "The 

concepts which -.., .. :e have and the universe of discourse in 

which we move, together with the dirpctions in which they 

tend to el2borat~e themselves are dependent largely upon 

the historical-social situation of the intellectually 

active an:i responsible members of the group. ·• 91 

Sehin::l Avery thought or point of viPI:J a complPX 

of conditions operate. The position of the thinker in 

the social s truct ur e conditions his thour;hts. Social 

positions, thus, carry with them certain social meanings. 

This implies that fundamental categories of thought are 

functions of multitudes of interPsts, aspirations etc. 

that, in turn, are related to social status, roles and 

92 
position. This also rel~tes Mannheim's Sociology of 

kno"vvledge to thR concepts of 'ideology' and 'utopia'. 

In this !-·Iannheim ai~tempted to generalize the narxi an 

contention that ideas depend on the social or class-position ' 

of those \·Jho hold it into a system of thouqht that includes 

all ideas. ~hile Marx used it aqain~t the bourgeoisie to 

91. This pdsition of r~annheim is reflected in his analysis 
of ideology into 'total' and 'partial', • SJ=-€C ial' and 
'qener.,l'. Ideolo~w 0n:i Utopia, on. £2-!·• p.TI. 

9 2 • I b i:-J. , p p. ;:> 6 3 - 6 4 • 
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unmask the false consciousness ':.Jhich they want to spread 

through their ideas. I'-1annheim broadened it to include all 

. <)1 
systems of tho uQht ir,cl L:'1i nq the pro let ar 1an. ~ 

As thouqht is socially and existentially coniitioned, 

no social group can have total access to it though relati-

vely, at times sorne group has more access to it the.n the 

other. This relates thought to the persoective of the 

thinker. The individual thinkers mediate between the 

influence of social existence upon knowledge as agents of 

cognition. Occupying particular positions in social space 

and historical time they sou'Jht to bridge the gap between 

thought and social pxistence. Their socio-historic position 

determines the aspect of the r"?ality they can have access 

to. This, f\1:.mnheim calleJ their 'standpoint'. Thus, the 

situational factors have tremendous influPnc~ in forming 

the per~3pective or outlook of the inJivL:Iual.CJ4 

'.-.Jith this socio-hi;.;torical existential dett?-rmination 

of thouqht Mannheim shO'N-ed the difference betvJeen the 

part icul3r concept lon of ideolOIJY. and· the total co~cept 'ion 

of ideology that he favoured. The particular concept ion 

of ideology tests the bi2s of certain aspects of the state-

ment of the opponents whereas the 'total conception' vie\.vs 

93. Coser, L., .91?· EJ:_!., pp.430-31. 

94. Ideology and Utopia, .2.2· .s:J:!_., p.244; Coser, .212· _£it., 
p.431. 
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the entire modes of thoughts, in both its form and content, 
I 

as related to the social position of their defenders. The 

dependence of thought on the existential conditions invited 

for l\1annheirn the charge of relativism which he tried to 

avoid by resorting to the concept of •relationism•. 95 

Relativism considers evr?ry assertion of a thinker by 

an ideal of absolute truth independent of the subjective 

experience o.!:' the observe while "relationism" argues that 

the· tr,Jth of a proposition cannot be assessed Hi thout 

taking into consi-Jc:ration the values and position of the 

subject and the social content. Therefore, thought is not 

relativistic implying mono:! or less but is 'relational' or 

t , , , I 95 . 
perspectlv~stlc • 

1·'/hen ideo logy is interpreted as general, it is no 

more a 'naive iistrust • of opponent • s vie•,·<s or state~ents 

but a methodical analysis of his thinkin-=1, a general 

distrust of all types of thourJht that inclu::1es even his 

97 
It moves from the 'particular, rel::1tive and special' OHD. 

plane to a 'total, absolute and universal' one. The 

----· ----------
95. The social position, acc-:)r;ling to ''1annheirn not only 

includes cl3ss but also st"ltus and occurJatinnal cate
gories that det~rmine the ideas. Ideology and Utopia, 
op. cit·., p.24'); ':::oseL.-, op. cit., p.132. _ _,., -- -- --

96. Shil.3, E:j•.,Jar:J., "K<:~rl !'vlannheim" in _!_be E_!}~y_slo.f>ae{!.!§ 
.2.£_?o~i_§l_ ~~i-~n~~, v ol. ·?J, pp. s s 7-61. 

97. Ideolo]y and Utopia, .9..1?· _s:;it., pp.4, 31-32. 
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inclusion of the total thou-:jht in ideoloqy implieJ all 

thouqht to be having an ideological character. This again 

raised the ~uestiori of relativism as truth cannot be 

attained £com thou,Jht that are ideoloqical by nature. 

Mannhei::n, to avoi;l this, resorted to the notion that. 

vali::J.ity of the i::leas depP.nds upon the function they 

fulfill vJithin a particul.3r social process an:i their 

strength in cou1·1tering otheit set of ideas. The function 

is judqe:-1 in terms of aJjust:nent of the socipty to p=:~rti

cular historical period. 
98 

tv1annheim realising the loopholes in relating the 

validity of the ideas to th•=dr functional usefulness shifted 

to the concept of: the 'free-floating• or 'socially-unatta-

ched' intelli·:Jentsia 'tlho bec0use o': their advantac1e of non

affili"l.tion to any class can have access to the truth in ._.. 

its totality. Their mut,~al criticisms against each other 

removes an•.r bias, if at all, they have of their oriqinal 

99 
social b.3ckgrounds. 

In ·ti'!e prece;Ji ng analysis it has been pointed out 

that for l'1annhel:n kno,..Jl·o.:d.qe an:1 thouqht are socially or 

existentialLy det-~rmined. He relates tllis to educ:ation 

by stresshq upon the faci: that education is no\..J bP.lng 

98. IbJ:j_., pp. 9, 33, HiS, 232; Coser, .212· _sit., p.~'!-35. 

9CJ. Man and Society in an age of Reconstruction, .22· _sit., 
p.74. 



gr aJ.u ally :::li vorcecl from the • social dimension 1 
• In this 

context he emphasises two reasons of· the nesl for having 

a knm.vledc·le of the social environment. Firstl'f, by pointing 

out the various influences operating in an industr-ia 1 

society helps man to develop the skills necessary for 

different functions and by qivinq r-ole to an attitude to 

counter the harmful influences it h~lps in his aJjustment 

with the soci"!l context. This kno•.Nle~1qe of the social 

environm~nt checks the disintegrating effects of the 

rapiJ.ity of the social and industrial chanqes. Secondly, 

this kno·.Nledge helps him to transcend the particular- stage 

he is in for creating a better so~ial type. People should 

not only huve better adj·.1~3tment with their situation but 

h ld l t t ~ t f t. 100 s ou ·- .-1., ·-o "lC CJ:> CJ<JP.n s ('"Jr rans orma .lon. 

:Sducati~"Jn has the ta,3}:: of making the in:i ividual 

unJerstan1 th~~ intP.r-act ion oE different for-ces operating 

in the soci3l environment which are not readily obser-vi3ble. 

It has also the responsibilitv of showing the way of 

dealing with and contro ll i '.lg the c:e forces. In this way 
I 

only education can functinn in the personality formation. 

Mannheim .,,as conv ince·l of the f 2ct that men can suitably 

chang':c' their social And economic systems 'under cer-tain 

100. rfJannhAim, K., ~.§~2:z~9}] __ ~_0~_§gci_2]~Y-2i Kn_2~_1~_9~, 
1952, p.235; also, Introduction to the Sociology 
of education, 21?· _s:i t., pp. 22, 50. 
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circumstances• for I:Jhich a correct observation 'of the 

social forces is necessary and e~3ucation can help profoundly 

in this . 101 
ress~ct. 

Durkheim does not cl<:>arly point out the link between 

his vie\vS on thouCjht,knoYJled']e and educntion. But the 

implication of his socioloq'f of knowledqe for e:iucation 

is clear v.Jhen he identifies that both these are h;:w ing a 

social origin and are oriente1 tmvards the society. 

11 k 1 j f 1 h . h 1' . ·, . 102 .L.. novl e qe or Dur-celm ave are 1g1ous or1g1n. . 

Even philosophy and science have religion as their ancestor. 

constantly enriching it. 8ut religion, .the consl:1ere:1, as 

a repres~ntatlon of society, its social function being to 

. . h ll . 1. f 1() 3 create and maJ.ntaln t.e co _ectrve l_e. The categories 

for understan:-1ing social pheno;-nena like ti:ne, space, class 

etc. are also of social origin, because they are arrange-

ments ap~)licable t') all ':lni must have developed out of 

101. i--'lannheim, K., Essavs •.• , g:;:. _s};_!., p. 275. 

102. For- details o!: the rf'Oli•Jious origin of knowle:1ge, 
see Dux;-kheim, E., 1'.b~Y:]/'!m~~.!.9E.:.Y.-i.2~.Jt_§_Of_Re_!_!g_b_g~~ 
life, pp. 219, 314-.18; also see Sidiens, Anthony, 
~~il§1}~~-~~~-~9j~rn_~2ci2l _ _!heo~y, 1971, p.lOO. 

103. r)urkh~irn, .2!?· .SlJ::., p.10. 
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collective efforts. The noti0ns of class, force, persona-

lity etc. have also ori9inate::l from collective thought or 

. 104 
SOClety. 

Durkheim' s st an::l on the soci ~1 orj_ gin of categories 

was a way-out of this opposition bet\.v~en rat ion al ism and 

pragmatism. In this he accepts the apriorist position 

that the 'brJO stran::J.s of knO'.-JlF?dge namely rational and 

empirical could not be reduced into one another. His 

criticism of the vie'rJ of idealism that thought starts 

before anythinq else dic1 not prevent him also from c:riti-

105 cisinq the pragmatists viev.J that ectlon precedes thought. 

The empiricist position showed the individual states which 

d 1 . . f h. h . J l r;6 neer S exp anat10n J.n terms 0 lS psyc lCa. nature. 

pragmatists, Durkheim's .social origin of knowledge empha-

sis.:>s the collective repres<>ntation. It shO\-JS the mental 

states of the group and it relies U'90n the moral, religious 

and economic institutions. The individual is pitted 

ag;,inst the social which has got an existence qual it ~tively 

j . f f f t h . - . . , 1 1 07 . 1 er F?.n t_ rom .e 1n::1 lVlC"t ua • 

10 4 0 .I~1:2 0 I PP 0 <)_ 1 3 0 

107. Ihid 0 I 

p:rse. 
pp.15-16; Fragn-tatism 

The collective 

and Soc io loi]y, CD. --- C ij;. 1 
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representation is an examole of the power of the reason 

to transcend the limits of empirical knowledge and produce 

a richer, more complex intelJectual product thcot..:.gh the 

interaction of individual minds. 108 

The explanation for this Durkheim traced in the 

dual nature of rnan, i.e. 1 the iniividual an:i social beings 

which we have already discussed. His contention is that 

the categories of thought ace not innaie but developed 

during the socialisation process that transforr.-1s the 

individual being into the social being. 109 ?'-·ian le;qrns 

;.1hat is presented to him by the society and this kno,....;ledge 

is transferred from one generation to th-"' other. The 

social solidarity ;:md the pre serv at ion of society requires 

conformity to norms, rules and values as prescribe:-1 by the 

/society. There are recurrent occasions for.the group to 

assemble and express the feelings of joy, sorrow etc., 

and the individual to interact with others. These occasions 

leaves imprints of po,r~erful collective sentiments on the 

. d. . " l . d 110 ln. 1 v let ui.:i m ln • 

The individual under the collective influence comes 

to knO'tJ '·~'hat to thin}~ and \..;hat not to think for maintaining 

108. Ell"?mPnt ar y farms 1 ££· _s:i t. , p. 16. 

10 9. Ibid. 

110. Ib~j., p.16. 



the social order. In this, he is also driven by the fear 

of disapproval, punishment etc. apart from realising the 

merits of co-oper at ion 14i th others. 

The claim of the apriorists or rationalists that 

truth, categories of understanding or an idea can be 

accounted for by the imposinq and constraining force it 

has on our mind or intelli(]ence that leads to its accep-

t ance as some sort of virtue, hm,.,ever, does not indicate 

(of) their origin. Their origin lies in the usefu.lness 

in maintaining the social order. Therefore, individual 

deviances have to be checked. Apart from 'moral confor-

. • . t 1 d '1 . ] f 't • 111 mlty , socle y a so nee s a oglca _con orml·y. 

The individual resistence to the forces of colJecti-

vity is checked both internally and externally. Externally, 

the pressure of public-opinion constrains him. Internally, --

reason has got a po.,.,erful authority as the repres<=>ntation 

of society also checks his '""hirr.s and fancies. It cannot 

be taken as a matter of 'habit •, nor 'physic.al' or 'meta

physical necessity' as categories change over ·time and 

place_,but the authority of society that by arousing similar 

thinking forms the basis of common action and the sense of 

1 'b '1 it 112 mora responsl l y. 

111. .I.:Q~d o 1 Po 17 0 

112. Ibid. 
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The implication of Durkhe im' s sociology of knowledge 

to his views on education can be established by linking 

the kno1.;ledge to the needs of the society which thought 

derives fran society and which have got practical applica-

tion in the aims of educaticn. The needs of the society 

first of all consists of the tran'sformation of the individual 

to the social being. For this the individual has to know 
I 

the norms, rule-s-and valu"'s of the sociE(ty. In a:1dition 

to a mor;:il conformity sociP-ty -=1lso should be based on a 

logical conformity. Th~ logical conformi·ty is derived from 

the usefulness thp categ-ories of thought or ideas have 

for the ma~ntenance of social or::J.er. 

The knowledge or ·the thought of the necessity of 

moral and logical conformity, however, does not automati-

cally d~wn upon the individual. This requires a social i-

sation process to attach the individual to the society. 

f There are many socialising agencies, but in modern, indus-

• 
tr ictl ::ouc.it::ty e.JucatiOil t1cts l>ecome the most. import ant 

socialising a9ency that makes the individual understarrl 

the primacy of the survival of the society. secondlv, cne 

may be experiencing the influence of the collectivity or 

society upon on~self in onP's thouqht but it is through 

education th.::Jt one un:1erst;:>nds the usefulness of tho social 

inf 1 uPnces and the need for the social constraints. This is 

clear in tho notion of 'autonomy' that for~s a part of 

Dur kheirn • s mora 1 education. 



CHAPTER I I I 

MANNHEH1 AND DURKHED1 ON EDUCA'riON 

In trod uct ion: ---- ---- ----
It is clear that both Mannheim and Durkheim focussed 

on the disintegrating effects of capitalism in modern 

Industrial society. 811t thev did not stop at identifying 

the ills of capitalis:n,"and_ carn!3 fon·Jard to offer ~elutions 

to this. They were both concerned about social integration 

and the social consensus that was aitstake. Both found 

educatirm to be an important integrating factor. 

According to Eric Hoyle, education a·s an integrating 

force was recognised after it was realised that neither 

the 'functioning of an or·ganic society• nor the designs 

of the 'dominant elites• can help in maintaining the social 

consensus. Most of these studies were not analytical and 

only stressed the desirability of preservi.Tlg the social 

consensus rather than possibility of it in practical terms. 

But the works of Emile Durl<.heim and Karl Mannheim made a 

difference in the sense that_,they.triod to •combine moral 

exortation with sociologic~l analysis•. But what separa-

ted them was _ theJr · app-r:-oach, i.e. the nature of solutions 

they offered to the problem of social integration. For 

Durkheim, it was a •quasi-syndicalist solution • in ,_.,hich 

education \'>las given a key-role whereas Mannheim advanced 



an "elitist solution" in terms of a theory of mass society. 1 

A .comparison between these two prolific writers on 

education then,has to start with their views on education, 

particularly its relationship with the wider society as an 

integrating factor. The views of Durkheim will be stated 
it. 

first and then_t.vill be compared with the views of Mannheim. 

!? ~E ls!! ~1: :!!_2!:! -~~ .Y.S .§!.2-2!! : 

Durkheim equated education 'with 'Socialization'. 2 

Though_,in general terms education includes all sorts of 

mental and physical influenc.::;s exercised on somebody by 

nature and other men_,but more precisely it is the influ~nce 

exercised on the youth by the adults. This influPnce is 

oriented to·vJards 'the harmonious development of all the 

human faculties'. But perfect harmony is unattainable and 

also not desirable because of the specialisations needed 

for various functions and also the need of a common base 

to balance the various organic and psychic functions. 3 

The utilitarian view of posing the individual as an 

instrw-:tent of happinec:::s W=Js criticized by Durkheim on the 

._..-----------·- ----
1. Hoyle, Eric, "The elite concept in Karl Mannheim's 

Sociology of Education'', .§~5iol ... ggl:S.§.!_Rev_!~~· New 
Series, vol.12, 1964, p.55. · 

2. Durkhei;n, E!~g~.§_!joQ __ ~1_So_s_1.g_l.ggy, p .• 51; also see 
\valhvork, Ernest, Durkheim, .!j.orali!Y-2!:!.9_tjjl~~~, p. 121. 

3. Durkheim, 2.1?· ci_!:., p.5 2. 



ground that material happiness is a subjective thing without 

any limits which makes it difficult to decide the goals of· 

. 4 
education. Durkhei~ adduced historical evidence to prove 

that education varied in time and space according to the 

needs of the society. A particular society was based upon 

a definite type of education that best suited it and the 

contrary would have be~n devastating for it. Then=-fore, 

the claim of an 'ideal, per-fect education' applying to 

all men is unfounded. For example, Roman city wouli have 

been in trouble_,had it allov;ej individualism instead of 

subordination to collectivism that was spread by education. 

Similarly, the Christian education of middle ages did not 

encourage 'free enquiry'. 

Thus, every epoch has a dominant form of education 

to which the individual has to submit if he does not like 

to invite opposition in case of any vioL3tion. The diffe-

renee in the organization of education from place to place 

is because of the mistakes in 'determining the ends of 
r 

education.)or the means of attaining it. • This can ·f5'f 

course, be corrected by taking proper lessons from history. 

The dominant type of educat.ion is formed by the customs 

and ide as meant for a common living worked out by the 

4. The utilitari.:m vie1.v of J.s·. Mill and others was 
criticized bv Durkheim in his analysi.3 of: the goals 
of ed uc at ion. - ib ii. , D. 5 3. ---- .... 
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prece.--~.l.ng genera .l.ons. 

Durkheim vie,-ted education to be a life-long process 

that helps the individ11al to cope ltJi th both the physical 

environment and also with the socio-cultural mi 1 ieu. 

Education varies according to the socio-cultural milieu 

on the basis of caste, race etc. Today, class has become 

a basis of such variation. For example, the education of 

the middle class from the working class and also the city 

from that of the country. The necessity of diversification 

and specialisation for v 3r ious functions only keeps 

education uniform upto a certain level though equality 

in education is desired among various strata. In short, 

both 'homogeneit)' 1 and 'diversity• are sought to be achieved 

through education. Homogeneity in terms of ideas, senti-

ments and practices is es~ential for a common living>where-

as diversity is needed to put men in various functions 

and eliciting their co-oper-3tion. For society to survive 

th~se two are the very essential conditions. 6 

Educat..ion is a form of learning. · It is what the 

youth learns from the adult generation. But to what end 

is this directed? This Durkheim answered by stating, •its 

5. }gid.,pp.E4-65. 

6 o 11?1:.9 o 1 PP• 66-67 • 
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objective is to arouse in the child certain number of 

physical, intellectual and moral states which are demanded 

of him by both the political society as a whole and for 

_the special milieu for which he is specifically destined. "7 

Learning can be divided into formal learning and 

informal learning. The informal learning is a continuous 

process, a form of unconscious education that comes through 

the interaction between younger generation with the adults 

in the process of imitation, co-operation etc. In contrast, 

direct pedagogy or formal 'education is designed to make 

him understand the 1 complex 1 , • abstract' phenomena. The 

teacher acts as an agent of society and prepares the 

learner for a particular social milieu. The purpose of 

direct pedagogy is to inculcate in the learner the intel-

lectual concepts and moral ideas so that he can function 

b f . t 8 as a mem er o soc1e y. 

Society can not survive without a definite de·gree of 

consensus existing among its members. For this the members 

have to perform their functions as d'emanded of them by 

the society. This is a reciprocal relationship that not· 

only paves the way for a proper functioning of society 

but also helps the individual in achieving his goals by 

7. .I£i:-l., p.71. 

8. Ibid., pp. 91-98: also see Durkheim, Moral Education, 
pP.17 -18, 129-4 E., 17 7: and ~~all work,-212:-:£1 t. -;--p:T22. 
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providing him with the co-operation and expPrience of 

9 
others. 

Education has a social character. An individual haf: 

two things, i.e., the individual and the social being. 

The individual being is concerned about the •rr.F.'ntal states• 

of the individual and seeks to fulfil his interest without 

regard for anything else. The social being on the other 

hand recognises the relation of the individual to his group 

which is expressed in •religious beliefs', moral beliefs, 

various collective opinions etc. What education precisely 

tries to do ,is to convert this self-interested individual 

being ~..vhich dominates the mind of the irrlividual at the 

b . . . th . 1 b . 10 
eg1nn1.ng 1.nto e soc1.a e1.ng. 

The prevalence of the social being makes the indivi-

dual subordinate his o•,.;rn ends to higher social ends. Both 

internal and external sense of discipline are inculcated 

in the individual that also makes the process of transmit-

ting the creative qualities from one generation to another 

smooth and easier. This submission, Durkheim claimed, 

cannot be thought of as tyrannical, rather it is voluntary 

because the individual realises the fact that his own 

interest can be fulfilled only when the interest of the 

9. Wa1hJOrk, ~E· ..s-2-!·, p. 121. 



. t . f d d 11 socle y lS sa eguar e • 

The creative qualit.y is what distinguishes man from 

ani mal s who learn only to imitate. The animals only learn 

to perform their 'natural functions• but by themselves are 
< 

unable to create anything ,,which men are capable of by 

receiving the appropriate kind. of education. This not 

only helps him in adapting to his physical surrounding 

but also brings out the best in the individual. By co-

operating with otters and attaching himself to society 

l"l 
his strive for perfection becomes easier. ~ 

From a moral point of view the individual is indebted 

to the society. !t is society that teaches the individual 

to submit~ his personal ends to higher ends by controlling 

his passions, desires, instincts or by making leg-c1 1 and 

other arrangements to check him. This internal and external 

sense of discipline which the iniividual learns disting

uishes him frw, oth8r anirnals., 13 Also, from the intellec-. 

tual poipt of view the individual owes a lot to thP society. 

The results of scientific vvork help him in understanding 

the notions of cause of laws, of numbers ~tc. The progress 

of science is not thP result of an in~Jivi::lual but a collective. 

11· Ibi:J.. 

12. Ib2:9;. I pp. 7 3-7 4. 

13. Ib_!~. I p.75. 
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effort. In primitive sociE~ties thi~ function of science 

was performed. by religion. Similarly, langua~ that helps 

him in getting to kn0\11, in forming ideas and in speaking, 

is a product of efforts at the societal level. 

The human being has maintained his distinctiveness 

and not gone down to the level of animals because he can 

make use of the experiences, the knowledge of the past 

generations which are h.anded down to him through education. 

An element of morality binds these succee:Ung generations 

together and there exists no opposition between the indi-

vidual and society, rather they are complementary. The 

society tries to develop the best in the individual through 

education and not to. suppress him. Though for th i~ the 

effort of the individu~l is a prime condition, but in 

making •voluntary efforts• the individual distinguishes 

himself from others. 14 

The task of education is not simply to prepare the 

individuals for various functions or specialise them so 

that they need each other's co-operation, but. to impart 

them vJith the morality which makes them understand the 

need for such co-operation and the need of the survival 

of the society. The kind of moral education which Durkheim 

envisioned v>~as oriented towards maintaining thi::; relation-

14. Ibi~., pp.75-77. 



ship between individual and society. i~e have to see now 

what this 'moral education' consist of. 

The basic thrust of moral education is charactPr 

formation not in the psychological but in the ethical 

sense. Psychologically, it is the character that dis-

tinguishes in:lividuals from one another. Thus, everyone 

has a character. But in the ethical sense character 

implies a 'unity of personality•, a stability, consta11cy 

and dependability. Accor,ling to Durkheim it is to equip 

the in:lividuals with the 'fundamental dispositions that 

are basic to the moral life' •15 

Morality is a social fact, because it is not confined 

to individual but stems from the society and also it is 

more poi.verful than the in:liJidual who has to conforin to 

it. This hecomes clear ·tlhen •.ve discuss the three elements 

of morali·ty, viz., disciDline, autonomy and attach-nent, as 

applied to education. 

The family as a socialising agent i:-:; inade·:Juate for 

the intellectur:1l develo,,me>nt of the chil:i. It only prepares 

15. Wall·-:<or'K, on. cit., _...., -- p.123. 
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him in a preliminary way to meet the demands of the 

society. The child only receives the fundamentals of 

the moral l ~-~=e. 16 M lit i 1' f ...... t ..L.J,. ora -'{ mp 1es con-ormh.y o a pre-

established sys tern of rules that determines what should 

be one • s action in a particular situation. This is the 

1 f 'd t. • "db h . •· 17 rea m o. · u y or prescr l.oe- e av 1our • 

There are two closely-linked aspects of the notion 

of discipline, the regularity of conduct and authority. 

How one should act in a particular situation does no·t 

depend upon habit alone but is a matter of regularity 

18 that one cannot change accor:ling to his taste. His 

behaviour is guided by the moFal system internalized with-

in him. Moral behaviour which is 'duty• or prPscri'oed 

behaviour is reinforced ':>y both positive a11d negative 

sanctions. Kant drew upon the negative sa11ctions of the 

moral irnp~.ratives that come into force in case of any 

violation of the moral prescriptions. But Durkheim argued 

that the ne1ati ve sanctions by themselves are inadequate 

unless cornplemented by positive ones in the form of praise, 

honour etc. Secondly, this performance of duties has to 

be continuous_,that requires no·t only external sanctions 

17. lbis!., pp.2.1-24. 

18. lbid., p. 28. 
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but also •self-discipline• or. • internal control of beha-

19 
vi our •. 

The regularity o£ conduct is not possible without a 

regulating authority which the chilO. nee::ls. This authority 

comes fra-n the parents, teachers etc. According to Durkhei:n, 

"by au thor ity we must undAr stand that influence which imposes 

upon us all the mocal po·vver that we acknoHledge as superior 

to us. n
20 The superiority of the imp.::-rsonal moral rules 

applies erJUally to the teacher as 'to the student. The 

teacher only transmits these to the studerits, \..Jho in turn, 

should be ready to accept what is communicated to them by 

21 
the teacher. 

Durkheim Is not ion of discipline cannot be interpreted 

to mean something opposed to the freedom o£ action and 

comes in the way of self-realization. ·and happiness. On 

the other hand, by enabli.Y'lg someone to gain mastery over 

his egoistic impulses, it frees him from the chains of 

. . bl d . 2 ?. 1nsat1a e es1res. Anomie ensues when such moral dis-

ciplines are absent. Moreover, the moral rules should 

. 
21. Ibid., pp.l '30, 140, 156; ~-'/all'.-1ork, ..2P· _s:j._!;., p.125. 

22. ~£~~1 -~9.9~_1:ioE, 212· _s: it., pp. 14-4 5; 
p. 5 8; ','I a 1 h..,ror k , .22. _fit • , p. 1 26 • 

GiJdens, on. cit., --- ---



not be static but change according to the individual's 

socio-cultural milieu. Though moral rulF:!s must have the 

necessaty authority to check the individual's egoistic 

pursuits, but it also should not check him from having 

a critical and reflective attitude towards them according 

t h . . 23 
o c ang1ng·t1rnes. 

The second aspect of morality attaches ind' ivid ual s 

to the co llecti vi t y. In the words of Durkhe im, "the 

domain of genuinely moral life begins only where the 

collective life begins" and 11 \-!e are moral beings to the 

extent that Ne are social beings. n
24 There is no anta-

gonism between indivi:J.ual and society. By involving him-

self in society only he can make full use of his potentia-

lities and realise his own nature. For this he has to 

transcend the limits of his individual goals in favour 

of that of the collectivity. 25 His existence as a human 

being depends upon his identification with the social group 

of which he is a part and the submission to the moral rules 

of the society. But why he should follo"'1 the moral rules 

23. Mor-31 Education, .21.?· ci!., p.52; Gid.dens, 2E· ci_!., P.12s:--------

25. Ibi9. I pp.67-6 9. 
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of the society brings the third factor of morality, i.e., 

autonomy into discussion. 

Autonomv: ---------
Discipline anj attachment to the group are not suffi-

cient for actinrJ morally. One should be clear enough of 

the reasons behind his conduct. If some rule is imposed 

on someboJ.y and he is· compelled to behave in a particular 

way it is not morality. He should freely act and volun-

t ari ly conform to the rules. . 26 d Durkhe ~m state , "the rule 

prescribing such behaviour must be freely desired, i.e., 

freely accepted, and this willing acceptance is nothing 

else than an enlightened assent. " The teacher makes the 

child under st a.Tld the virtues of conformity to the moral 

rules and the benefit that accrues to him and society by 

this. The morality becomes 'incomplete• and 'inferior• 

if the child is denied of the right of expl::mation. 27 
. The 

role of the teacher lies in developing in the child an 

underst~~nding of the rules. In the"Evolution of e:Jucational 

thought'~Durkheim attempted to focus on the social factors 

responsible for developint; particular form of educational 

and moral ideas in different periods. The teacher has to 

make tbe child understand this for which he has to take the 

__________ ... __ 

26. _!bid., pp.119-20: ~·;alhJo:(k, 2..l?· ci_!., pp.126-27. 
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e p o£ soclo ogy an lstory. 

There are many debatable issues in Durkheim•s writings 

on educaticn •. Important among them .are, a con$ervative 

bias in his writings, the question of relativism and the 

criticism that education and moral ideals in a capitalist 

and unequal society accentuates the existj_ng inequality 

in favour of some classes or- groups than others. These 

need some furt.her discuss ion. 

The necessities of the use of sociology, psychology 

and history arP. clearly indicated in Durkheim•s vie\1s on 

Pedagogy as related to education. Durkheim made a distinc-

t ion betv.Jeen pedagogy and education. He identified tvlO 

aspects of education namely the genesis and the function 

of education. The genesis o£ pedagogical institutions 

involves a historical analysis of ho',.,r pedagogicp.l insti-

tutions came into being. The function of education indicates 

its relationship with other institutions in maintaining 

the social order. These can be called the cause and effect 

of education respectively. The branch of education that 

deals with these things is called the Science of education. 29 

28. GidJens, .21?· cij:., p.162. 
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But :r:e.5agogy involves theories of education that is 

neither concerned with the past nor with the present, i.e., 

what it was or in what form it exists now, but tells what 

should be the iieal of: education. 
30 

But Pedagogy i~ not 

abstract theorisation. It must have some link with the 

practice. To sho,,.. the link betvieen pedagogy and eiucation, 

Durkheim puts pedagogy in the category of practical theories. 

The practical theories do not discuss the nature of the 

existing things but they shape the action of these things. 

They are not actions but 'programs of action' which gives 

d . . t t' 31 a proper rrect 1on o ac 1on. It does not make a scienti-

fie study of educational systems but brings them under the 

purview of reflection. For educators pedagogy is a source 

of ideas to guide their activities. 32 

Recognising the importance of pedagogy for thr?. 

practice of eJucation at a particular period, Durkheim 

set about to specify what constitutes the content of the 

pedagogic theories. First he considers the scifO·nce of 

education v;h ich qi ves necessary and import ant knov.,rleJge 

of the nature and historical lav:s of evolution of education. 

But he is not satisfied with the d~velopment of the 

30. Ibid. 

31. Ib ·"'1 .__]-~ • I p. 102. 

3 2. IbiG.. 
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science of education which is only in an embryonic form. 

Sociology comes next which •l'lith its methods can help peda-

gogy in determining the end or education. Psychology also 

is of immense help in finding proced'ures for pedagogy. 

But Durkheirn noted that, on the one hand, the science of 

education awaits a strong foundation and on the other, 
")") 

sociology and psychology are still developing.~~ 

The recognition of such a state of affair 1 ead s 

Durkheirr. to look for the possible options. The f irs't, is 

to continue •rlith the tra:iitiona1 educational practices. 

This impJ.ies revitalisation of the outrno..ied, 'discredited 

institutions' which no longer fits to the exi~ting situation. 

Durkheim was convinced of the fact that resorting to this 

is boun::l to be unsuccessful. The second opt ion, in favour 

of vJhich Durkheim argues, is onP of searching for alter_ 

natives through mo;:-lifications in order to restore the 

social order which is disturbed. This requires a peda-

gogy, i.e., a reflection on the defects in the education 

system and the best ways of mo:Jifying it. In the words of 

Durkheim, ''Pedagogy is the systematic application of 

reflect ion to the phenomenon of education, with the aim 

of regulating it'~4 '1'/hen one is not adequately equipped 

3 3. I h. ' 
_.!::~·, pp.1C2-3. 

34. lRl1·· pp.lCJ-1. 



with the necessary materials to solve the problem, the 

best way to proceed is to colJect all the available data, 

systematically interpret them. This reduces the 'chances 

of errors'. This involves risks •.-1hich havP to be antici.J>a-

ted with the help of science and reasoning. Pedagogy has 

to perforn this function. This fact has given rise to 

the recognition of the close affinity between pedagogy 

. 35 and educ atlon. 

The lessons which Durkheirn outlines for the educators 

vis-a-vis this role of pedagogy is to take· note of and 

develop the individuality lying hidden in the child. This 

involves the use,not of the same 'impersonal' and 'uniform 

set of rules• but different methods complying to the 

" I j t " 11 • 1 36 vary1ng 'temperament an lnte 1gence • A pedagogic 

reflection is necessary to kno•tJ the differences among them. 

NevJ ideas, changes in opinions and customs arise out of 

rapid social evolution that demarcates one period fran 

the other. Education must change accordingly and should 

also possess sufficient room for change. 37 

We have so far discu.ssed the role -a·f pedagogy in 

relation to education by pointing out the differences 

3 5 • l b i~ • , p. 1 04 • 

3 6 • . 1 bid • , p • 1 (15 • 

3 7. Ibid. 



between Pedagogy and education and the usefulness of peda-

gogy for education. Now lF~t us delineate that which 

comprises pedagogy. Durkheim delineated history, in parti-

cul ar the historical canparat ive method, psychology and 

sociology as the useful fields from which pedagogy draws 

its elements. The educators have to be aware of these 

subjects in formulating the ideals for education in a 

particular period of society. 

The lessons of history are important in understanding 

the type of education prevailing in a particular society 

and also the necessity of :::levelopinq pe::la'}ogical reflections. 

The Mi<'Hle ages, f.or example, did not have to develop any 

pedagogical reflection because confocmity was the general 

rule which compels everyone to think alike. There being no 

differences amon9 indivi:iuals, education did not have to 

be oriented tt...,,tJards individual natures. l'-1oreovet-, an un-

changed belief structur:-e hin·le.r::-ed any rap)_d changes in the 

d 
. 38 

e ucatlon system. But Renaissanc~ br-ought differences 

amon9 individ,1al s and their thinking by relatively freeing 

them from the collective influences. The education accor-

dingly, has the r~=>sponsib-Llitv of respon,iing to thPse 

38. Ibi:1., p.HJ"). AccocUng to GiddP.ns, for Durkheim 
the ··his to:r ical anal vsis is helpful in pointing out 
the "trends in education to br:- promote:} and 'vh ich 
elA'-nents di scardeJ." - .21?· _sit., p. 76-7. 



diff h . h . -'1 • 1 f 1 . . 3 g erences, w 1c, requ1res pe~agoglca re ectlon. · 

In ocder to understa..rd the loopholes in the pre::sent 

educational system one has to link it to the history of 

its development,as education is inextricably linked '"'ith 

th h . - t. 10 th j . 1 h . e 1story o:t a na 1on. .ll,s e pe._ a·JOglca t eor 1es 

of the rect~nt past have links '·Jith the theories preceding 

thern,one has to venture into the pi1st to know the c ausPs 

.C j .C '1 r ' l h ' 11 O.L success an .L al ure 01: pa'::'tlcu ar t eor1es. - The 

history of pe:J.agogy and the history o£ education are in-

separable ;though the theories criticise and try to modify 

particular systems of education. Thus, one cannot discard 

the historical analysis as an useless enjeavour of dealing 

. h h' h' i 42 w 1t soroet. 1ng ~~~ 1ch does not ex st. ~ According to 

Durkheim, "only the history of education and of pedagogy 

allo•,,s foe the. detecmination of the ends that education 

h ld 
. . 43 

s ou · pur sue at any g1 V·en t JJne." 

Durkhe i:.1 maie use of the comparative method in the 

historical analysis. The mPt~o::i of concomitant vari.ation 
c._ 

is-\fonn of in:·hrect experiment vJhich explains the simul-

taneous variation of two or more phenomPna. It is oriented 

40 o l.2l:~ • I Po 107 o 

41. J'8i~.l p.1CJ8. 

43. J'8id. I p.llO. 
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tov1a.r:J.s establishin::r a causal relationship betvJeen them. 

-
For example, he seeks to establish a direct relationship 

between the degree of e:J.ucation and the propensity for 

suicide. The intermediate variable which explains this 

is the 'weakening of religious traditionalism• that increases 

both the thirst for a kno·...;lPdge and the 'tendency tO\vards 

suicide•.
44 

The comparative method implied comparison 

. . . j b . 15 both w1th1n a socH>ty an et...;een societles. The use 

it can have for education,is to ascertain the causes of 

the rise and fall of particular educational systems as the 

historical analysis of Durkhei-n shows. 

~'Then the ends art·.> finalised, it is important to look 

for the means to achieve these ends. Durkheim turned to 

psychology in deci:]ing the means of the pe:iaqogic ideals. 

The 'conscience' of the child has to be shaped acc:ording 

to the id.eals. This requires the knowledge of the conscience. 

Also, the kno·.vledge of: the causes and nature of the activity 

is necessary to change them in the desired direction. The 

accurate knov1ledge of the habits, desires, emotions etc. 

is a precondition for developing the morality in the child. 

Accardi ng to Dur:-khe irn, Ps·.1cho loqv, in partJcul ar child 

psycholog'{, ansv.re1:-s the questions related to the mental 

4 5. Ibi~- I pp. Ll2- 35. 
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make-up of: thP child an:-1 help~ in deciding the methoJ.. It 

cannot decide the end because only social conditions bring 

changes in the ends. Moreover, psychology is also very use-

ful in formul3ting different methods,as in mo..:le,rn society 

16 the intelligence and character vary to a great extent. 

Dur khe im pointed out another advantage of psychology 

in studying the collective phenomena. This he calls the 

collective psychology. In the class the students interact 

with one a;other and a collective influence, what Durkheim 

calls class phenomena, acts upon them. The merits and 

demerits of this has to be known and changes can be effec-

ted a~cordingly. This implies a complete knowledge of 

the way in ·..vhich collective influence worl<:s on the indivi-

17 
dual. 

Howev-2r, Psychology '.-.'hich gives tQe knowledge of the 

individual cannot be the source for deci:Jing the ends of 

education. In this context Durkheim recr:)'JflisPd the role 

of socioloc:r.J 'tJhich relates education to the social condi-

tions thereby giving the l<:.no·{•ledge of the social ends of 

education. It indicates when change is necessary and also 

specifies .-Jhat this change should consiste- of. 48 Even 

4 6 • lhll· , p. 1.11 • 

47. ]bi~., p.112. 

48. Ibj.~., p.128. 
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psycholoqy cannot fulfil its responsibility in the choice 

of means unless it is complemented by Sociology. 4' 9 

Sociology equips the ed u:: 3tor with proce:Jure s to be applied 

t . . . 50 o part1cu1ar s1tuat1ons. Durkheim argues that since 

the end is social, so s houl:J be the me an s. He dr a\vS a 

similarity between the pe:Jagogical and social institutions 

with respect to the rules, the structure of r"?wards and 

punishment and the processes of communication. T~e social 

life :Jevelops out of the pedaqoqic life and pe:Jagogic 

life is only the miniature form of the social lif~. There-

fore, the understanding of society enables the comprehension 

of the school life. By highlighting the social institutions, 

Sociology broadens our understanding of the existing peda-

gogical institutions or the ideal type of it that is 

. d 51 asp1r:-e • 

vlhile psychology sho'lls the best method in v-1hich the 

principles can be applied to the child, Sociology under:--

takes the responsibility of discovering them. It guides 

action by providing necessary ir1eas, tries to .;P_ve stability 

49. Ib:U., p.l30. 

50. Ibid., p.129; .'\ccording to Raymond Aron, for Durkheim 
Sociology provides solutions to social problGms and 
can be substitute for socialism- Main Currents in 
.§.2SJ-. .?lcaJ::~_a]:_!.l:J.9J:l..CJh.!, Po ss. ----·--------

51. Rules o-:' the Sociolo1ical !1ethod, g_p. £it., po.l30-34:-----------------------------
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to the process and ensures the attachment of individuals 

to the process. Without these actions ar~ bound to be 

f . l S2 ut .1 e. Durkheirr: urged the educators to take note of 

the.se influences ir, deciding the qoals and methods of 

education. 

Conservatism implies a stress on the role of education 

as maintaining social stability or the existing status-quo 

than viewing it as an instrument of change. Durkheirr is 

criticised for seeking the reproduction of the society 

through education. Ac-cording to Blackledge and Hunt the 

conservative overtones in Durkheim's writings on moral 

education are clear in his arguments of c. • structured class 

and school' that clarifies the :::tuden ts of the mor nl values 

53 
and makes them conform to these. The individual has to 

surrender his ind iv id ual interp st before society and 

punishment~ in various forms (though not physical) must 

be meted out to ~nsure this. Moreover, all education 

including the scientific education should contain moral 

elements dirPcted towards maintaining this interRst o~ the 

society. 

---~--------- ~-----

52. Ibid., p. 134. 
in-3ociology, 

See Giddens, for Durkheim's faith 
22. c i! . , pp. 11 2- 1 3. 

53. D. '3lacldedge and s. H;mt, _§_g~iols_:>.sl5..9l_.!.Dtei_:: 
12ret ctj2E..S__ of -~_9_1}~2t ..:!:.2~ 1 Po 1 eo 
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Coser also points out the conservative bics in the 

writings of Durkheirn on various aspects of society, parti-

cularly in the vJritings on education- "the effects of 

Durkheim's conservative bias can be more clearly perceived 

in his writings on education than e.l:sewhere in his work. u
54 

He criticizes Durkheirr: for conceiving the teacher as a 

kind of 'priest • who medi.;,,tes between the child and the 

society~enlightening the former of the moral rules. He 

has got the authority and must maintain discipline. Durkheim 

does not envisage an ed uc at ion that encourages maximum 

'individual-interest' 1 'free- initiative' and 'co-o:,.~er ation'. 

Accordir,g to Coser, DurkhPim neglects 'the imr-'Ortance of 

contending sub-groups and conflicts within the social 

system• concentrating more on the dichotomy between indivi-

dual and society. t-1oreoverl the reflection of Durkheim's 

general conservative stance in education is marked in a 

failure to explain the 'educational co-operation' and also 

I C 1 1 • h · 1 55 the comple~ network OL socia re at1on between t e pePrs • 

There are counter-claims that Durkheim •s views on 

ed uc at ion should not be regarded as conservative. Thompson 

54. Coser 1 L.l\. 1 ':Durkheim's conservatism and its impli
cations for his Sociolo1ical Theor;r" in .?:ssay.§_2!} 
.§.2£iOJ:.9.9Y_l.ill.5L5.2~121_Philo~,S?I?,b_y, (ed s.) Smile Durkhe im, 
Kurt H. >!o lf f et. al. I p. 2 28. 

55. I.bid. 
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feels that, Durkheim does not mean the t2sk of thP teacher 

as one of reoroducing the existing society, "'Yhich he 

himself clarifies by stat.ing, "a society without conflict 

and change would be a stagnant :and mediocre society. n
56 

However, Durkhe im does n'ot consider education alone could bring 

af)out radical social changes. It functions more to rep-

roduce society than change it, because it does not have 

adequate powers to be a nanacea for • suicide and other 

sociCil ills'. Therefore, he is not .in favour of giving 

workers more literary kind of education to meet the un

c.7 
desirablE': effects of. division of labour.--' 

Fenton argu,es that., though Durkhe im • s views on education 

might appear to be conservative, but it is only a 'general' 

and 'ideal' view that considers society to be 'normal' 

or 'healthy'. But Durkheim kne\,., this state of: affair \·las 

not prPvailing. This is clear from his recognition of the 

fact that in advanced societies though economic activities 

developed profoundly but they lacked proper organisation 

and regulation. 
58 

Education, he stressed, must fill up 

56. .§~ uc;_<?! io.rL3.!?~_§_gsi ety, .2!2· E it. , 
legitimate ambition", pp.13-14; 
~mi~Durkh.§i£1• p. 16 2. 

"A Soci e:t y ••• 
also see Thompson, 
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the lackin~s of modern societies by developing in the 

individual 11 a reflective ability, a comprehension of the 

forces underlying social facts, especially when social 

development is encumbered by pathological forms, and v..rhen 

moral certainty is so deeply undermined. u
59 Fenton seems 

to argue that, Durkheim views education as a means to 

achieve a particular ideal •.vhich derives from his general 

vie,,. of society. He could not have simply stressed the 

reproduction of society, the ills of which he identified 

and sought to eliminate. 

Relativism: -------
The point of: relat.ivism centres around the question 

moral ideals and moral 

society >or it differs according to time and space. 

According to Thompson, Durkheim maintains· a soci·al 

relativism of morals. He writes, "Durkheim• s first task 

was to sho•,.,r that there was nothinq abolut:e about systems 

of morals, because they v-:ere socially relative, and, 

therefore, the formulation of an appropriate morality 

for modern society could only proceed after the lessons 

had been 1P2Lned about ho•,.,r morality had functioned in 

1 . . . 1 t t ••6 0 _re at1on to prev1ous soc1a s.ruc ures. 

5 9. F en ton, 22. c it • 

60. Thompson, .22· _sit., p.l61. 
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Pickering upholds the view that_,Durkheim maintains a 

relativd:::tic notion vJith regard to education 2nd morality. 

He quotes Durkheim to show that the latter meant a variation 

of moralit..y according to 9ocial types. A failure to LIDd er-

stand such variation only amounts to posing him as 'fixed', 

'static' an.::l 1denaturin:;J' hiJn. There cannot be any evalua-

tion of supe-c·iocity and inferiority of ethical system as 

there is no universal staniard to measure them. 61 

.ll,.ccor:iing to Pickering, Durkheim ans~,rers the question 

as to why one should follow a moral system in the a'.Jsence 

of a uni'l·2rsal stan::iard throuqh his discnssion on e::1ucation 

by taking the plea thet, sine~ societies are constantly 

'changin·-::r• and 'evolvin9' it is the moralists '1-lho act as 

the main a'Jents of suet, chanqes. Changes come ahout 1r.1hen 

there is a change in the sphece of reasons where the pre-

vailin? moral actions ani commands are repudiated b~cause 

This only implies that Durkheim's framework of 

analysis is on a dicferent plane and Pickering rightly 

points out that Du!'kheim 'fa.iled to produce an a::'lequate 

theocy of social change•. For this he refers to the various 

----- -·-- ~-----
61. The .. 1uotat:i.on from ;Jurkheirn- "It can no longer be ••• 

social types", :·1or 3l E:Jucat ion, .2fl• ..s;.!,J;., Po 
Picker in9, ~·-J o 5o F o , DLJJ.:_]S_l:~i:-n__;_~~2Y.22_!l_2::12£2~:?-2:2~ 
Ed~~9!-~2D (e:1o), PPo 12- 13 o 

62. Pid:~.,ring, gpo sl!o I p. Uo 
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forms of Marxism that gre·.rJ after the death of ')urk:heim. 53 

r:-.'all-.-Jork also supports the claim oc r-:lativis:Tl in the 

writings of :Qur-kheim., He 'lJr"ites "far from there being one 

universally accepted goal of education, there are different . . 

goals in different societies. "
64 

But Gicliems feels other-

wise when he l.vr-itPs, "P1~0':>3bly Durkheim never held c:uch a 

vieH, which would imply not iust a cultuL"!l, but a moral 

relativism ... ss ·He ar'Jues tltat by the mi::ldle part of his 

career Durk.hcim vvas tryinq to :'ormulate 'general con)il:ions 

of social existence' cutting across major variations in 

moral codes among societies. In his •.vritings on relirJion 

he attempted to take up the problem of morality from •a 

philosophical as well as a sociological level. •
66 

According to Fenton, althout]h Durkheim does not support 

any 'univecs.3l principles of education' true for all time~ 

but he also 'does not support a purely relativistic notion' • 

. This is clear when he calls U;JOn the teachers to inculcate .!.!l.. 

the child certain 'fund3mental moral principles' that are 

good for all societies in all times. Thes2 are related to 

6 3. IbLL 

64. 1:~all•.-;ork, OD. cit., p.129; See also, "'JJhen:~ the 
state of the Social ~·1ilieu ••. Prescri'::>es fo.c hir.1" 
in l.=2~.s..2~12!2__?_:}Q_30S:}S2l<29.Y' 22• Sit • ' pp. 127- 28. 

65. Gi'J.iens, . .21'· ci_!., p.64. 

66. Ibid. 



the values of, •a fA.i.th in individual dignity•, in the need 

for justlcA and liberty. A school system, therefore, must 

engender in the chilj a •respect for the individual • and 

67 an 'understanding of civic duty and mor'3lity•. 

The moral and educational ideas forming the complex 

\vhole of ideology is a crucial factor that may suit the 

position of some classes in society and negatively affect 

that of soflle others. DurJ(heim's 'I'Jritings on educatLon 

does not take note of this aspect of ideology. 
68 

But Thompson argues that a careful study of the 

nexus betwer~n 'social classes and educational ideas and 

practices' as brouqht out by the 'Evolution of educational 

thought' simply points to the contrary. Durkheim, fo~ 

example, pobts out the aristocratic nature of education 

during the Renaissance that souqht to spread the ideas· of 

Humanism. In fact, the middle class after accumulating 

wealth only became a 11 leisured-class" tryi.11g to follow the 

life-styles of the ::Jristocracy. In this process the 

59 educational needs of the masses were neglected. wxlern 

67. Fenton, gQ. ~l!·• p.145. 

6 8. L 1tl1.•~ 3, S L o=:!Vcn, ~~J..l'.': __J_:fd;: lK·iill!._!_ii s _.!:J:i ~-~JQ~- :i9£Js, 
p. 13 3. 

6 9. Thom~son, op. ~l!·• p. 164; 
p. 138. 

~-l all',.vor1<, oD. cit. , 
_.... --
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education~that followed Renaissance from ei9htecnth century 

and continuing till today,VJhile retaining the humanistic 

ideals and values put a premiur:1 upon scientific knov1ledge. 

The scientific education must prepare individuals for 

various positions created by the social division of LibOur. 

But, as it is alr.eaJ.y pointeJ out in the first chapter, 

the inequalities of wealth, property etc. should not conti-

nue because they are external t::> the division of l '3bour and 

are not rnoral. The child should not be thouqht of as being 

destin2d to a particular function by virtue of her~dity. 

Because of someone•s birth one should not be debarred 

from the p,3ctlcular educatif)n to perform the speci:3lised 

. . h. . '1. 7 0 funct 1on 1n 1s ml. leu. As Fenton correctly indicates. 

Durkheim does not envisage a stratified education system 

facilitating intellectual pursuit for any particuL"r group 

d d . . th 71 anr epr lVlng some 0 ers. 

In consonance vlith his general sociology of the 

role of the state, Durkheim outlines its duty to be the 

• intellectual and :110r al development • of the child 1.vho has 

to be pr!=>D.:Jre~l for the social milieu he lives in. Though 

the state should not b~ so powerful as to monopolise 

instruction but it shou1:1 also intervene at. c~rtain points. 
) 

71. Fenton, OD. cit., D.148. 
_.~o;. --- -
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This gives the power to the state to guide those schools 

which ar8 not under direct state control, so th'at they 

maintain certain standards. Though, those holding the 

position of authority should not be allowed to impose 

their belief on the students without proving their vali-

di ty, but the state should look into the fact that the 

school system tries to develop in the child the universal 

principles like respect for reason, for science, for ideas 

and sentiments etc.J! in an attempt to build up the demo-

. 1' 72 cr atlc mora lty. 

According to Fenton, this view of the state does 

not pose Durkheim to be an advocate of a strong state 

that functions to 1ive rise to a 'powerful collective 

conscience'. This is because, he recoqni~es th~ fnct 

that it is impossible for the state to •create and .i:npose• 

a collective conscience 'rJhen the public opinion is divided. 73 

In the previous chapter it has been highlighted that 

Mannheim \vas concerned about the social disintegration 

arising 011t of the rapidity of social changes due to indus-

trializaticn and in his search for a democratic consensus 

72. Edu<:;_j_!:_io~~~~-22.::!.2J.?_g_y, .21:· _s-it., pp.B0-81; 
Fen tc n I £E. sl! . , p. ~ 1 9. 

7 3 • Fen ton, .22. s; it. , p. "_ '1 } • 



he envisaged education to play an integrating role. 

Mannt~im emphasizes the creation of a democratic 

elite through education who can give proper direction to 

the rapidly changing society. In his approach to society 

it has been :Jealt at length how he vievJs the elite to occupy 

the key positions from which they carry out the democr:- atic 

planning. Definitely he visualises education as a form of 

social control. The questions then which will be taken up, 

are: the end to v.;hich e~lucation is directed? What are the 

main functicns of education and whether his theoretical 

analysis successfully combined the elite theory \vith the 

democratic planning to which he gave·so much importance? 

Mannheirn consider-s school as a transitional society, 

an intermediary between the family and the state performing 

the vital function of preparing the youth for the adult 

social life. In this, he expresses the influences of 

Lloyd \-Jarner and E.J. Hiller upon him. By prep,lring the 

youth for secondary group inter actions the social experiences 

are 'intensified' and 'systematized' thus paving the Hay 

for social life. This function, the schools can effectively 

perform,when they instead of being conceived o: as placed 

of temporary stay, c.re considered as institutions serving 

the adult life and the social system as a whole. There 
74 

should be continuity in le,3r::in·0 extending into the adult life. 

74. Man <1heim, In _!E_seys;ti~£1-!2-.!E~22Si2l.2.9Y_S?.f~~_y_g at ion, 
p. 34. 



Mannheim attempts to shoH,hov-r the process and aims 

of education have changed over time and place. Mannheim 

showed ho'JJ different educational ideals were entrenched 

in :vestern-European societies. The Greek i::leal of educa-

tion encouraged the political, mi1itary and literary 

virtues, a sE~nse of 'nohle pr i.:-le' an.:-1 freedom o:' the 

independent man. Mor~l goodness as a part of education 

consisted, 'the harmonious functioning of all the 
"1C: 

1 t • h l"t I '-' e emE'n s 1 n urn an-ne rson :o l y • 

The grol:<th of the me~1ieval universities that sr-:t 

the trend ~or hic;her education which continues even today 

in Europe carried the imprints of me::1ieval Christi.:3nity•s 

'loyalty to the quilds' and 'the ide.'.Jls of craftsmanship 

and lf. I 76 
se -resr..1ect • 

Renaissance \vhich succeroed the medieval christianity J 

differed from the latter in a decreasing influence of the 

church and a sense of self-con :~i :lence fostered through 

education. The in:J iv .Lh1al i?.r:~ that developed was re fleeted 

in the nobility,1--Jho c,"rried ,,Jith them the ideals o::' a 

elements of 

75. Ibid. 

ard a tradition of chivalry, th.-=. tv;o irrportant 

77 the folJo•..Jin,·.: educational practices in Enqland. 



For Mannheim, comrnerc ie.l success led them to strive for 

social starding through the recognition of the king. They 

disliked any type of manual labour. Though increasing 

trade and comrn~rce and gro<.vth of" learned professional 

minimised the differences between gentlemen and others, 

but the ideal of the gentleman continued to influence the 

educational system in a mad~ed vvay till the beginning of 

ninetE!enth century and has got its remini5cence even 

t 
, 72 

oo ay. 

T r..r ough this. analysis in a historical perspective , 

Mannt~im emphasises the need of the present time. This 

is to comprehend what the educational. i~ral should be and 

the result it produces so that education can be planned 

accor3ing to the ne€ds of the society. 79 In this way he 

relates education to planning and to the democratic society 

he had in mir:d. 

?·1anr~heim calls it to be the 'narro·"' vie11J of e~1ucation• 

one which is considered only as the influence o.C the ol:ier 

generation on the youth that inclu:les L:.~as, kno':vledge and 

attit:udes etc. 'l'his hC:; cor1trasts \·lith the broader :'!e:Oinition 

of education v:hich inclu::lP.s both the d<?velopment cf the 

in::lividu-~1· <m-2 also the :ibility of education to cor.1prehend 

7E. 

7 9. I~ id. I PP .1 5 , 16 0. 
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the forces of a changing and developing society.
80 

It 

recognises that_.instruction is not only the vital function 

of the school, but to link the individuals to the society 

through the education they receive. 

This is clear in the distinction which Mannheim 

makes bet•rieP.n the formal education given through the 

schools and the social education, i.e., the influence of 

the ed uc at ion fPlt through the cornrnunity influence. 

Education has to be related to the wider society. r1annheim 

intends the social education to embrace spheres beyond 

the formal e:iucation- "that is to say that education has 

to be considered as one an:1 ind iv.isible in \-Jhich formal 

schoolinq, vitally important as it is, must in all parts 

1 f i 
. . ,81 

be re ated to other _actors n soc1ety.' 

There are two perspectives regarding the role of 

education. The first one is of the 'individuali~·t,j•, 1.-.1ho 

view education as serving individual ends separately. 

Education serves the individual by bringinq a change in 

his kno\dedge and attitu:Jes. The collectivists on the 

other han~J., c.re pr .i:n.:Jr ily concerned about the soci<=>ty. 

DisregardJng the f ::~ctor.s of individual mobility, it. only 

wants to prep2rP the ne•.-v members in differ.E·nt functions 

80. 

81. 

I } i--1 __ 2..=-:_. ' pp.16-18. 

pp. 20, 151-52. 
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according to the nee:Js of the societ.y. ~-'lannheim poiDts 

out a third Hay,that co:noiDes the good a8pects of these 

• 1 t o• t • 82 two seemlng y con ra.:JlC ory vlews. 

This third approach wants to bring the best out of 

the individual and convert him into a •sociCJl self'. The 

society ~~si0ns him functions ~~cording to his 't8l~nt• 

and 'potenti.::tlities' and an individual makes in:J.ividual and 

co-operative contributions. He does not try to use the 

society but feels his ovm self to be built from materials 

drawn fr011 the society. This approach which f-.1annheim 

favours placed emphasis on the spontaneity and crec:rtive 

potentials of the individual an.:i also the importance of 

the envl;: onm~n t. The intPraction between these t,-.ro helps 

. QJ 
in deve lo.::)ing the self of the individual.'-' 

AccorJin;r to i'fJannheim thP. creativity of th~ child 

develops when he becom~s ::Jctive on his o,,m. The task of 

creativ·~ education i~> to unierstand th"'! d.irect.i.0n tcHv;:~rJ.s 

\-.rhich his spont :>neous energy is ji rectP.:i. The; aJults 

should not check this spont ane it y by checking his 8xpres-

. ~ . t 84 slons in movement, in spea.~:.nq e c. He '.-Jri tes, 11cn=ative 

education comes about,when children are active of: their 

82. !22:2• I 
p.18. 

83. Ibi_9. I p.19. 

84. r 'l _.22-'~., p. 102. 



own volition whether it be in the simple skills of working, 

talking or playing, or in the spontaneous, unstylized 

achievement of child art, or in physical effort, or in 

indivi.:lual intellectual success ... ss 

Mannhem• s social education attr=.npts to orient the 

indivi:lual to the society. The need of such orientation 

arises out 0 +-,_ the fact that e:lucation does not end ,,.,ith 

the formal education, it continues in the individual 

throughout his life. The whole life he has to learn how 

to adjust to the society. 

Mannheirn recognises eJ.t1cation to be a social fact 

h . h . . t j . 1 ~ 85 w 1c 1s dlrected 011ar s a soc1a en'""• t'-1ann heim • s 

social education atter:"lpts to reduce and do a\·Jay with 

the conflicts between individual and society and draw a 

balance between them. Mannheim vvri tes, ••soci al education 

does not seek to create a gregarious social animal, but 

aims at cr~atinJ a balanced personality in the spirit of 

real democracy; individuality should not develop at the 

86. The concr-;pt of soc i q 1 f "!C t for 8url<:he im cont aiJ! s 
thrc;,:> criterion; oxternal to the individu3l, more 
powerful than the inii v i:'iua l and ex ere ising a cons
traint o·ver him. In this l ir::rht Mannheim • s v ievJ of 
educatirm vis-.3-Vis sor::iety has been analysed. For 
this, see Tv: ann hei:n, F reedo"'l, PC:nver and Oemoc;:- at ic ------·-------- ----·---------
.El.§D!?-~!23 I p. 175. 
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- . . t 87 expense or cornmun lt y sent uren l' 

t·1annhei:n se~ks to resolve the conflict between the 

interest of the individual and the interest of that of 

the collectivity or society. He advocates a bala..'lce between 

these bvo. He views 'ego-security• and 'social-rootedness' 

as the two components of democratic personality a'13. the 

test of a successful educational process lies in maintaining 

88 a proper balance bet~::een these bvo aspects. 

In r1ann hei:n • s an .31 ysi s the di sin ter;JT at ion of modern 

society through its constituent elem~nts like primary 

groups, c0mrnunity life, e'Zcessive bur.Paucratization a!ld 

the centralization of po·,,er etc. have reJ ucej the role of 

the controlling el i::e an3. have generate;:l a process of massi-

fication ·that gives rise to ma·~s i:::-ratio!lalities. The 

positions of authority being open to mas~es,can lead to a 

totalitarian situation that cannot be checked 'Jy the 

liberal-::lemocrat ic rnethods. .~1 so, he ::H scuss es about 

various mo::l.es of thirikin;J evolving in various epocl!s. 

The final stage of planning entn~sts educa·tion to help 

the democratic elites to replace the masses from the key

position. 89 The position I·1annheim assiqns to the elites 

87. i'iannhei:n, .2.1?· .Sl!· 

88. Ib];~., pp.244-15; Remmlinq, G., .21?· _sit., p.l31. 

8 9. 2_2. cit., 



is derived from his sociology of knowledge which has been 

discussed in the previous chapter. 

Mannhe.ir:1 recognises the social origins of the cate-

gori es of thought. Acr:or1ing to Mannheim, thought depends 

on the socio-existential conditions of a particul3r histo-

rical period. Again, thece is a penetration of the social 

process into the perspective of thOU·]ht. Thus, for r·1annheim, 

the sociolo9y of knowledge is the th~ory of the social or 

h . 1. • 90 existential determination of actual t ln.~mg. 

Accoi.-dinq to Remrnling, the equation of reality with 

social existence indicates,theprimary importance that;. 

r1annheim gave to social life which determines the •meaning, 

content, valUity and structure o£ mental products• apart 

from conditioning the temper al realization of ideas. 91 

Had Mannh2L-n only maintained that thourJhts are conditi.oned 

by social positions or social positions carry ivith them 

certain social meaninqs, he would have fallen into the 

charge of 'r~lativism• which he avoided by resorting to 

the conce;.)t of •relationi.sm'. Relationism allowe:J hi:n to 

take into con sLier at i')n the subjective exper-ience of the 

obser-ver, the values and position of the su1Jj~ct and the 

91. Remrnling, .21?· .EJ!., p.SO. 
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social content. ~heceas 'relativism• onlv allows the 

subject to have the knovJle~Jge within the limits of his 

o .. m position in the social structure, relationis'n allOI.-t-3 

hirn to transcPnd his existential barriers ani have a •total 

• t 92 perspect1ve • 

The implication 6f the concept of relationis~ is 

seen in its appl ic at ion to thA category of free f loa til1g 

intelliqentsia, a category of newly formed elites who, as 

they are not from any particular class (a category whose 

mem'::>ership is recrui~ed from all classes) can have a total 

perspective. This category of intellectuals are blessed. 

with the 'substantial rationali-ty' because of their intel-

lectual cultural and other- achi,:'vernents. 'Ihey ca.11 see the 

interrel3tlon bet-,veen ::1ifferent spheres an') carry fonvat·d. 

,- . . 9". 
the ta~k OL plann1ng for the whole soc1ety. -

Thou,·.Jh >'lannhei~ later- Lientifies intellectuals siding 

with one class or the othPr in the po1ve'::- struqqle, but he 

maintai:'1s the vie~:J that intell-~ct-uals are in a better 

position to synthesise th~ fraqments of reality, despite 

their alignment v.;ith any cl~ss, t hc.n 

94. Esca.vs in the Socioloovof Cultun~, CD. cit., pp.%-106; ______ .. ___________ _,.J-----~------ -- --
also see !-1eeren, John, ·~Karl Mannheim ani the Intellec-
tu21 Elite" in _Eri_!-:i:.f:b_Jou~..9.§l of_l?9SJ:..Q_!g_gy, vol.22, 
1 97 1, P p .. 6 -e. 
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The task o:f.: education was to train and select this elite, 

which will be on the basis of the principle of merito-

cracy. 

According to Mannheim, intelligence and meritocratic 

performance place the ablest members at the top who there

fore should be entrusted \,_,ith the task of planninq. 05 

Like the function ist s, l'-1ann he irr also champions the values 

of brotherly help, co-or_)!">r;:Jt1cn etc. The planners hav~? 

to educate the masses to organise their social life and 

relationships around these values. This forms the essence 

.r. h f . 1 d . 96 \.- . 1 'k o.c: t e concept o socla e ucat1on. l'L:mntJelm, un 1 e 

Durkheim, does not advocate equal start chances for all, 

but stresses, first, the selection of the future elite and 

then their undergoing a form of education that develops 

substantial rationality in them. It also creates a common 

background and the subsequent sense of unity in them. 97 

But the principle of meritocracy is perhaps not 

sufficient to control the mass-irrationality that is an 

offshoot of the process of negative democratization. Therefore, 

95. 

96. 

97. 



Mannheirn combines the principle of meritocracy 1.'1/ith the 

selt:ction of the elitF.: from the traditional ruling class 

on the basis of blood and l-1.€alth. 98 These elites have to 

be educated in the experimental schools that mainly aims at 

developing a rationality necessary for planning for the 

en t ire soc ie t y. 

Mannheim's vision of the elite is that of a group 

which can transcend the various narrow aspects of the 

reality and have a comprehensive view of it. He views 

the total situation and formulates his actions accordingly. 

In 'Ideology and TJtopia' he describes it to be a sort of 

. 'broad perspective• that the elite must possess to counter 

the irrational forces. In 'Man and Society in r:Jn age of 

Reconstruction• he identifies this awar~ness with the 

'principle med.ia' that enables the elites to understand 

the intE·rplay of forces giving rise to a particular situation. 

The a1.-1areness is again linked to the concept of 'substantial 

rationality• which enables the elite to comprehend the· 

98. l2.E!! __ Cl_!?.~_§~ie_!_y-. ... £g. ci_!:.; Hoyle, .9?· _s-it.; Remrnl ing, 
on. cit., p. 99. _.._ --
HorrJever, rv:annheim. views in a dE'mocratic society there 
w ilJ be free cor:mmn icat ion betv1een the different social 
strata. Education helps the talented and dese>rving 
mer:1bers of the lower classes in getting into the cate
gory of elites. The methods of soci81 selection must 
lead to differences among masses without ~.,,,hich the 
culture cannot be pre sPrved - I ntro:5. uct ion to the 
~.0:2:~l}~3_Y-Of -~_:1~_9~iO:Q 1 2l?• ~2:l-:-,-pp.161:o 6-:---
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This avJareness that leads to the comprehen sian of 

the total situati~:m is possible by a system of education 

that stresses a synthetic approach instead of the existing 

over-speciclization in the universities. Neither tradi-

tional hurnanisf!', nor a narrow scientific ejucation could 

help develop this awareness. The traditional form of 

humanism creates a distance between the elites and the 

daily life. The elite thus fails to understand the true 

l 't 100 rea 1 y. The over-specialised nature of scientific 

education also lacks the necessary cultural background 

to grapple the wider i:=;sues. Education with a 'primacy of 

social sciencPs could in his view lead to the development 

of the ruling elite he had in mind. 101 

Mannheim discards the oldPr aut hori tar ian methods 

in which the t<?acher relies on exercising his authority 

on the subject. The teacher no'tJ has to act as a 'guide' 

who creates an emotional rapport between him and 

the student. In this environment true initiative of the 

1 on. ~.§~.DYs in !.l1.£-2.9slc~lg_g_y_2i.S...Y1.!lli~, .22· s:l!. , ~n. 22 9-
31 - "The humanism creates a di~;tance ... of one's every-
d,Jy situation", p.231. 

101. Fr~5:9.2.!I'.t. Po~~-~j_ De~2S.£3.!:Js_£.±§.!2EJin _g, Sl> _s: it., 
p.l15. 
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child can take place and it facilitates the intellectual 

learning of a better quality. It therefore needs a new 

thinking about the relationship between the teacher arrl 

the student, which t·akes into their inter act ion and the 

teacher no·t vieHed solely a person carrying authority but 

someone trying t.o develop the personality of the student. 102 

The reevaluation of the education and school system 

not only emphasises the teacher-stu:lent relationship but 

also the method of teaching according to the •subjects•, 

'learning situations• and •depth of unoerstanding' required 

and also the examinaticn pattern in favour of one that 

enriches the psycholo·:;rical make-up of the child. Gr'=ater 

participati')D of the stu·}ent has to be ensured and the 

• , t. , ~ L. • • \ • • 
external rewards l1Ke mar<s, pr1zes, rank1ng etc. have to 

( ) 

be replaced by mobilization of .the inter~st of the pupil. 

103 Ther.=::;forP, the: teacher has to be prepared in a ne'"" 'day • 
. . 

10 2. _!_Jtro~~.:;;~~~Q .. ~ '?_!..t2E.: . .22~l2.2-.<.?gy __ g~ E~~~ §.!=~<2D, 212. _sit. , 
p.28; also see LoaJer, Colin, The Intellectual !Jeve-
looment of Karl ~..;annheim, p.167-:-Mannheim1 5-- tarth 
Tn--the capability-of tT1e teacher arises out of his 
conviction that the teacher has the complete authority 
to s·l:ructure his class room. His predispositions 
tOviar:ds his job, hL; psycholog~cal and per:- sonality 
structure aff:ect the education and exp<?rience of the 
pupils. I n_!:~g_9;~~_!ioi] _ !=2.___!~~~.<2S~.2}.9.9.'l_1_!._E:9~l~_D!:l9!]' 
21?. _s:_i t . , p. 14 1. 

103. _1nt£g~~.S:.:t~_Q!? _ _!:9 _ !.bt_:; _§2~:12~.9..:1Y __ ~!-~~~~2!!2E, .2E· ill·, 
pp. 32, 153; Loader, on. c1t., p.167. Mannheim stresses 
the failure of older-""3uthoritarian :r.ethods in develop
ing the necessary spontaneity and exp~ri -n'?nt a ti'Jn a~d 
dra'11ing a balance between spontaneity a1d continuatlon 
in education. 



.t-1annheim v ieJJs education to act as an agent of social 

change. According to him, no'"' the education and school 

have to b-=:; cons Liered as aqencies of social chanqe. It 

can no morA be thought of as merely •i:nitative a~ljus1:ment• 

or "introJuction of sornAonP- to an already dynamic society, 

but an aqency of social 104 change. 11 Th::> function of 

schools is not merely to i~part kno~ledge but to gui1e 

all phases of li£e in a d..<:>mocratically planned society 

in terms o£ democratic expt-rience. 105 

rle have already noted r'1annheim• s preferPnce for the 

primacy of the social sciences in comparison to the over-

specialisation of scientific education. In this he gives 

--a special place to the sociologists,•JJho are not only instru-

mental in creating a ne""' system of education but also make 

the peor)le understan:-1 the operation of various sociul forces .. ~ 

by raising t h<::ir consciousness. ~ihen peopl "'-' have a re la-

t ive ly accur -=Jte pict u:L"S of the social rP ali ty their a:::1j ust-

ment to thP r:wid str-uct:1ral changes F:lnd intense soci-=31 

conflict becomc:>s easier. The process of fundamental 

democratisation requires the education of the peopl~ for 

. . t h . - - 106 ralSlng - colL Q.':larPnes::o. 

--------------
104. 

105. 

106 0 

!.:~~~~'~·- -~Q~~E-2-.!::q_ i?.§::O.~SE2~i-~ _£l:?~J2~£!g I 22· .s:l!· I 

o.248; also see Loa:1ec, Colin, OD. cit., p.164; also 
~ee Introduction to the SocioloQ'; ofEd.ucation,pp.17-18, so. ----------------- ------·-- -----·- --·-·------·--

Fre;?dom, PO'JJP r an:J. Democc at i c Planning, 0n. cit. , 
pp. 2T9:so;- r·~·a."5-a!}d:-~gci~~y;.-:_§p:--cii~--;. p. T9s. ---
oi.:nno:::is of our- ·rime, oo. cit., p.164. --·-'---·- .. __ ------4· -- -~ --
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The systematic soc lology which I'1annheim at tempts 

to develop aimed at a synthesis between theory ani practice 

or experiment. The social forces to which we have alrea:ly 

referred Rxplain the social grouping of individuals. 

Sociology unravels the forms and processes that facilitate 

th~ livi.ng together of human beings. MorPoV'?r, it explai..ns 

the histor-ical changes taking place in the same social 

group in r:r, 2. g. , f am il v. \part from the sP, sociolo·:rv 

focus5es on the interaction among various social institut-ions. 
L ) 

Mannheim discusses the major social forces of distancing, 
l J l ., . , 

industrial.L-:oation, integration andLcompetition in his 
( 

systematic soci olog'' _,in a~~LU tion to the astJt~ct s of social 
) c. ' ~ 1 

conflict, social control .and social value etc. His 

systematic sociolO<:JY visualises a social unity that 

facilitates the livin(J together of: people. 107 

The ir:-tplications of systematic sociology for education 

is to prepar""" the student for respecting the bask values 

of society, the needs and interPsts of the collectivity 

and abovc.:: t'lll to tr"li:J thPm for facing th"" ch::1ll<:>nq~s of a 

changing situation. The derr1ocratic nlanninq requlr<?s that 

macses shoul'J oe flex i!-Jle enou'Jh to =:Jdj ust to the ch,"'!nging 

107. ':30"}-J;:-J.us, Emor.ys, fiT,TannhPitl an:J SystPmatic Sociology!' 
Sociology and Soctal ~esearch~ vol.43, No.l, J~n.-
Fe;,-:---i?s·9;- j)0~ ?11-=T7: ---------
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situation. Therefor:::=, Mannheim argues in favo•1r of group 

analysis a~> ;:J form of educ:;Jtional technique that shaHs now 

masses interact in the group situation. In thi::; he points 

out the usr:>fulness of psycholo·1ical and psychoanalvtical 

methods that apply to the multitu:Je at tho sam<:> time. Both 

sociolorJists an;i psycholo::rists •JJho concern the:-nselves with 

the question of adjustment of people to a changinq situation 

argue in favour of this ·1roup analysis. The m•='.c-it of group 

analysis lies in its exposition of thP '>·Jay in '.-Jhich social 

harmony is maintained and restored in ~ase of any disturbance. 

Mann he im reco•Jni se s col lee;: ive ::dj us tmen t as equally impor-

tant as injivi.iual adjustment which.justifies the use of 

1
. . 108 

group an a y sl s. 

In a lecture ad:lrPssed to tl:"le German socioloqists, 

l'1annheim exprP.sses his liking for Sociolocnr. He iJentifies 

three important asp-:::!cts of sociology. These are: first, 

'general Sociology• that iPals ~ith the ~ocial forces as 

a vvholc.:. The :nf-:!thojolOTf :Jhich gpneral sociology apl)oints 

are of three types: •comp3rativA-typolojical', 'histrio-

idiographic • an1 • ahistor ic a l-ax iomatic •. The • ~pee ial 

sociologi8s• belong to t1-;, cecon-J category that est2blishes 



a link betflleen the social proce::::ses an.~ the vital areas 

of intellectual pursuits like education, lan9uage, kno'.dedge, 

art etc. The third category includes the 'SociolO'-JY of 

culture' that deals 'fllith experiences in cultural and histo-

rical set.tings and also reveals the institutional and social 

. d ~ 10 9 l.n ter epen::1ence. 

l'~annheim visualises the important place that Sociology 

can have for raising the mass av•areness in the planning 

process. Its vital function consists of objectively bringing 

in time to the pu1;lic the issues of cruciM.l conc"'rn. For 

these goals of education to be achieved, he proposes the 

inclusion of 'SociogrS~phy and statics', 'current st.udies' 

etc. to the teachings of Sociology·. This can replace the 

'classice.l cultural studies' by one suitable for the indus-

. 1 . t 110 tr l.a soc 2e y. 

The sociological approach to education consists of 

bringing a synthesis betdt:en the individual;Lst and collecti-

vist approaches to education. The individualist thinks 

success in terc,l of changes in inJividual 'knovJled·;Je' and 

'attitu::Jes' vJhereas the colJectivist emphasises soci<'1l change 

109. Remmling, Gunter, ZJ• _s.!_,!., p. 7<?. 



and proc--JI"ess. 3ut i1annheirr: argues that .the progress of 

the society on the on~? hand neej s the gro<:Jth of 'di fferen-

tiated personalities•~ .the recognition of th~ir aptitude 

for particular functions on the basis of talent an1 on the 

other hand the injividuals must contribu~e their best to 

the sociFty. The 'discipline' v;hich society brings upon 

the i nd ivi dual has to be coupled with the • spon tane it. y' of 

the indivi~ua1. 111 

tftannheim envisa]es the educational kno'.Nledge to have 

a balanced vie<:J of the sociological I psycholo1ical and 

historical knowledge. J1;:m i~ a product of history having 

1 12 a psycholo,}ical make-up and sociological setting.~ His 

self and personality grow out of social int~-raction which 

dispels the:: misccnceDtions about the innate Constitutions 

of the behe_viour. This leads Mannheim to consider the 

eff~cts of social conditioning on hu~an n~ture and the 

. 1 1 r. . 1 't 11 3 socla an::'i cu1tura concept~ O!: persona l y. -

rv1annh'?im calls upon the e~luc.ltors to be a1:1arP o~ thc:se 

influr::>ncf'·s. 'L'h~ psycholo'JY of e::iucation by pointing out 

112 •. I!:?l~·,. p.112. Manr:.hE'im Lf'cognises the gro·.dng inter
::iep0n::ieonce of these su~')jects 1 see _E:SS.?..YS _9.!}_.§.2.£..~0l9.SIY 
3n."l Soci c3l Psycholoov, on. cit. I c. 200. 
-----------~------- ---<- - --- ..... 
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the effects of the experiences of early childhood on matu-

rity can be useful in takin'} care of young children. Though 

this does not hold the promise of being accurate vvith 'iv'hich 

one can prejict the behaviour.Jbut this kno•:Jlej.Je is certainty 

of immense help in having a general ijea of the human 

b h . 114 e avlour. Sociology enlightens the ejuc~tor o~ how a 

society function~. For example, it enables him to know the 

'difference behieen rPvolution and reform', thP han:iling 

of 'conflict', doubt and th9 promotion of fre~?dom in a 

jemocr acy. It also convoys the:: L1ea apart from voluntary 

political action or compror1ise. The influence of cultural 

elements also br inq changes through education at various 

levels, a:lvertisements o~= v2rious sorts and also through 

the products of modern technology. 115 

HovJeVFT, the co-operation of various jisciplines ~s.ne~~d~Sd 

!r~aching an overall viev• of what the aim of education should 

be an-3. in \vhat Hay this can be attained. Ho,.vever, in this 

interdisciplinary framework, sociology occupies an important 

l 1, • I 1) h f • ]_ o 116 p ace as ~::Ja~'ac to a t ese -lP as. The educ a+~ or 

should be aware of these diverse influences and accordingly 

fix the goc.1l and methods of ejuc<:Jtion. '·Je have alr<""a::ly 

11 4 o 1.9!~.!. 1 p • 11 2 • 

11 5 • l.QJ: 6. • I p • 15 1. 

116. Es::avs on Sociolorp· anj SociAl Psvcholoc.r,;, o':J. _;;:it., p:-203-.----------------------------·--
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discussed his vie1..,;s on psychoanalysis. So far as behaviou-

rism is concerned he criticises it for neglecting the elements 

of the thuman personality' that can be comprehen:led by 'sym-

pathetic understanding'. Sut he cre~'Uts it for giving the 

knowledge of 'external in:Hvidual behaviour'. A planning 

process must take note of the contributions of thf~se fields 

which as we have shmm has got implications for tho goals of 

d . 117 e ucatlon. 

Thus, v~hile Hannheim considers education as a form 

of social control, he has a definite vision r.e>garding the 

type of society it must encourage. According to tvlannheim, 

its primary function should not be the inculcation of 

Fascism nor the laissez-faire policy giving rise to complete 

c:narchy. Its primary function is to generate the democratic 

h h th t . f d t. 1 . 118 con sen sus t roug e crea 1.on o emocr a l.C persona 1.ty. 

~1annheim discusses in detail the char0cteristics of 

the democratic personality, the n·ature of the democratic 

117. Kettler, David, Volker Meja and Nico Stehr, Karl 
' . 8P M aQ~e 1. .!:!1 , p. ~ • 

118. I n!:rod~ct_:!:.?.E-~9_ t h~ so5: io1.22.Y_.2L~.£S: ation, .2P· c i_!:. , 
p.165; E:ducation, for Mannheim, is considered to be 
a form of por..ver ·which can be used for the purpose of 
social control in line lt.Jith the principles of democra,... 
tic consensus. Di~~l2_2f-2~_Ti_!!1~, ££• ~i!·•pp.2-3; 
Fr e L':92~f.g~_.§nd -~~f2t i.£_£1~ ir"g, 22. £ it • , PJ?· 6-
8; !J.9!L..2E~L.§ES_!et.Y ...... S?J:l. ci_!:.,, p. 271; Loader, £l?· .£2:!., 
p. 16 3. 



consensus etc. His derrocr at ic interpret at ion of 1 ife 

intended to avoid both the ends of liberal, laissez-faire 

type and the totalitarian systems. The liberal system 

leaves the individual to think about his self and situation 

and tackle his difficulties by himself. The apathetic 

attitude of the masses towards things that decide their 

evP.ryday existence leads to a Fascist system. The democratic 

interpretation is the third possible way which does not 

1 eave the i nd i vidual to his own _,and e::l uc at ion provides 

correct interpretations of lif;o and the current problems 

to the people. secondly, by actively associati:~g the masses 

in the democratic process it breaks their apathy <'ln:'l averts 

th d ~ F . t 1 119 e an9er o~ a ascls ru e. For hirn, .it is a democratic 

system in which the democratic elite rules the society with 

a comprehensi V'2 pl ann inq. 

Mann he in :nainta ins a re 1 at iv ism in the relations hip 

bet';..;-2en educ::~tion and. society. In his analysis of •the 

historical char-acter of e:Jucational ai;-ns' 1-e sho':Js hov.J 

various ideals of education developed in different epochs. 

This has al~eady been di::;cu:=:sed. Through education man 

has to face the pro1.)lems that arise in the course of 

development of the societv, to which he b~lon~s, at a 

particul:1r perio:J. of time. The val'~Ps th.:Jt he takes as 

119. l2~:!-' p. 251. 
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his guidelines must encourage him to transform the socie>ty 

to a higher level. In th~ se~ection of these val~es 

education plays a crucial role particularly when it is 

1 "0 relat_ed to th<:=: society in a broader sense. L. 

Mannheim's concept of planning and democratic consen-

sus in '"'hich e:Jucat-ion i~: "'k:ev-factor can be criticised 

as performing the function of sccial·r~production. His 

vie'I'IS on education do not aim at doing .a'-''ay with the economic 

inequality or in raising a consciousnJss a"!Jout the nature 

of the ruling class. Instead, he seems to be justifying 

some form of inequality as the necessary condition of the 

survival of the society. 

Mannheim's concept of meritocracy is too rigid because 

of the inclusion of the criterion of race and blood. The 

pre-selection of future elites on the basis of race and 

bloo::l from thP tr-:=~dition~:1l ruling class only helps education 

to be confj_ne:J to a fe·.,r \vhich is 3gainst the Liea of 

equality of opportunity. '!hen educ-3tion is geared to 

safeguard the inter~sts or th~ ruling elites~~social gate-

. 'd l ,.121 1nc l enta • 

120. l-'2]0_., p.so. 

121. Remmlino, OD. cit., p.lCO- This vie'.·J is al~o held 
~~ -· ---bv C. ~[rioht nills in ThF: PO\•ier Elite, pp.6~-E, 

q~oted by JRemrnlinq, .£P:-cit:-:-r;-.:1cc~-
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Though "1annheim shows some concern for education 

of the masses, but ultimately he left education in the 

hands of the democratic elite to use as a form of social 

122 
control. Differences of opinion exist in whether 

Mannheim really favoured a social change or his writings 

suffer from a static bias. Those who 1 • .vant to identify 

him with a 'static bias' maintain that his concept of 

planning was not a revolutionary ·method of bringing change.., 

rather one that aiffis at a readjustment of 80ciety by 

correct i D':J tr.e dis in tE'. gr at. i ve e 1 emen ts. In th i~ I e 1 ite s 

ensure :ocir-Jl consro>nsus ;.;ith the help of a 'propagandistic' 

. 123 
educat lon. 

Sut otho:s repudiate such a charge on •v:annhein. Loader 

holds the vie1...; that,although ~,:annheim doPs not favour a 
.bs. 

revolutionary change butj~lso does not favour maintt=·n.:mce 

of the st?.tus-f1uo. R athe1:-, he bPl ic,ves, the democratic 

pressure acting upon the ejur.aticn system helps in re::lucing 

h . h 124 the distance bebJeen t e elltes and t e masses. - But the 

exclusion of the mas~es froM the planning process ana the 

entire churge of planning resting in the hands of the elites 

12 2. Hoyle, OD. cit., p.E2. -- --
123. Ibid., p.67- Flou:J .3lso criticised '·1annheirn from this 

ang-ie - in A. v. Ju::1gP s (ed. ) I ]11e _ _!~.:=t i _9.!}_2f_]'~ ac;J:li£!.9' I 

p:-,.42-3, flUoted by Hoyle, .2.P· S_2:_!;., p.67; Cosr:·r, 
21:' o s i t • 1 Po 4 4 7 o 

124. Loader, on. cit., Dp.17~-76. 
...;...o. --- l~ 



lead some to comrr,ent th.=:t ,it may be 'planning for democracy' 

b t t I j t ' 1 • t 125 u no , emocra 1c p ann1ng • Also, his 'l~ck of poli-

tical commit l'TY?.n t • is re :::ponsi ble for his failure to answer 

/ 
the politic,3l question of •,,.;ho shall actually do the plan-

ning'? There are also difficulties with regard to 'who 

plans the me<:ms of socic->1 reccm~truction? and \vho pL=Jns 

t hP. go :-~1 s of soci i1l chanqe? Though I'-1ann he im employs ed uca-

tion for controlling the self or in building up the ::::1emocra-

tic person2lity, but there are no specific 'kno,,vn soci?l 

. ' . . 1 L\5 groups' to which he intends to leave this re::::pons1o1l1ty • 

.1\ccord ing to Remml inrJ _!)the failure to take note of 

the revel u tionar y c hanqe s I I·llann hei m Is vieVJS of education 

does not properly explain the spheres of • socio-economic' 

and 'political pO':Jer'. That is why there is nothing regard-

ing the 'traditional upper-class domination' and why there 

is a need of shifting the responsibility and control of 

education from the traditional ruling class to the new 

1 "~ elite • .. LI 

The views of :Surkb::im and ~-1annheim on education 

reflPct th=:ir concern for the soci<=:ty. 'l'he in::Hviduc:!l 

125. 

126. Rem;nJing,22· ci_!., p.:36. 

127. Iuid., ~.14'1- r<.em~nling used the vvord 'representa
tive~-; of the old order' and 'rr.en committeJ to the 
ideal of fundamenL:l d.~mocratisatior.', for- traJitional 
ruling c:!..ass an::3. the: nev, democratic elite. 
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has to be oriented towards the group or the collectivity. 

But the rapidity of the ch~~ges brought about by an indus

trial society generates _r:;roblems of adjustment and excessive 

individualism. This threatens the social order and the 

gro•vth of v or ious irrational forces or abnormal con:J.i t ions. 

Therefore various control mechanisms are necessary to 

counter the effects of disintegration. 

Education,.as one such control mechanism,not only 

performs th'-' function of social selection but is also 

instrumPntal in develo"t:";in'} a morality in the individual. 

It explains to hirr the advantages of protecting the collec-

t ive or the social interests. In the previous chapter we 

have sho\m the usefulness o-f' the division of labour in a 

complex, industrial society. 8oth Durkheim and Mannheim 

rplate e.Jucation to the division of labour.. The division 

of l a:Oour requires· speci 2l is at ion and expertise which 

come through education. For this they justified the appli-

cation of me.ritocratic principles in schools. 

Durkheirr., in line vJith his genr-·r::Jl view of e1u?.lity of 

opportunit]' argues in favour oL equal start chc1nce::: for 

all, ~,1r-mnl1'"':!irn m?.int<:ins ;-, itl=!lic:t-ic vievJ of e:Jucation. 

This is clear in his cdvo:-:-aC'7 for mass educ.':ltion on the 

one han:1 an::-1 spr:>ciel e:::luc2tion for elitPs on the other. 

This is b accord;::.nc0 vJith his gen~,ral vi-::'"' of th0 -Jivision 
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of society into elites cmd mas~;es in which the elites are 

supposed to possess a holistic view of the society. This 

is why they must oe given the responsibility of planning 

for the m;::Jsses. 

Both Dur1,~heim and ;',~annheim undertook historical 

analysis of the grovJth of Pducation·tO sho,..; the social 

ends pursued by education in every epoch. Therefore, in 

modern society the aims and practice of education must 

be a di~fer.ent one than the preceding ages. l\lSO, the 

nature of relationship of education to otho.r inst.itutions 

hCNP chango':j. They Are not against the :J.Pvelopment of 

individuality which favours creativity, inventi0n etc. 

but they are against thF: type of individualism \vhich 

does not care much for the social obligations an::l concen

trates on furt:hering inJi·viclual self-interest. t1ol-eover, 

they recor;rnised that the nature of morality an.r] soli5arity 

has chanqe~l in the contemr)()r:n-y context which calls for 

an alternutive, appropri:=!te morality to be est-:~blished. 

Durkheim's i·1eas of reJ.~t i.ng e::1ucation to the org:=mic 

soliJ.-=1rit·:! are Pchoej in :~annhoim•s vie'.'>~S of relating 

education to planning for a democratic consensus. Both 

of them '-Jor.ked in an intPr.JC.:Jtional model in vJhich education 

play•:?j a cruci~l part in realisin'} that integration. 

1fhey callej upon the e:1ucator to take note of the 

social factocs acting upon the in:iividual and make them 



a':J a-re o f t h i s • 1::1 this the eiuc:ators should also take 

insights mainly frOn the les2ons of history, psychology 

and sociology among o th~r disc i:pli nes of the social sciences. 

Both Durkheim and Mannheim considered .history to be important 

in dravJing lessons that not only guides the present practice 

of education but also helps in determining the ideal of 

wha.t f ut 11re education shoulJ 'be. Psychology is helpful in 

provi5in'J th~ k:no~:!l·.~::lge a~out: the in:'iividual '.•lit'lout <rJhich 

the mo::lification o.f their behaviour for soci3l ends is 

quite diFficult. SociolrYJ'! is crucial among all the"'e 

disciplinl?s of: the soci3l sci""nces 'oecause 'oy shov.Jir1'J the 

interrelation among the social forces ani the relationship 

o£ iniiviJual to t:he soci.-=>ty it performs thP i!npo!'tant 

function of detr7.rmining the social ends of education. 



CH.\PTER IV 

C01'KLUSION 

I 

The vJorks of Durkheirn and Mannheim can be linked to 

the dominant concerns of their general sociology. Both of 

them had faith in the analytical power of sociology in 

identifyin9 the factors that lead to the disintegration 

of society. The analyses of sociology, they hold.,' ·,.Jill be 

different from other social sciences and complem~nt them 

in reaching a holistic view of society. 

Besi.ies i::s allocative func:tion of placing iniivLluals 

into different positions for which they are fit on the basis 

of their merit, talent, etc. Dur~heim argued, educa·tion 

has the vital function li'ke other institutions of society 

of ::1evelopin'l the necessarv mor,"Jlity in the in:-1ivi:1ual. This 

morality is different fro:n the traditional form b=:1sed on 

family and church which use.J to be the inteqrat-ing force. 

They h<lv e bee:J. r.epl aceJ bv special is at ion and mut 11<:ll inter

dependence of functions. In the absence of alternative 

moral order abnormal and patholoqical forms e:nerge like 

anomie an·l soc i a 1 conf 1 ict etc. The ref ore, hi?. st:r ":ssed 

on the; Je'v'elop:n·~nt of seconJ.'Jry institut:ion9. all havi!1g 

a moral pu·rpose to ftll the vacuum caused by the declining 

influr.nce of family and church. Lukes has correctly 

pointed out hovJ education f,Jrms a pait of Durkheim's 



moral and political framev,rork. 1 

~-1annheirn's concern for education forms a part of 

H.is elite theory and pl<:~nning. Like Durkheirn, he also 

views the rapL'l.i ty of the changes brought about by indus-

trialisation ,_,.,.ithout giving ma·:;ses suf.:icient tim~ to 

adjust J as one of the causes of social disorder. SPcondly, 

another cause of social disor:J.er he traces in the break-

:J.own of the control of tra:J.itional elites as a result of 

mass :J.ernocracy. In t~is change:J. circumstnnces, education 

has to train the elites, who have to be selected before 

han:J. on sorne asc:riptive criteria like race, blo~-i ~tc. to 

as::;ume the :role of planning for the v;hole society. !'-1oreover, 

education has to inculcate in the masses the qualities 

necc--=ssary for a democratic consensus which is a precondition 

for democratic planning. 2 

0 p~)O sing any ur1 iversal is tic view of e.:l uc at ion they 

hold that the form of e:J.ucation changes accor:J.ing to the 

1. These t':tings have been ;iiscusse:l in chapter II on 
Durk~eim's apnroach to society anJ in the context 
of mor8l e:J.ucation in chapter III. Lukes descri
br:d t':J'3t for Durkhc:im the relationship of sociology 
to e·1ucation is on~ of 'theory• to 'practice'. 
So. e Luke s , S • , .2E. s; i t. , p. J 5 9. 

2. Thes<=> things hav~ he•;n j iscu~~e~l in chapter IT in 
the context of the orincioles of selection of elites 
and in ch'3pter III ~ith r~g~rd to the function of 
e::-1 ucr:rU. on. 



types of society an-1 social orr;ranisation. Sut the~-e are 

certain common elements ·which education pror:1otes in the 

individual. These are the foelings of attachment to 

society, brotherl·r heln, co-oper;::tion etc. Durkheim' s 

sociology of knowledge can be linked to his views on 

educa·t ion, as education promot>?s that kno•.vledge which is 

socially determined •. Mannheim made it clear v.,rhen, like 

Dur}zheim, he considered knov1ledge as socially rooted. For 

example, he argues that the assumption of the teacher 

influences the schooling and experience of the pupil. 

Sharp has correctly pointed out that both 1'-':annheim 

and Durkheim analyse the ills of capitalism and in~Justria-

1 i zation in mar al and cult ur -:d terms. They offer a midile 

way between capitalism based on 1 a.issez-f a ir-e policies and 

any form of call ecti vi sm or totalitarian ism. The third 

'tlay co:Jsists in a ·.velfarP state extending certain basic 

amenities like education, hPalth services etc. to the 

people ani te"'!ch them through education tho basic valuo.s 

needed for social orde-r:- ani cohesion.
4 

It. has already 

been pointl~d out that Durkheim argued in favour of abolition 

3· Discussed in chapter III. 

4. Sharp, 22· _s;it., p. 39; In chapter II we have alre-3dy 
note:1 that Durkheirn offere:l a quasi-Syndicalist 
so lutLm whereas t-1annheim put. fonvard an elitist 
solution to the soci::ll. problems. S-?.e Hoyle, E., 

£P· ~it., p.SS. 
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of the private property) but according to Sharp,Mannheim 

instead of considering private property as a factor that 

perpetuates unjust inequality, considered following weber, 

the private entrepreneurial business preparing-leaders to 

guard against the excesses of bureaucratisation. 5 

Education is vie\'lled as a control mechanism by both 

of them. This control is not of a physical kind but the 

development of mor::~lity among t.he masses. The es:3°nce of 

moral e:J.ucat ion of Durkheim an:J. social education of r-1annheim 

converge on this point. In this context Mannhei~ takes a 

dualistic view of education. He argues that it educates 

the masses alonq j_emocratic lines with a morality that 

binds society together on the one hand, and that it is 

restricted to the future elites in special type of schools 

designed to develop the necessary qualities of planning 

and governance on the other. Increasing apport unities 

made avail able through e:Jucation, he argues, are responsible 

for the infiltr:-ation of the elit:e positions. DtP.-khoim, 

hovJever, is in f;:fJour of provLhng equal opportunities 

for e:Jucation to all, but the education of various social 

functions after that should be strictly on the basis of 

merit, a<:::>iliti.:::s and function for ':Jhich SO!'leone is fit. 

5. Sh~rp, 22· cit. 



Education realises to the maximum someone's potenti"3lities. 6 

There arP differences.of opinion rPgarding a conser-

vative bias in Durkheim's · . .vor)<s on sociology in general 

and ed uc at ion in particular. This has been pointed out 

in chapter III on education. But he is both - a progressive 

and a conservative - a position vJhich Lu~es correctly 

points out by identifying Durkheim as both a moralistic 

conservative and a radical social reformer. The same is 

true of Er:mnheim also as evident from his dualistic vie\'11 
"'7 

of education mentioned in the previous paragraph.' 

It has already been pointed out in chapter II that 

they are against any revolutionary solutinn to the social 

problPms of modern, industrial society. The ove~emphasis 

on consensus co-operation Pte. between individuals, groups 

and classes le:l them to neglPct the conflict aspect of 

A critical or Marxist analysi_s of 

modern, capitalist soci~ty emphasises the existence of 

social conflict on the basis of a relation ship of sui:JPr-

or.:iinaticn and subordinc.tir::n and differing interec:t of 

various social classes. The maintenance of this rr?l;:,tion-

ship is carried out throur,Jh the social. institutions that 

6. S<::e ch.:mt::er Il for !v1annh"'im's ideas on S<;>lecticn of 
elite2 ~and chapter III en function of education in 
bringing a dPmocratic consensus. For Du~kheim's view 
on e·1uali ty of oppor-tunity, seA chap. IIJ. 

7. The jeb,:otP on D11rkh.::irn'~ consl'?rvc;tism has boen dis
cus~ed in chap.IIJ. Se~ Lukes, 9.!2· cit., p.546. 

8. 5"'"" c!Jc:p.II on thc;ir appro'3ch to unc3.Prstanding snciPty. 
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inclc.de educaticn also. According to Sharp 1 they vvcre 

"bourgeoisie social scientists'' who identify the problem 

of or:::1~='r at th~ non-economic, social level, P.g., religion 

etc.1 rather:- than in the economic inef}uality in thP social 

r~?.lat ions. Therefore I they do not favour abolition of 
~ n ~ ~ 

all clasc:es but offer graiuclist and. reformist solutions. 

This is also r<?flected in their viev,rs on ~ • C) e ...... ucat 1on. 

Desoite the neglect cf a critical or class analysis 

of education and society,their vJorks wield. consi:'!erable 

influences on succe!?ding generations. Nmv let us look at 

some inste:nces of their influPnce in sociology of education. 

This is r~?flected in th~?. use of concepts, L'l.eas or themes 

of these two sociologists by the later 't~riters on e~lucation. 

II 

Mannheim's contributions to the sociology of knm.vledge· 

and democratic planning earned wide recognitions for him 

but he couJ.d not create a distinct school of f ollo,~·er s 

' 
because of his chanqes in the area of interest. The changes 

in the arPas of interest is pointed out by Rem:nl inq who 

shows fou~ ch~nges in Mannheim's thinking. This he calls 

'four phases cf his intellectual developnent •. 'The first 

phase (l~lE-32) inclu1Ps philosophy and sociology of 

knowledge us the major areas of int-=:r.est: tho second phase 

g. Sharp, 22· ci_t.~ I~.33. 
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(1933-38) concentrates on the sociology o:: plannins; the 

third phase (193 9-44) inc lu--Jes sociology of religion, 

sociclogy of valu?s, socic:logy of education; and the fourth 

phase (1945-IJ7) took up the arP-as of political socioloq-1 

10 and the socioloqy of po,,ver. It seems that ~-1annheim has 

not clearly brought out the links~et1,;een these areas and 

his contribution to some of these, as pointed out above, 

are more discussed than the others. There seems to be 

fe\·J who have discus sed ~annheim • s conceots or ~·de as on 

education i.n their analysis. 

Paulo Freire 0uobo:s ~liannhei!T'. regarding the role of 

education in shaping the direction of change in the context· 

of transitional Brazillian society. t-1annheim stre~sed 

"collective ieliberation"as a method ·in bringing important 

changes. He argued for creating a ne'.v ed uc at lon system 

that not only d~ve lops the intellectual po'.vers but also 

prepures one mentally to cope 'dith 'scepticism' and passing 

aHay of many thourjht habits. The collective deliberation 

entails a reev2luation based upon 'intellectual in~ight• 

anJ 11 •consent •. 

1C. The chenge.s in the: arPa of jnterest have been di~~cus
sed by Remrnling, .22· _sit. perhaps the change of 
intr:rest \·.rith change of place is responsible. 

11. Frei1:-e, Paulo, 
1)73, p.??. 

Edt~~tion for cri~ical con~ciousness, ---·-- .. ----·----------------------
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Freire like l'1annhe im is against the different forms 

of irrationality and thinks collective deliberations to be 

the main process of change. Moreover, like Mannheim's 

democratic consensus through participation} he holds parti

cipation to be the key to true democracy. But participation 

becomes naive and emotional when people are not properly 

guided in the new situation of rapid changes, an aspect 

which l'1annheim also emphasises. This results in rebellion, 

as people have only naive consciousness of their partici-

. 12 pat lon. 

Freire urges education to help people transcend this 

naive consciousness and develop a critical consciousness 

of the whole sit.uation. An education that does not offer 

the scope for debate and discussion on problems and real 

participation in national activities, and instead of suppor-

ting the process of democratization strengthens the 'lack 

of democrat.ic experience; cannot properly guide the new-

born emergence of the people. This, he was convinced, 

cannot he~p in the development of a critical conscious-

J.3 ness. 

T.s. Eliot, though not a sociologist, has discussed 

in detail. the merits and limitations of Mannheim's elite 

12. Ib1_q., pp. '34-35. 

13. !~!~• 1 pp.35-36. 



14 theory. He accepts to be useful the view of ~annheim_, 

th t ' lt ld 1 e b · d b i 't • 15 a cu ure cou on yev r e enJoye yam nor1 y. 

In this essay he differentiates between elites and classes 

transformation of elites into classes and the class-per spec-

tive of culture which Mannheim neglects. According to Eliot, 

l'-1annheim successfully presented the hope of getting over 

the crisis through his concept of planning. In this, he 

even discards the achievement principle that opens the 

elite positions to the mas5es. Eliot agreed with him in 

this respect in considering the danger resulting from such 

h h th i f h . . . 1 16 a process rat er t an e mer ts o ac 1evement pr lnclp e. 

According to Sharp, Mannheim's influences continued 

in the two succeeding decades (1950s and 1960s) in the 

sociology of education, till the question of equality of 

opportunity became the dominant theme. 17 

III 

According to Fenton, Durkheirn's chair in Education 

and Sociology helped him profoundly in deciding the 

curriculum and its impler.1entation apart from influencing 

-------------·-
14. Eliot, '1'.::;., 11The ClastSes and the Elite" in eosin, 

B.R. (ed.) I 212· sit., pp.188-93. 

15. I!?l-~ • I 
p.188. 

16. I b.~£. I p. 190. 

17. Sharp, .9E· .£2.J:. 



teachers, administrators and policy-makers. The popularity 

of his educational ideas are reflected in the educational 

reforms undertaken separating the control of church from 

'public instruction',and the secular-scientific spirit 

substituting for 'moral influence'of traditional religion. 

The contributions of Durkhe im have inspired sociological 

18 
work all over the world.-"- NO\.J let us see the influence 

of Durkheim on some notable sociologists like Parsons, 

Hargreaves and l-J~r.-i 1 Bernstein. 

Talcott Parsons considers school-class as a miniature 

society that differentially evaluates students for various. 

roles in society. It elicits an obedience to impersonal 

norms that ultimately helps the student to participate in 

the role-structure of wider society. ·Society cannot 

function without a value-consensus which fixes the standard 

for individual activity. Education has a vital role for 

19 
the mai nten a nee of sue h a value-consensus. 

This clearly reflects Durkheim's idea of the recreation 

or survival of society. Moreover, Parsons agreed , . .lith 

Durkheim regarding the f11nction of education in developing 

the 'physical', 'intellectual' and 'moral states' that the 

18. .Fen ton, .S?E· ci_!:. , p. 16 2. 

P r On rr "The School class as a social svstem" a s .s, -·• . 
in Shukla, s. and K. KUJTiar (eds.), ..§.9ci_9lo_srj.~al 
E~.E~I?ec_!.i V!::_§_.!.!L.~duc at ion, 1985, pp. 50-77. 



political society demands of him and in preparing him for 

the milieu he is destined. 20 

According to Parsons, beyond family the school-class 

is the major socialising agency. Like Durkheim_)he also 

stresses the socialisation and selection functions of 

education. The soci ali sat ion is concerned with inculcating 

the commitments and capacities for the performance of the 

future roles. These imply not only commitment to one's 

own roles but also commitment to the 'broad values• of 

society and not only capacities in terms of skills etc. for 

one • s role but also to come up to the expectation of others, 

in his interaction with them, according to the ethics of 

h . c . 21 1S pro.Less1on. These are reminiscent of Durkheim's 

ideas of moral education and the development of professional 

ethics discussed in chapter Ill and chapter II n~spPct ively. 

Parsons agreed with Durkheim regarding the sel~ction 

function of education in locating the trained manpm.,rer into 

various positions in the role structure. He also favoured 

20. see Robinson, P. , 212· ci.,!;. , p. 19. 

21. See Shukla, s. and K. Kumar (eds.), QP • ..£..!.!·• p.51: 
also Demaine, £P• cit. on Parsons• runctlonalist 
approach to education, p. 21: Robinson - Socialisa
tion for Parsons takes place according to the AGIL 
Paradigm of the functionalism of Parsons, .21?· _sit., 
p.34. 
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the achievement criteria and meri tocr atic principles 

. . h 1 22 oper at 1ng 1n sc oo s. 

David Hargreaves follows a more or less Durkheimian 

framework in analysing the threat to social solidarity in 

modern society. For this,. he examined .the deviance among 

students in schools. He starts with the conviction that 

the insights and inspirations contained in Durkheim' s 

works have not been given serious attention, perhaps 

because of a wrong understanding of his work. 23 

Hargreaves is concerned about the sense of a loss 

of dignity in the vwrking class children_,resultihg from 

the breakdown of tradi tiona! working class community in 

the face of the growth of modern industrial society. The 

social function of education lies in restoring this sense 

of dignity. Unfortunately, the present day education has 

become too individual is tic ignoring its social function 

of balancing the t\vO extremes,of social needs and individual 

development. Hargreaves agrees with Durkheim on the danger 

posed by egoism and anomie to the social solidarity in 

modern society. Moreover, he has no difference with 

Durkheim in viewing the crucial role of the school and 

22. Shukla, s. and K. Kumar (eds.), .£!?• _s:it .• , pp.53-54; 
Demai ne, .£P· _s:i t., pn. 22- 27. 

23. For details, see Fenton,.££· _s;it., p.19. 
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the teacher in developing a •group• or •corporate• life. 24 

In his analysis of deviance in schools, he found 

some difficulties to operationalise tr.e notions of anomie 

and egoism, i.e., going by their definition the deviants 

are found not to be suffering from these, rather they 

seem to be applicable to indifferent persons, who mostly 

like to remain lonely having weak bonds with fnmily and 

friends, and instrumental types who can severe attachment 

with the group to further their own interests. Hargreaves 

also argued for a redefinition of meritocratic principles 

etc., if unrestrained striving is to be considered as pat'ho-

1 . 1 d .. bl 25 o gJ. c a or un e s1 r a e . 

Hargreaves appears to be supporting a non-egoistic 

form of individualism but like Durkheim he does not clarify 

the difference between egoism which is pathological and 

individualism which is desirable for the healthy development 

of modern societies. Moreover, despite his stress on human 

dignity, he shares with Durkheim the. necessity of social 

constraint as the precondition for human freedom and self-

1 . t' ;fj rea 1 sa 1on. 

----------
24. Blackledge and Hunt, .21?• ci_!., pp. 27-28. 

25. Fenton, .21?· ~2.!:·, p.172. 

26. Blackledge and Hunt, .21?· .s;it., p. 31: Fenton, 2E· _fit., 
p. 17 3. 



Bernstein made use of the Durkheimian concepts of 

mechanical and organic solidarity. 
27 

He believed) a distinct 

change to have taken place in 'education from depth • to 

'education in breadth', implying a shift in er.1phasis from 

compartmentalisation of subjects to an interdisciplinary 

approach. A corresponding change in the authority structure 

has also taken place because now it depends less on subject 

specialisation than on the cO-operation of teachers to teach 

around a particular theme. In analysing such a change, 

Bernstein re-J8rsed the essence of Durkheim's scheme of 

transition from mechanical to organic. It is now from 

organic to mechanical, i.e., from subject-specialisation 

to an inter-disciplinary type which he termed; from •collec-

t ion code • to 1 integrated ccrle •. The 1 cl assi fie at ion 1 or 

relationship of contents can be measured against such a 

t 
. . 28 r ans ltlon. 

· Bernstein agreed with Durkheim on preventing the 

growth of: excessive individualism and the need foe develop-

ing apprapri ate et hie a 1 systems for professional and occu-

pational groups. However, Blackledge and Hunt pointed out 

27. In the open-school-open-society? Bernstein makes 
use of these concopts. S~=>e Blackledge and Hunt, 
.2.I?· cit., p. 16: F<?.nton, 521?· c i!. , pp.16 8-6 9. 

28. Blackledge and Hunt, 212· _sit., p.SO; Ro"l?inson,. 
2£· ~it., p.l17. Fenton, 212· £1!·• p.1b8. 



the differences between them as, firstly, whereas Durkheim 

asked for a clear-cut spec if icat ion of the rules, norms 

and disciplines of the school)Bernstein argues these to 

b . 1 . . th th 1 . . 29 d 1 h . e J.mp 1c1 t r a er an exp 1c 1 t. Secon y, Durk, e1m 

starts with the macro-syste'11, i.e., society and considers 

the parts or institutions of the micro-system like education, 

politics etc. as evidences of his general view, but Bernstein 

starts with the micro-system like education and fails to 

30 connect it to the macro-system. Lastly_., he iqnores the 

.fact that though interdisciplinary approach upto a certain 

level exists but specialisation takes place at higher levels~ 1 

Depicting the incongruence between the schoo 1 culture 

and the family-cl,ass background of the child, 32 Bernstein 

concludes that t'1e schools in the modern sociPties no longer 

bring a •homogenous cultural and moral order•. This is 

because of the conflicting demands that are being made upon 

the school and the changes in the means of achievement of 

social status. Some amount of 'flexibility' ann 'ambiva-

lence• characterise the modern society. Bernstein agreed 

29. Blackledge and Hunt, .2E· _£it., p.56. 

30. .IQi~·· p.45; also see Fenton, gp. ci!., p.171. 

31. Blackledge and Hunt, .£1?· _£it., p.48. 

32. See Fenton, op. cit., p.167; Blackledge and Hunt, 
21?· .f~.!:·• p.45; Demaine, J.,gJ2. ci_:t., p.35; and 
Robinson,~· Si!•• p.57. 



·with Durkhei::n in recognising the fact that schools have to 

make room for these arrbivalence~. 33 

Bernstein is not only influenced by Durkheim but he 

admits of the influence of Marx on him. The influence of 

the former consisted of the definition of the 'social', 

'the relation·ship between symbolic orders•, 'social relation-

ships' and the 'structuring of experiences'. But t1arx, he 

argued, has shovm the way to understand the institutional!-

sation and change of symbolic systems with his analysis of 

the mo~e of production an::i the power relationship a:1j acent 

to it. The power relationships determine 'the access to 

control over, and changes in cr-itical symbolic systems • as 

they form a part of the class structure. Bernstein does 
! 

not take capital only in the economic sense but points out 

a 'cultural capital' that helps man to extend the horizons 

f hi 
. 34 o· s experlence. 

The use of both Marxian and Durkh8imia11 categories 

by Bernstein has led many to infer that he was atte,npting 

k h . t h t . t 35 8 t h to ma e a synt. es1s be ween t e wo wr1 ers. u S arp 

33. Fenton, .2P• ci_!. , p. 16 8. 

34. Sharp, R., .21?· _sit., p.45. 

35. 



considers Bernstein's use of Marxian categories does not 

however make his work a Marxian one because he was more 

concerned with social control, social order working mainly 

in a structural-functional frame\¥Ork and draHing his 

inspirations mainly from Durkheim. 36 

Bernstein highlighted the principles governing the 

existing social order that are internalised by the indivi-

dual. This is related to the economic and political 

structure of the society giving it the • social and ideo

logical stability•. 37 Thus, Bernstein points out the 

role of education in social and cultural reproduction. 

Apart from education_,he underlines other social institu

tions like family, work etc. through which the principles, 

of social order are legitimised. The 'class structure•, 

'the polity•, 'the division of labour', 'the dominant 

cultural principles or codes• are important determinants 

f th . . 38 o e tr ansml sslon process. 

Bernstein's position that education leads to the 

formation of individual's mental structures, i.e., cate-

gories of thou9ht, language etc., which results from the 

--- -------~-------

36. Sharp, .21?· .s!!. , pp. 46-51. 

37. 

38. Sharp, oo. cit., p.14. 
...;;...j;; --



social division of labour places him in the category of 

reproduction theorists. The repro::luction theorists like 

Bowles and Gint is 1 Bourd ieul Bernstein and others point 

out the complementarity of the reproduction of 'soci ali-

sation' or the 'hidden curriculum' to the 'formal corpus 

of school knoVJledge' 1 each of these being linked to the 

. . l. 39 econom1.c 1.nequa 1ty. 

We have already noted BE>rnstein's attempt to provide 

a synthesis drawing elements both from Durkheimian and 

Marx ian tr ad it ions. Also 1 1,.;e find, as Sharp points out, 

his use of Marxian categories and the emphasis upon the 

social and cultural reproduction still does not fulfill 

the conditions of a Marxist analysis. Therefore, we will 

examine the critical and Marxian analysis of education 

vis-a-vis society. For this we \"'ill discuss some of the 

noted critical and Marxist theorists like Althusserl Bowles 

an.::l Gintis, Gramsci, Ivan-Illich, Paulo-Freire, and PieD9 

Bourdieu. 

IV 

Louis Althusser uses the general Marxian per:-spective 

in analysing the role of education in the capitalist society • 

. ~ccording to him, though the elem'-'nts of the superstructure 

ma:r have some autonomy at a particular moment, they are 

--------~-------

3 9. Apple, ~£· .si!·, pp. 35, 4 0. 
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ultimately determined by the economic infrastructure. 40 

In this sense, education is linked to the economic or 

class-structure of society. Education is entrusted with 

the vital function of reproducing the 1 abour pov-1er. This 

has got two interrelate.:i aspects; the reproduction of 

skills necessary for the performance of various functions_, 

and the reproduction of ideology which socialises workers 

to be submissive and obedient. 

According to Althusser, the state posser.ses two 

forms of apparatus to perpetuate its rule. These are the 

ideo logical state apparatus like the mass-media, the law, 

religion and education and the repressive state apparatus 

like the police, army etc. Ideological state apparatus, in 

which education occupies a prominent place ,are responsible 

for the maintenance of the class rule by reproducing the 

ruling class ideology. He correctly points out that to 

the extent the state depROds on the ideological state 

apparatus, to that extent the need of repressive apparatus 

does not arise. In concrete situations of course a state 

resorts to both these apparatuses. Althusser's work 

presented a pessimistic view of man who is more determined 

40. Althusser, L., "Education, Structure a.'1d Society" 
in B.~. eosin (ed.), _§_s:ho2_!__llnd_§_2ci~ty_=-~-.2.2.Sl£= 
l£gical_~~..9.9~, 2nd E::1n.; also see Robinson, P,., 
oo. sit., p. 28. -· --



than determining or who can intervene in the flaw of events 

and give them direction. 41 

In the American context a similar vJork has been 

conducted by Bowles and Gintis. They also argue that 

schooling and education reproduces a submissive and obedient 

labour force and help:: in the perpetuation of ruling class 

ideology. In a comprehensive study of education, class and 

occupational spheres in Amer ic a1 they relate education to 

the economy arrl the type of workforce required in capital ism. 

Schools possess the same hierarchical structure as in the 

workplace and through education the claim that inequalities 
4_'"l 

based on merit, talent are just is spread, L. They criticise 

the myth of meritocracy and relate the educational achieve-

ment to the social and economic factors which are more 

import ant than individual abil it ie s. Moreover, the problem 

of unemployment and excessive skilled manpower takes a\vay 

the bargaining PO'rler of the workers and leaves them at the 

mercy of employers. They lose the power to resist. School 

is thus relc.ted to the requirements of an unjust society. 

41. 

4 2. 

i 't R' ' 't "8 ")o 1 Cos n, 2E· c1 .; oo1nson, QI?. _£1 ., pp .... -, _ _,;a so 
see Althuso-;er, "Ideoloqy and IdeoToqical State Appa
ratus" frcm his J;en_~~_9nd _ _p_llil.2£..2.P.!:..Y.....2nd.__g_!_b<?r_Essa~, 
in Shukla and Krlshna Kumar, .£I?· _sit., pp. 11.2-20. 

Bo,v-les, s. and Gintis, H., Schoolina in Capitalist 
Affierica, 1976; for t~e use of-Ma-rxi~-framework:-see 
oemaine, J., .gp. _sit., p.99. 
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Bowles and Gintis reject~the solutions can ever be reached 

through reforms, rather a revolutionary transformation of 

the economic life can only lead to purge the educational 

system of the ill,of encouraging inequality and class rule. 43 

. According to Robinson21both Al thusser and Bowles and 

Gintis take a pessimistic view of the nature of man. But 

Gramsci, who a.lso wrote in a Marxist framework, recognises 

the power of man in bringing changes. Gramsci also views 

the ruling class dominance, which he called • hegemony•, is 

established through ide as and culture. The masses are 

convinced of their subordinate position as natural. In 

developing such an attitude)education plays an important 

role,which led Gramsci to view all relations of hegemony 

in terms of pedagogic relationship. From this also sprang 

his faith in the potentials of intellectuals and intellec-

t 1 t . . t 44 ua ac 1v1 y. 

43. Bm·Jles and Gintis, 21?· £2:!· The criticism of merit~ 
cracy judged through IQ, p.8 see chap.III of this 
work for the need of capitalist reproduction and also 
the 'major role of education in capitalist soci~ty': 
also see Demaine, £p. £!!·• pp.lC0-1 for the function 
of education in capitalist_ society, pp.lOB-18 for 
the discussion on IQistn and pp.llB-20 on his emphasis 
on the need for a socialist transformation. 

44. Robinson, .S.E· cit., p. 28 •. 



It is through intellectuals that social change is 

effected. Though they are the agents of the sustenance 

of the established order, they are also vehicles through 

which the dominant rule can be challenged and a better 

one established. Gramsci calls upon ~he intellectuals not 

to be divorced from reality and the masses. Also, he urges 

the masses to engage in intellectual endeavour which needs 

no theorf?tical framework but understanding of the concrete 

reality on the bas :is of their experience. Masses can be 

their O'flln masters .by possessing not only an appropriate 

moral conjuct but the necessary technical knov<'ledqe. 45 

This faith in the masses and the optimism of gi Vinq appro-

pri ate direct ion to change ,d isti ngu ishes Gram sci's work 

from the orthodox Marxists who si.rnply b.elieve in the 

econorr,ic determinism theory. 

Ivan Illich criticises the functionalist and liberal 

views on education and diagnoses the ideological function 

of education vdth much similarity v.Jith the Marxian vie,JJS. 

According to hi1T1 education moulds individuals according to 

the demands of a consumE·r ist society by inculcating in them 

conformity and obedience for the system and d"'-veloping in 

them exce.ssi ve dependence on those who are in positions of' 

au thor it y to decide what is goo._-1. for them. The qual it ie s 

45. l_b.i9_. 1 PP• 28-29. 



of conformity ~nd obedience are mainly developed in schools . 
because the amount of rewards depends upon the degree of 

possession of these qualities. Schools actually confuse 

-grade advancement with learning, diploma with competence. 

Actual learning takes place through experience and total 

46 involvement with the learning process. 

According to I 11 ic h, the ideological function of 

education is continued through the hidden curriculum which 

is not easily comprehensible. These_,as pointed out} help 

in developing the conformity and obedience and creates over-

-dependence on those in positions of authority. Therefore, 

one has to understand this function of education. As the 

solutionJillich offers the deschooling of society or to do 

away with formal education which reproduces the existing 

order. cn~ative learning depends on the initi.;:otive of the 

people. Skills can be learned by participation of people 

on the basis of their interest on some problem. In this 

the skill exchange has to take place under the supervision 

of instructors. He thinks this can lead to the liberation 

of man. HoHever, his overemphasis on school led him to 

neglect the fact that not the restructuring of the school 

system but the economic system should be the main concern_, 

as without the achievement of the latter the former cannot 

46. Demaine, .2£· _sit., p.93; Robinson, Q.P· _sj!., p.l95. 
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Paulo Freire, in a more or less Marxist framework, 

conceives of society as being divided into oppressor and 

oppressed. The oppressor) in addition to having the economic 

dominance also have the cultural dominance. The oppressed 

are incomplete human beings_,because the •cultural action• 

of the oppressors do not let them to be so. They have got 

the vital task__,not only H-: liberat.ing themselves but also 

the oppressors. In this the solution to the alienation_, 

which they experience_, is related to the end of the 'cultural 

hegemony• of the oppressors. The cultural action of the 

oppressors is • anti-dialogical' that favours the ere at ion 

of an 'oppressive real ity• with the help of the educational 

48 
process. 

Freire argues that the educationql process inheres 

a 'banking-concept • in which information is deposited in 

the mir;ds. oi those being educated. The :::;t.udents function 

as depositories I the teachers as depositors and the process 

49 of depositing takes place through_education. Thus, among 

many other forms, education is a form of cultural action 

4 7. Demaine I .212· .£.!!· , pp. 94, 96- 98; Rob ins on, .£!?· cit. , 
p. 196. 

48. Demaine, ..2.12• cit., pp. 86-87. 

I 

4 9. lP. id • , p. 88 • 
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that creates a form of consciousness in the oppressed 

favouring their inclusion in the oppressive reality. The 

characteristic mark of the oppressive reality is the 

1 cult ural silence' that prevails (a state of submission 

c:o 
to the cultural hegemony) • ..,) 

In order to avoid the staticness and pessimism 

involved in such a description Freire advances a theory 

of transition from the condition of alienation to that of 

freedom, from naive to critical consciousness. He empha-

sises the need for a cultural revolution in which educa-

ti on • s role is vital in substituting a form of 'dialogical 

cultural action' to the anti-dialogical cultural action. 

The revolutionary leaders have the responsibility of leading 

this 'cultural struggle' because they possess the cultural 

action needed to challenge the cultural hegemony of the 

oppressorsJthreatening also the prevailing culture of 

silence through their pedagogic practice. They make ways 

for debates and discussion on problems which are the pre-

conditions of a critical consciousness and liberation of 

man. .1\mong many criticisms to his ideas important is 

young's allegation that Freire brings down politics to the 

cultural action of radicals which devalues the 'effectivity 

51 
of political struggle'. 

50. Ibid. 

s1. I.e id. , p. e 9. 
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Bourdieu points out,education • s most hidden function 

lies in hiding its relationship with the class structure 

of society. The contribution which education makes to the 

perpetuation of the class structure cannot be understood 

without exa,'11ining t'he 1 relative autonomy• it enjoys by 

performing its essential function. S 2 Capital, he argues 

to be having different forms, P.g., economic, social an.:'i 

cultural. The way they are repro:luced can be grasped by 

looking into the •relative autonomy• that these forms 

possess. The relative autonomy of the educat.ional system 

and its dependence on the class-structure cannot be compre-

hended by a simplistic reduction of its relation to the 

interest of the dominant classes but how it helps in the 

reproduction of the structure of class relations. Durkheim, 

he credits of at least poi.nting out the way educational 

system maintains its relative autonomy by fulfilling the 

external demands of society and taking advantage of the 

historical opportunities to fulfill its e~sential functions. 

In this context, it becomes more conservativP thnn the 

church by resisting any drastic change in it or its ijeal. 
53 

52. Bour;l ieu, P. and Passer on I J. 1 "The id.eo logical 
function of the E:Jucational system from their Re
production in Education, Society and Culture'' 1 in 
Shukla and K. Kumar, S2E· .s:l:!:·, pp.121-35. 

53 • Ib];r!• 1 pp. 122-24. 



The estnblished or:ler, Bourdieu claims, sustains itself 

not by physical force but by a 'symbolic violence'. The 

symbols like language, status, artefacts and customs help 

the l9gitimation of their ways of thought ·which is the domi

nant pattern or- 'habitus', possessed by the dominant class. 54 

For Bourdieu the degrees, diplomas etc. given in the 

school only create a myth of increasing opportunities but 

actually they legitimate the existing social inequalities as 

natural and the cultural capital of the dominant classes. 

Those experiencing an up'"'ard mobility in and through educa-

tion are drifted away from their own culture and are absorbed 

. h h ' . f h d . 1 55 1.n t e ao~tus o: t e cmlnant c asses. 

Mann heim an::i Durkheirn consider the reproduction 

function of education to be useful giving some stability 

to the social system. It helps in. maintaining the social 

equilibrium and bringing social order by developing and 

s ust ai n inq the necessary moral values. But they have not 

analysed tr..e antagonistic relationship existing between 

differ(~nt classes and the use of education in perpetuating 

such a relationship. Jean F'lou::i has correct lv pointed out 

that their dominant concerns arP rooted in a 'sense of 

social disocdec and crisis' to which they offer solutions 

54. Robinson, .2E· ~};_!., p.30. 

55. 1bij., pp.31-32. 



which ultimately lead to social consensus. He calls 

Mannheim as a 'utopia of the rLJht' for his preoccupation 

with an • integrated society•J to be secured through a 

'common morality' developed through education. This was 

also the preoccupation of Durkheim. 56 

v 

According to the trend report on Sociology of educa-

t ion compiled by Suma Chitnis on behalf of ICSSR, in the 

sixties the works in this field focussed upon six basic 

57 
themes. These are the study of the social backgrounds, 

attitudes alrl values of school and college stud~"1ts and 

teachers, education's function of socialisation, the expan-

sion and growth of education in Indian society, education 

equality, mobility and social stratification, the organisa-

tion and structure of education, and roles in education. 

In the chapter on education it has been pointed out 

that both Durkheim and Mannheim stressed on the socialising 

function of education. They undertook a historical analysis 

56. Sharp, R. , !21.2· Ei!. , p.10. According to Coser, 
Mannheim's British ·works were under the influence 
of Durkheim. He quotes Jean Floud for the ct-iti
cism of Mannheim and the influence of Durkheim upon 
him as dis cussed above. Coser, ,g£ • .sit. , p. 14 7. 

57. Chitnis, Suma, "Sociology of &iucation", Trend Report 
in the ICSSR, A Survey or:' research in sociology and 
Social Ant:hr.opology, vol. II, ICSSR, 1971, pn.1S6-69. 



of education •tJith relation to its expansion and growth 

through different periods. They also discussed the role 

of teachers and stu:ients in the context of education. The 

relationship between education, mobility and stratification 

is implicit in their writings on education. 

Suma Chitnis notes that the works in the sPventies 

can be di v L1ed into two broad are as: ( i) "the man if est 

and latent functions of education in a given society, and 

its relatJonship with other institutions like economy, 

polity, the stratification system etc., i.e., the objectives 

of education as an institution and its relationship with 

other social institutions"; (ii) "The analysis of the 

structure and functioning of the education system per se, 

involving issues of its expansion arrl ·growth, innovation, 

change and proble~s within the system". The themes mainly 

taken up under these two areas are a systemic analysis of 

education in the country, the stuiy of specific structural 

features such as management,· planning, policy-making and 

fi<1ancing of education, the structural chonges in education, 

the role of teachers, ed;lcotion, equalitv, and mo'c>ility, 

the stud·! of non--f'ormal e:lucat ion. 
58 

58. Chitnis, Suma, "Sociolo]y of Education" in the 
ICSSR, Survey of Reseorch in Sociology and Social 
Anthropology 1 196 9-7 9, vo l. II, 1985 I pp. 20 9-51. 



Though Durkhe im an:J :"1annheim do not make the manifest 

and latent functions of educations explicit in their writings 

but an analysis of their works shows that they discussed 

both the manifest and latent functions of e:Jucation. Tre 

manifest function is the preparation for future occupational 

roles in the society but the latent function is the develoP-

ment o£ morality which for Durkheim leeds to solidarity and 

for Mannheim to a democratic consensus. They also discussed 

the structure and functioning of the education system in 

itself when they made a historical analysis of the gr01.,rth 

of education in different periods. Durkheim 'tJrote on the 

themes of the role of teachers as moral agent and education 

related to the question of equality. !v1annheim also wrote 

about the role of teachers in the context of a olanned 

society where the role of teacher changes fran .an authori-

tarian type to that of a guide. Mannheim also wrote on 

planning and policy-making in education. 

The writings of Durkheim and Mannheim are important 

in analysing the role of education in contemporary Indian 

society. They were against a socialis·t transformation of 

society in econo:nic terms and postulated a ....elfare state 

that extends the basic civic amenities to the people. These 

f t . . d t' 59 unc J.on . J.n a emocr a lC manner. After indepen:Jence, India 

59. Discussed in chap.II and also earli•?r in this 
chapter. 



has adopted this frame .. -vork. It woul::l be inten~sting to 

see,to what extent the state of Indian education reflects 

their viev.,rs on educ;:Jtion. 

The concept of equality of opportunity has not yet 

been realised in India. Durkheim talked of equal start 

chances for all. The allocation of functions according to 

merit, talent will be fair if all have equal chances for 

i d 
. 6() gett ng e~ ucatlon. Despite the provision for univer-

salisation of education in Indian Constitution, even after 

forty years since in::lependence this remains as an illusion. 

The widespread illiteracy existing among the masses has 

helped in the maintenance of traditional beliefs and super-

stitions which have become the bottlenecks for creating a 

scientific and technical ethos. The development of the 

society depends on mass education, which has not yet been 

fully realised in spite of the phenomenal grovJth in educa-

tionnl facilities. 

Mannheim, as has alrpady been pointed out, is not 

an egalitarian. But he agrees on the usefulness of mass-

ed uc at ion. The ed uc at ion vlh ich n-;asses qPt is di f r er ent 

from that of the elites who arP educated in specic=tl type 

of schools. In short, he visualised the existence of 

if f h 1 61 d ferent types o sc oo~s. This situ,=Jt ion also prP.vails 

60. See chap. II on 'education •. 

61. See chap.IJI, ~annheim's ideas on meritocracy. 



in India \vhere there are both state and privately controlled 

educational institutions. The privately controlled institu-

tions have had a mushrooming grov1th both because the state 

has not been able to cover the whole country \vi th educatio-

nal institutions and/or secondly ,the facilities 2nd standards 

of teaching in these institutions are better than their 

counterparts. 

Some of these educational institutions in the private 

sector also uphold values cmd life-styles that are different ,, 

from the masses. These may be either westernized or an 

aristocrat.ic one reminis·cent of the British rule in India. 

Mannheim vJould have liked the elites to be selected from 

this category. But the situation j,s a complex one. The 

elites who plan for the masses come from diverse social, 

economic ~Jnd educational backgrounds. But certainly there 

is a tilt in favour of those who were traditionally better-

off in having access to the policy-making positions. 

Durkheim's idea of the power of the state to have 

some con"crol of: the privately-run educational institutions 

is useful in the Indian context. 62 More or less these 

institutions enjoy an autonomy particularly with res:pect 

to the admission of students anj appointment of teachers. 

The privately-run medical, engineering and management 

6 2. Discussed in chap. III. 
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institutions etc. have commercialised these educations by 

taking exorbitant capitation fees that hns restricted entry 

into these only for the wealthy and powerful sections of 

the society. This also has resulted in a degradation of 

standard as not merit but money counts in getting admissions 

into these institutions. The state also should intervene 

in the formulation of curriculum to make education in a 

particular field equal for all the students reading that 

subject. 

The concept of mass education is very important in 

the context of India for ameliorating the condition of the 

weaker sect ions. The Scheduled tastes, scheduled tribes, 

women and other economically disadvantaged groups who 

constitute the weaker ~ections have been suffering inhuman 

miseries for centuries together. since independence, 

education has been officially recognised as an instrument 

of social change. Education is believed to change the 

conditions of the weaker sections by helping them partici-

pate and take advantage of the welfare or developmPntal 
. 

measures '0einq undertaken by the government. Mann he im 

~J¥ished mass education to educate the masses alonq democratic 

lines so that they participate in the planning activities 

undertaken for their betterment by the elites. 63 As the 

63. Mannheim viev~-ed education to break the apathetic 
attitude of the masses and make them participate in 
the process of democratic planning undertaken by the 
elites for the betterment of the whole society. See 
chap. II. 



policies for development are decided by the elites at the 

top excluding the involvement of the masses who have to 

accept these decisions anj participate in the process, 

there is no scope for a two-way flow in which the feed-

backs given by the masses become the main basis for plan-
' 

ning. The elites will decide what is good for the masses. 

In India such a situation prevails. There exists a wide 

gap betv-;e'=n the masses and their needs, and those who 

formuiate policies for them. This has not only created 

an atmosphere of mistrust even for the genuine policies 

but also has made the task of implementation difficult due 

to lack of interest among the masses for part ici pat ion. 

This, apart from other reasons, has been a main factor 

for the failure of the programmes. Education in India 

must develop the sense of participation because without 

participating the masses cannot decide What is good or 

bad for them. 

r>1annheim corrPctly distinguished. social disintegration 

64 
from social change. In course of its change every society 

faces scme problems like poverty, unemployment etc. but 

when these assume a mass-scale so as to threaten the inte-

gration of the society, the symptoms of disintegrati,on are 

clear. Indian society is today plagued with the problems of 

64. Discussed in chap.II. 
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poverty 1 illiteracy, unemployment and various forms of 

corruption that cannot be ignored simply as minor byproducts 

-of· social change but major obstacles· for progress and 

national integration. The national questions were taken 

up by both of them in giving primacy to the society against 

the interest of the individual or that of a group of indiv i-

duals. 

For Durkheim the collective conscience has weakened 

in the modern, organic set-up making room for some freedom 

of the individual that helps in realizing his ere at ive poten-

tial. Yet some form of consensus, mainly of an organic 

nature, is necessary if the atomistic I egoistic drives have 

to be checked from threatening the survival of the society. 65 

He correctly pointed out the dependence of individual on the 

society for his well-being. Mannheim also resorted to this 

framework and the consensus he stressed upon was a democratic 

66 
consensus. 

Today, Indian society is lacking such a consensus and 

the symptoms of disintegration are manifested along caste, 

regional or communal lines. It has given rise to the ques-

tion of national integration. Apart from problems of a 

65. Discussed in chap. II in the context of Durkheim' s 
vie,Js on evolutionary social change. 

66. see P-1annheim's ideas on the evolution of society in 
chap. I I. 
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purely economic nature like wage, salary, employment and 

fast escalating prices, the disrupting effects of these 

i S3Ues have to be reckoned wit h. There may be economic 

and political interpretation of these issues_,but the 

susceptibility of the masses to be carried away along 

caste, communal or regional lines shows the lack of a 

moral order.,that is conducive for scientific and techno-

logical change and a harmony to be established in the caste, 

region, language, religion etc. The role of education in 

developing such a morality has been mostly neglected in 

India. The feelings of brotherly help, co-ooerat ion etc. 

that binds people together which both Durkheim and Mannheim 

stressed are lacking in Indian education. 

Education is primarily viewed by the students and 

the parents as a means for getting into some occupation. 

The socialising function of education is neglected in this 

process. Durkheim•s stress upon attach~ent to social groups 

as a source of psychological security for the individual 

has meaninq for such developments. The concern for one•s 

own-self has also affected the professional and occupational 

spheres where the ethics of the profession are given a 

secondary place against the individual interest. 

The over-emphasis on the selection function of 

education and the neglect of its socialising function has 

resulted in greater individual strivings for his own 



betterment in finding an occupation, promotion and other 

facilities. In this many ascriptive criteria are still 

resorted to that runs contrary to the notion of social 

justice. Attachment to social groups requires shouldering 

some responsibility, which the individual striving only for 

his well-being does not like to take-up. In this process 

he develops a lack of concern for others. The dominance 

of the mercenary spirit is responsible for the rampant 

corruption, nepotism, bungling etc. and also the brain-

drain of scientific and technical talent from India. 

Durkheim's stress upon appropriate ethics to be developed 

in professional and occupational spheres is applicable 

for the Indian situation also. 

Durkheim t-Jas in favour of some form of discipline 

(though not physical) to act as constraint upon the beha-

vi our of the pupil. 
67 

In India the futility of the use 

of physical constraints has been more or less recognised 

and it is gradually being abolished from the schools now. 

Durkheim stressed discipline that orients the chiLl to 

the moral principles and norms of the society. To ·this 

he added the notion of •autonomy• Nhich ~xplains to the 

chilj the necessity of the rules and the usefulness of 

the punishments. The chilj comes to the position of 

67. Durkheim' s application of morality to education. 
see chap.III. 



accepting the authority of the teacher who adheres to the 

moral principles h)..mself. The gap betvJeen the teacher and 

the stu'J.ent seems to be rapidly increasing in !ndia, resul-

t ing in much mistrust for each other and often the adoption 

of disciplinary measures that further aggravates this 

climate of mistrust. This may be one of the causes of 

the student. unrest prevailing in the schools, colleges and 

universities in India. 

The effective method of ventilation of the grievances 

of the students is yet to be found out that leads to a 

climate of what l'-1annheim called 'collective deliberation•. 

Education and school should provide the opportuni-ries of 

debate and discussion with the teacher and among themselves. 

This would more or 1 ess help in reaching consensus on issues 

and prevent much of the violence and student unrest in the 

educational premises. The status of the teacher, both 

Mannheim and Durkheirn argued to be changed in the context 

of the modern, industrial society. The teacher, fm:· Durkheim 

has to b·e regarded as an aqen t of moral and social change, 

who therefore occupi·=s a place of reverence in the society. 

Mannheim was a•var'e of the fact that the assu."T!ptions of the 

teachers influence the schooling and experience of the 

pupil. The role of the teacher in the democratic context 

has to be changed from c;tn • author it ar ian instructor' to 

that of a guide who shapes the personality of the pupil. 



The precondition for this is an 'emotional respect' between 

them. 
6 8 

In India the teachers have .not been given this 

recognition. Teaching as a profession is held in low 

esteem compared to many other professions, particularly 

the technical and administrative ones. This has affected 

the psyche of: the teachers. Moreover, other existential 

problems of the teachers are not properly taken car-P. of 

which is evident in the' recurrent demands for incr""ase of 

salary, job security and other facilities like housing etc. 

In short, there has been a decrease in the interest of 

teachers in fulfi 11 ing the requirements of: their profession 

which has affected the moral and educational staniard of 

the students. 

Both Durkheirn and Mannheim discussed the conservative 

character o£ educational institutions, i.e., th~?ir resis-

tence to social change, in the past. Durkhei:n stressed 

on the fact that there will be changes in the educational 

institutions according to the type of society or the needs 

f h . t 69 o - t e soc l e y. Mannheim considered the conternpor ary 

68. See chap.III regar.:iing their vie,vs on stud.ent-teacher 
relation ship. 

69. In the Evolution of Educational Thouqht in France 
Durkheim trace:i the history of evolution of e~1uc?tion 
in their response to the cultural anj structural 
changes taking place in society. The same is also 
discussed in Education and Sociology. See chap.III. 
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schools as agents of social change when they teach the 

student not an • adjustment to the e stablishe3. society •, 

but to confront the challenges of a dynamic society. 70 

Though education cannot be taken as the sole agent 

of social change and there is a reciprocal relationship 

between these two, but Mann heim and DurkhB iin have rightly 

pointed out the role of education in helping one cope v..rith 

the changes taking place in the society. Mannheim's view 

is more relevant for Indian society because for him changes 

are in a continuous flux and education has to teach ho\v to 

face the challenges of such a dynamic society. Indian 

education has failed in this respect. The examples are 

many. To illustrate a fe~,v, though there has been pheno-

menal gro•.vth in the scientific and technolo·1ical sphere 

but a scientific ethos has not yet been established, the 

frequent cases of role-conflict when one is supposAd to 

be impersonal but adheres to some form of favouritism, 

instead of conforming to achievement criteria resorts to 

a script ive factors. The contribution of education to this 

is very limited. Education cannot also be said to have 

contributed much to the economic development of the country. 

70. Mannheim makes the historical analysis to shO'.·l the 
change in goals an::i priorities in e::lucation as set 
by society, discusse:J in chap.III. 



The role of e:iucat ion in the process of redistribution 

of incom~ is not .encouraging. It has certainly helped the 

upper and middle strata to get into the better-off positions 

of the bureaucracy and other occupations but for the lower 

classes the chances of improving their positions through 

education have been very little. This .:indicates the equality 

of opportunity in education which Durkheim talked of, has not 

been achievej in the Indian context, despite the tell slogans 

of universalisation an.j free, compulsory education etc. 

Even if equality of opportunity is provided by giving 

compulsory education to all children, their existential 

problems lying outside the school will :J.efeat the justifi-

cations for the meritocratic principles.:>\..Jhich both l\1annheim 

71 an:i Durkheim unequivocally championed. Mannheim argued 

that the best talent must go to the top. For Durkhe im, 

various social functions nee:i specialisation an:i talent. 

This stratification is just when equality of opportunity 

in education is added to it. It cannot be just when inequa-

lities in social and economic spheres exist in the society 

which are vital for the accP.ss and achievements in ed.ucation. 

Durkheim v-.•anted. to keep this variable of access constant 

but the var~able of achievement J.epends not only on factors 

like acce-:;s but also on factors like the family hacl~ground, 

71. Se8 their views on meritocratic principl~s i::-1 chap.III. 
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economic condition of the family, education of the parents 

etc. The economic condition is the major determinant of 

all these factors. 

Though both Mannheim and Durk:heim do not give much 

importance to this economic aspect, but Durk:heim at least 

recognised the inequalities at the time of birth as respon

sible for an unjust division of labour. 72 Therefore, he 

stressed the development of secondary institutions like 

corporations which take care of the property after the 

death of the individual. He also expected family to go 

away. But family and inheritence of property still exist 

in India. Nor the secondary institutions been developed 

to an extent that these assume an intermediary place betwe~n 

73 the state and the people. 

There exists a wide gap between the income of the 

rich anj the poor. This gap is continuously increasing 

with the opening up of the business ·opportunities for the 

private enterprises. Thour.:Jh the public sector has improved 

its position over the years but it still lags far behind 

the private sector and has not yet been able to adequately , 

72. See chap.II regarding Durkheim's vie'-tJS on conditions 
exter.nal to the division of labour that make it 
unjust. 

73. Discussed in chap.II. 
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distribute the national resources or the profits of develop

ment among the population, particularly those who are 

deprived of it. Class col labor at ion, co-oper at ion, con sen-

sus, the fra.rne·.vork in which Mannheim and Durkhei:n analysed 

society, cannot be reached, when we· find the existence of a 

multiplicity of classes on the basis of differential incomes, 

o•.vnership/non-o;,·mership of means of production, and class 

interests. 

In India the growing instances of demands for land, 

increase in ,,_,ages, salariE?s etc. by agricultural and indus-

trial labourers, peasants and other lov1-income employees 

shows the need for a just national economic order,like the 

one demanded by the third world developing countries for a 

just interna.tional economic order at the glcbal level. 

Morality cannot be divorced from the recognition by the 

economically better-off of the needs of the downtrodden, 

which wPr.P not ryiven nue recoqnition by l\1annheim anrl Dur.kheim. 

The strugq le along economic 1 ines will continue to 

' exist that calls for thE· application of the sociolOJy of 

kno\vledge to the analysis of education in India. It implies 

whose id '?a~_; and values are pPr.petr ated through education, 

who decide v1hat type of educat.ion to be given and to Hhat 

end education is d irocted? This gives an idea of the real 

beneficiaries of the education system. In this context 

Mannhe irn• s notion of planning of education for reconstruction 

is very important ,.though one may d isaqree ' . ..Ji th him regarding 

~ 



the nature of planning. 

In the Indian context the planning of education must 

incorporate both the material and ideational components. 

The iceational components include the promotion of the 

basic values of secularism, nationalism, c; scientific 

temper. etc. 'rhe recurrences of caste feuds, communal 

riots, language conflicts, separatist tendencie:s and 

various forms of religious revivalism like Sati, dcw-ry 

death and other forms of ill-treatment to women etc • ., 

indicate that education now faces a challenging task than 

ever before in countering these disintegrating factors. 

Political and other forms of settlements are tempor 0ry 

solutions. Only education can have a lasting effect on 

these by changing the consciousness of people. People 

have to be E-ducated. Both Durkheim and ~-'iannheim considered 

education to be a life-long process. Mannheim' s stress 

on 'adult education• is now considered to be an integral 

part o<: the povPrty alleviation programrres in Indi0, because 

literacy helps people to know and take advantage of the 

various developmental measures und.ertaken for them and_~also 

brings to their notice the various avenues open for them 

in the sr-:rvice sector. 

On the material siJ.e education must be planned to 

take note of the needs of the people according to the 

vast differences in towns and countryside, income etc. 
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People have to be al1 ocated to various positions and greater 

opportunities have to be created for income generation. 

In this context more vocational is at ion of education is needed. 

Unless e::iucation fulfills this responsibility and generates 

a general sense of security among the people, its task of 

chang~s in the .:id ~ational sphere becorr1es difficult. This 

connection is lacking in both Durkheim and t-1annheim•s vJritings. 

However, they should be credited for recognising the noten-

tials of education for national reconstruction. 
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